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county for four

years. He was a charter
(and oldest member) of Waldo
Lodge
Odd Fellows, of the New England
Order of Protection, and of Seaside
Grange
Patrons of Husbandry of Belfast. He
was
a life member
of the Waldo
County Agricultural Society, and as
president in 19034 brought about the
builiding of the grandstand, which was recently burned. He also
awakened a revival of intereet in
the annual
cattle show and fair held at
Belfast. He was
married Dec. 1860, to Rusanna
Blanchard, who
died in 1863; and on
April 18, 1868, to Lizzie F.
Llavis. who with two sons, JesBe E. of F'ort
of
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The

Hayes died May 1st at hi

last

opportunity to make the most of the

man-

j torney.

She

was

advised

that, because of

Bayview street, aged 67 years, 2 long illness with a complication of diseases. hood
the financial irresponsibility of the defendant,
you most certainly have in you
He was born in
months and 20 days. He was born in
Searsport Feb. 20, 1839, the
ShepperLeroy A. Carter, convicted for breaking aDd me cnances oi collecting were extremely
eon
of
the
a
late
W.
and
suburb
of
ton,
George
Sally (Emmons) entering and
Queensrown in the County of
c nurcnes.
larceny, was called for his sen- doubtful, but that it was advisable to try a
Cork, Ireland, the son of the late Patrick H. Wise. His parents moved to Belfast when he
tence aid was represented by his council, H.
foreclosure by publication. The foreclosure
was
a very small child and he attended the
and Mary O'Connell Hayes, He went to
school
be held as usual at the
C. Buzzell, who spoke at length, asking Judge notice was signed by the plaintiff and seen by
in England and entered the British
schools.
public
When the deceased was 15
when
next
r.avy
h
Sunday morning,
Bird for clemency, etc.
Oounty Attorney her in print. The defendant was referred to the
a very
years of age his lather died and he was obliged
young boy, going to Africa, South
pastor. Sunday school at
Walter A. Cowan reviewed the case and moved attorney by the plaintiff as the proper person to
America and the Falkland Islands uefore he to leave school.
He entered the shoe store of
that the respondent be given the maximum settle with. The attorney several times assured
came to the United States.
He came to Phila- the late H. H. Forbes of Belfast and learned
punishment prescribed by the statutes, five the defendant that he had until May 13th to
in the Unitarian church
the
from
custom
shoe trade, which he followed many
delphia
Liverpool ms a sailor, when he
years in State's prison. In response to ques- make payment and this information was com•n the topic, Obedience and
was only 17 years of age, and before that had
j years, His last work was in the Leonard & tions by judge Bird Carter said he was born in municated to the
\* ill 6ing anthems, “1 Will
plaintiff. Though the attorney
sailed in an Italian bark.
Barrows' shoe factory.
He settled in IslesMr. Wise was in the
Enfield April 10, 1896; that be was the only subsequently learned that the time for rek-." Stewart, “Hold Thou buro, where he met and married ..iss
Flora M. i Civil War, serving in Company I of the 26th
the family of seven of George
and
demption would expire on the 8th of May inResponse, Arthur Sherman oi that town. Twenty-three years Maine Regiment under Capt. Frederick Bar- living child of
H. and Emma M. Carter; that he bad lived in stead of the 13th as he Pad supposed, he did
Dally invited,
ker.
While in Louisiana he was afflicted with
ago they moved to Belfast, which has since
Pittsfield, Detroit and Rockland, and not inform either the plaintiff or the defenbeen their home. His first command was the “night blindness” and was in camp for some Newport,
.eld at the Congregational
when he was 14
came to Belfast from
home

'iirrenf

on

>

10 45.

urse

two-masted schooner

and
the

Sunday

school

Thursday, the mid-week
in

the vestry at 7 o’clock,
the choir will meet for

Sunday mornwill preach on

Durch next
Vv

Martin

Forget

Made Men

a

Feast”

m. he will
Tried to Hide Away
will be spirited singing, in
id to participate. All memattend and strangers will
nied.
This is the peoples’

vice at 7.30 p.

,Vsus

meeting will be held this,

topic

The

m.

p.

will

be

t.urch. Rev. J. Wilbor Richsidence, 1 JNorthport ave_-d. Sunday morning preachminister’s topic, “Offenduuiity of all.” How this is
A

Mailmen.

problem

l’.ible school

•i.e

_m;

age that he did not pay a dividend is the remarkable record of tJapt. Hayes’ 52 years at

convenes

years ago while on a voyage from St. Thomas
to the States in the schooner Blanche Pendle

in

large attendance, much

a

ton, he
and

..'

visitors. Young
Endeavor meeting at 6,30;
invited.
Sunday evening
at 7.30; minister’s topic, j
'ii )ther-in
law;” the second
Milled “Peculiar Women.”
ihe succeeding topics; “The
.nfortunate husband,” “One
xtended to ail

1

“The

will,”
husband.”

per

A

superior
series of

with modern application.
Northport Baptist Church
o0 p. m. This, Thursday,

s

vestry the

weekly prayer
Visitors cordially wel-

lon

/

Friday, evening,

ampment, I. O. O. F., held

an

Tuesday evening

at

last

hall, and
the Patriarchal degree on

-.no.iiaies.

will be observed tomorrow,
y Primrose Chapter, O. E. S.
Carle, chairman, assisted by
cb, Mrs. Georgia B. Parker
1). Knowlton.
committee is

A

Mrs. Nellie D.
confined to her

illness,

'•

investigation they honored Gapt. Hayes with the private cipher and
placed him on the honor list at Washington, j
the

Navy offering his services in

for

one

of

case

year without pay; as he
from the St. Croix to the Rio

of

war

good
pilot
Grande, he
was in hopes to serve the country he loved
almost to idolatry and was noble enough to respect her officers from the highest to the least
in ratio to the iffice he filled.
He was alwa>s
loyal to the country of his birth and proud of
the family names of his ancestry. A fluent

speaker,

with

amount

of

ready Irish

was

and

wit

a

the

knowledge gained from

vas*L
contact

rhives.— Rockland Courier-Garespect
0. G. C.

he

returned home several

weeks

ego and it is thought the severe
past winter had hastened

experience of
the trouble*
diabetes, which with complications caused his

the

During his illness he had the constant
care of his family ar d of Harry H
Upton,
whom he re/arded as an own son.
He was a
charter member of Waldo Lodge, I O. O. F
but took a withdrawal card from it several
years ago. He was a past master of Island
Lodge, F. and A. M., and at his death
member of Phoenix

passed by Belfast

been the will of God, our
<ir friend ?ind co-worker, Wilfrom a life of usefulness in
A’nat we firmly believe to be a
efore be it
nH

■

we record our appreciation
naracter, ar.d his devoted seras a representative of the
dery. For Buch work he was
a: ure, and he was
always unrig t<‘ promote the good of the

Lodge.

He

was

a

loyal party

was

a

candidate

publican city

man

for

ticket.

and

at

one

one

a

of
He

was a

strong

bel’ef, but never united with any
church. Outspoken in this as in all things he
was ready to give a reason for his belief.
Gererous, kind-hearted, considerate always of
the rights of others he was one of the best of
citizens and his city feels its loss. Children loved him and are grieved at his departure. It is in the family circle and in
the

in

home

he

pected blow
by his wife,

loved

is moat

so

well that

severe.

this unexsurvived

He is

two sons and three daughters,
Jeremiah E. Hayes, Grace H. Hayes of Belfast,
Eugene O. of Readville, Mass., Bertha Z and
Mary K of Belfast. One daughter Annie L.
died about 17 years ago. Two grandchilden of
whom he was justly proud,Gerard Eugene, son

I

h^Uet

entered that

never

After further

cottage.”

imprisonment longer, and also thankjury and all concerned in his trial. His
sentence in the county jail expires May 12th,
when he will be taken to Thomaston.
term of
ed the

At 9

ra.

a

Thursday,

before

receiving

his

Fannie B. Wilson, a
sentence, Carter
native of Bradley, Vt., and later a resident of
Keene, N. H., were married in the jury room
and Miss

Rev. Ashley A. Smith of the Bangor Universa-

list church

officiating.

hundreds of such young

Divorces Decreed.

Abbie, wife of Robie Mears, died at her
home in Morrill April 23rd, after an illness of

The following divorces were decreed and
entered on the docket at the close of the court

age

was

69 years.

The funeral services

were

held at the home, Rev. Nathan Hunt officiating. A quartette from the Morrill church beautifully rendered ber favorite hymns, “Safe
in the Arms of Jesus,” “Beautifu Isle of Somewhere” and “Shall we Meet.” Mr. Hunt read
“Crossing the Bar” by Tennyson. She leaves
besides her husband, five childen: Mrs. Sylvia
Erskine, Mrs. May S. Blake, Edward Sheldon,
George I. Sheldon, Austin L. Sheldon, also two
brothers, George and Llewellyn Wing of this
town. Interment was in the family lot in the
Morrill

cemetery.

Gertrude L. Roswell, Libt of Belfast vs.
William H. Roswell of Haverhill, Mass ; utter
desertion for three consecutive years.
Arline M. Hatch, Libt., Islesboro, vs. L. Guy
Hatcb, do.; cruel and abusive treatment, and
that her name be changed to Arline M. Pendleton, her maiden name.

George

Of his father’s family
three sisters remain: Mrs. Annie Carney and
Mrs. Nellie Fleming, both of Roxbury, Mass
and Mrs. Mary McCarthy of Castletownsend.
Ireland. His son Eugene arrived Tuesday
evening to remain to the funeral, which takes
place at his iate home to-morrow, Friday, at 2
o’clock p. m Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson of the
Baptist church officiating.
also

survive.

E.

Carr, Libt., of Searsport vs. HatHaverhill, Mass.; utter deser-

tie A. Carr of

tion for three consecutive years.
Guy id. Eilingwood of Burnham,

Libt., vs.
Eilingwood of Tacoma, Wash ; utter desertion for three years.
Nellie B. Larrabee, Libt, of Belfast vs.
Elihu B. Larrabee of Rockland; cruel and
abusive treatment and extreme cruelty.
Libt.

Iola

Fune-al services of the late Major Charles
James House were held at 2 Sunday afternoon
to have right to resume her maiden name of
in the Penny Memorial church, Augusta; Rev.
William K Wood, pastor of the church, officiat- Nellie B. Hall
Augustus C. Larrabee, Haverhill, Mass.,
ing in the presence of the family and many
friends, among the latter being Seth Williams Libt., vs. Hattie Larrabee of Belfast; utter
Post, G. A. R., the Union Veterans Union, the desertion for three consecutive years.
Ethel L. Fowler of Belfast, Libt., vs. George
Loyal Legion and the Sons of Veterans. Seth
W. Fowler of Lisbon Falls; utter desertion for
Williams Post conducted the funeral services*
The floral tributes were many and beautiful three consecutive years and it is further orand among them were everal pieces from the dered that the care and custody of their minor
different organizations of which the deceased child, Eleanor E., be given to the libellant, and
was a member.
Interment was in the family the libelee to pay $2 per week for her support.
lot in Mt. Pleasant cemetery.
The honorary
Angie M. Gerry of Unity, Libt, vs. Delmont
bearers were from Seth Williams Post as fol- C. Gerry of Fairfield; grossly, wantonly and
lows: Levi M. Poor. Daniel W. Pettengill, Dr. cruelly refusing and neglecting to provide
|
William McDavid and C. W. White. The active I suitable maintenance for the libellant; that
bearers were George C. Libby, John E. Keller, the care and custody of their minor children
Lila anc. Ruth be given to the libellant, the
Irving and Walter Fifield.
Paul Heber Graisbary died April 23rd in the
Marine hospital in Stapleton, N. Y., after a
long illness with tuberculosis. His age was
57 years, 5 months and 8 days. He was a native of Turks Island and came to Belfast with
his parents when about 12 years of age. He
attended the public schools of Belfast. For
many years he had been employed as lighterman on the Erie Railroad.
He is survived by

Wise of Belfast and their two children, Doris L. and Paul
Heber. He was the last of his father’s family.
The funeral took place at 2 p. m, April 24th

his

wife, formerly Miss

Mabel N.

with Episcopal services. The burial was at
Ocean View Cemetery at Richmond, Staten
Island, N. Y.
News of the Granges.

Morning Light grange, Monroe, has held its
meetings in the afternoon with good

last three

results in interest and attendance. The even
ing sessions will be resumed on May 5th. The
meeting on April 21st was largely devoted to
matters concerning the Boys’ Club and the
Public Safety Committee. On April 28th little
business was brought up, but an interesting
program was presented, as follows: Song by
the choir; roll-call, responded to with original
rhymes; recitation, Maude Cooper; reading,
Helsn A. Cooper; reading, Emma Twombly;
question, “At Present Prices of Grain and the
Price of Milk, Can the Farmer Afford to Pay
$100 for a Cow to Keep.”

u

pay qd per

ween

lor ineir

support.

was

court
1

give effect to the same,
pleaded.
r\ KANSFEKS

IN

even

REAL

Brooks

Miss Ada

where she

Appleton Tuesday

to

Brown.

Sprowl has returned from Cistine,
was the guest of her sister, Miss

oprowi,

a siuueni ai

Mrs.

Young and sons Sidney and
arrived Monday for a short
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fmery

Mrs.

Sidney

P.

with

O. Pendleton.,

visit

a

W. F. Griffirg and little dai ghter ThelProvidence, R. I., are visiting in Belfast,
in hopes of recovering the health of Mrs. Griffing after a severe operation.

^

gifts.

Elmer Bowker

was

given

a

Charles Haycock, for some years in charge
of the Chamcook sardine plant, has been secured as purchasing agent for the Booth factories
in this section, ai d is removing with his family
to this city, which will be his headquarters.—
Eastport Sentinel.

Mrs. F. A. Whitehouse of Unity was in town
Friday to attend the M. C. I.-Rumford debate
in which her son, Robert Whitehouse, was one
of the M. C, I. uebators. While in town she
was the guest of Dr. and Mrs. W. B. Trickey.
—Pittsfield Advertiser.
5 Mrs. Eugene I.. Stevens returned last Friday from visits in Lewiston, balem and Portland. She also visited her cousin, Prof. Roscoe

surprise

to

Scouts will taue

gagtd.

from the Fire

part.

societies

many friends in this city of William
Roix, who was clerk of the House during the
past session of the Legislature, will be interested to learn that Mr. Roix, w ho underwent a
very serious surgicai operation April 13th, at a
Boston hospital, is getting along nicely
Mrs. Agnes Plummer went to Boston last
Saturday for a two weeks’ visit in that city
and Dorchester, Mass. She was accompanied
by her nephew, George Howard of Dorchester,
who has been her guest. Her sister, Mrs. Emery

Thomas LI*

Howard, went to New Brunswick recently for
visit.

a

Department,
the Boy

City Government.

and

The Band has been

The members of the Post will

en-

ttend

At

morning service in the Universalist church
on May 27lh, when an appropriate Memorial
day sermon will be preached by Rev. A. A.
Blair. The Belfast troop, Boy Scouts, will

the

act

as

Cross society.

The

I of several secret societies and urged him to
take charge of the Memorial Day exercises
May 30th. It is hoped to have a large parade,
men

Belfast later to

Red

R .with I. A. Conant, chairMarshall Post, G.
man, recently waited on Orrin J.Dickey, a member of /. E. Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans and

uniformed

College, who plans to come
speak in the interests of the

J. Ham of Bowdoin

A.

about 25

recent

Brooks estate.

J. G.

member

Bowker, the host’s mother, assisted
by Miss Innes, served ice cream with a birthday cake decorated with 21 candles.

several

were

ter A.
Shore
supervise improvements on the North
cottage, which they bought last fall of the Dr.

Edwin C.

as

W. Morris Deisher of Reading,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. WalDrcrow. They came to Belfast to

Mr. and Mrs.

party last Friday evenirg in observance of his
birthday by his fiarcee, Miss Louise C
Innes of East Belfast. Bridge was played during the evening. Mrs. N. H. Small winning the
lady’s prize, a handkerchief, and Charles F.
Shaw, the gentlemen’s prize, a necktie. Thos.
E. Bowker received the consolation.
Mrs.

delegation from

of

Pa.,

21st

Memorial Day.A

Mrs.

ma

some^very encouraging reports regarding
matter of shipbuilding will be received and

Harry

normal acnooi.

ton

John of Greenville

interesting.information. Every
requested to be in attendance.

me

Harriet N. Wight returned last triday
from Newtonville, Mass., where she spent the
winter with her niece, Mrs. F. Wallace Chase.

$11 per barrel in New York.

[

to

Mies

Augusta S, Frederick, Mr. Charles W.
and Mies Mary Owen are on iiieii
way home from Daytona, Fla. Mr. Frederick |
writes from St. Augustine under date of April
1
26th that he had a very good business opportunity to remain in Florida indefinitely at $4.50 |
per day and found for digging potatoes at
Hastings. Potatoes are now bringing $7 to !

|

called

were

attend the funeral of Mrs. Willard M.

Mrs.

though not

ESTATE.

Miss Edith L. Strout of the Deering High
school faculty arrived last Saturday to spend
a week with her mother, MrB. F. L. Strout.
Miss Julia E. Brown and Mrs. Louise B.

Frederick

reported without any limitation of the
to the pleadings, and that the Law Court

can

Mr. and Mrs. George Littlefield have returnhome from Howard, R. I., where they were
employed the past winter.

ed

Sadie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Ellis, observed her 14th birthday last Friday

is

subrogation.
principles
3rd, the right by subrogation is an equitable
matter of defense to this action at law, which

men.

Morris returned last Friday from
London. Conn., where he had been employed the past winter.

Mayford

New

J. A. Fessenden, Mrs Lewis W. Fendleand Miss Maude Gammans left Sen Antonio, Texas, last Friday and will be in New
York about the first of May.

other

I

Sheldon and daughter Ora left
Boston, where the latter will have

and Mrs. Collins McCarty have removed
this city to their C( ttage at Temple
Heights,where they plan to have a long season
and where Mr. McCarty can have just the
kind of a garden for which he has been planning all winter.

the

of

under the

for

Miss Edith C. Wilson of Westboro, Mass.,
arrived last Saturday to spend a week with
relatives in this city.

the various committees will doubtless have

of the 11th of

glad

;

Rose

uesBie

that

come

they spent

medic: 1 treatment.

regular meeting of the Belfast Board of
Trade will be held on Friday evening of this
week at the Court Hcuse and it is expected

to the attorney’s (ffice, after being
for, and Knight was about to withdraw,
the attorney took the amount of the mortgage
and accrued costs, endorsed the note and assigned the mortgage, as attorney for the plaintiff. When, later the same day, the money
the plaintiff by her attorney
was offered
she refused to accept it, stating that she intended to punish the defendant. On the night
to

and

uueiee

Jerry,

Jefferson Franklin Wilson, who died at h's
home, No. 22 Condon street, was born in Belfast July 2G, 1839, son of John Wilson.
At the
1 kster P.
age of 19 he went to Aroostook county, three
Brown, ) Committee
-oldie I. Carter,
on
miles from the nearest clearing and settled.
idora P. Dutch,
) Resolutions. He cleared bis farm, built a log house and
veninK. April 26tb, the Odd Fellows oarn and conducted bis farm there for 7 years.
Ifebrated at their hall the 98ih Then he returned to Belfast and established a
fc founding of the order.
The trucking business continuing for 30 years uns
an<1 other
guests were present, from til he sold it in 1896. For some years after he
ll
r,ngton and Winterport. Music I went out of the trucking business, he was act8t ,,
’by Mias Lottie Arey, violin solo; tively engaged in contracting and building
»t,r
'^les* quartet, Mrs. Ida Russell, Mrs. foundations and foundation walls in this
city.
nriil,g8' Mrs- Clara Tibbetts and Miss For the last few years and until he was con-iiif.
“ybew. Noble Grand Everett Staples fined to his house by illness last October he
t( Vl
At)0Ut 100 were present. Past Grand, was engaged in carrying on a garden in Northk*v
>ln'»h of Bangor gave an anniver- port, near Little River. Mr Wilson took great
k \\
culminating in patriotism. Rev. pride in this garden and his berries and vege*
cof Hampden, spoke on Fraternity tables were of the finest and earliest in the
Cai centres
in the world of men, and in markets. He has been several times street
Hit „
>r
,f nations.
Supper was served in commissioner and alderman of the city of BelthgL
^all, where Brother Smith aaked fast. In 1888-9 he repreeented his district in
li
the State Legislature, He was coroner of Waldo
that we extend to the wife, the
daughters who were so dear to
sincere sympathy in their be-

,rEJ

instance, I

this

May the buildings had been deby City Clerk Qrriu J. Dickey in the presence stroyed by lightning, which fact was known to
of Deputy Sheriffs Chas. S. Adams of Sears- ail parties on the 12th. Insurance on the
family circle that his kindness and real worth mont and J. A. G. Beach of Belfast. The burned buildings increased the value of the
The plaintiff claims tne
He was a mem- couple were published May 12, 1916. During plaintiff’s security.
of character was best known.
ber of Frederick Ritchie Grange of Waldo. Carter’s confinement in jail, Miss Wilson has defendant’s rights and Knight’s rights in the
stood by her fiance, visiting him daily and tak- premises were extinguished by foreclosure of
In religious belief he was a Universalist.
He
is survived by his wife, formerly Miss Dora
ing his meals to him. She has lived with his the mortgage.
Burns of Waldo, by three sons and two daugn- people at their house-boat for some time.
Held; 1st. that the assurance given the decers—Aiora j. uiary or Heiiast, Isaac n. ana
| fendant that he had until May 13th to pay the
The Civil Docket.
Richard A. Clary of Livermore Falls, Mrs.
; mortgage, was an extension of the period of
The American agricultural Chemical Co,
! redemption to that date, that under the facte
Matilda C. Littlefield of Waldo and Mrs Milvs.
Hattie A. Walton was reviewed before
of the case the attorney had authority so to do
dred C. Neal of Belfast One brother and
Judge Bird on questions of law and later was and that the
four sisters survive: Charles Clary of Long
plaintiff was bound by his action.
sent to the Law Court on report.
2nd, that Knight was not a volunteer, but
Beach, Calif., formerly of Montana; Mrs. Ellen
Albert L, Cuzner of Belfast, a native of LonWebber of Annisqua
having paid the mortgage on the assurance
Mass.; Mrs. Minta
don, England, was admitted to full citizenship from the defendant that she should have the
Ricker and Mrs. Abbie J. Clements of Waldo;
at this term after rigorous
questioning by | plaintiff's rights under the note and mortgage,
and Miss Alice Clary of Brooks. The funeral
Judge Bird. In speaking of the case Judge he was entitled to receive and hold the same
took place at his late home Saturday at 1 p. m
Bird remarked that he would be
to admit

time

Mayor on the ReCapt. Hayes became

Christian many years ago and

Baptist

was

was

read Masons in the country.

the best

a

-ennial Conclave of Knights
-id in Boston 22 years ago, the
ummandery made a distinct
g a carload of oranges and
■1 native wine.
Capt. Frank
was eminent commander of
at
that
'oandery
time, prevenir bottle of wine, and degive it to the first commander
•'•ho should confer the orders on
.dates at one meeting.
Leo.
present commander, had six
lay night, and Capt. Peterson
he made more than a score of
impressive presentation of
w
n appropriate
response from
*ho has placed the souvenir

f

Secretary

On his return home he wrote the

death.

mg in Odd Fellows

--Se by

After full

well when

O. F., had degree work
and will continue it at their

-morrow,

>eTeraI

ton, D. C.

sent

in

several months. She was tenderly cared for Thursday noon:
j
postponed to next with people of many races and many climes
time by her husband and children.
David 0. Cook of Troy, Liht., vs. Adeline
Young People's rehearsal coupled with his knowledge of books as a life during that
the
deceased
was
The
of
John
daughter
Wing | H. Cook of Skowhegan; utter desertion for
student, the genial captain was beloved and reevenings at 7 o’clock.
Her three consecutive years.
He was not and Sylvia (Daggett) Wing of Morrill.
spected by all who knew him.

O.

'-g

suspected of bringing in opium
inspected by officials from Washing-

was

was

make a statement after receiving his sentence
thanked Judge Bird for not making his

“Not

service

El SOCIETIES.
1

Several

sea, 41 of w7hich he had been master.

solv-

remarks from Carter
Judge Bird told him that was sufficient and in
a few minutes sentenced him to not more than
4 years nor less than 2 years at hard labor in
the State's prison. Carter asked permission to

attorney handle the claim.
During the forenoon of May 12th, one Knight
came to the attorney’s office with the defendant and stated that they had agreed that
Knight should help the defendant out of his
trouble by buyiDg the plaintiff’s note and
mortgage, so the defendant would owe Knight
instead of the plaintiff. As the plaintiff failed

Mrs.

May 2nd

The

continued to let the

where

the winter,

post
for the week ending May 1st. Gentlemen—E. A. Andrews, Harry L. Smith. Ladies-Miss Ada Clark, Mrs. M. D. Carter, Mrs.
Nellie Decker.

many handsome

pense to her, and claimed that a suit on the
note would have been more efficacious, she

Mrs. Robert F. Russ returned last

Mr. and

Sunday from St. Cloud, Fla.,

party of 60 or more guests, including
many from Grade 9 of which she is a member.
Games, etc., were played and delicious refreshments served. She was the recipient of

nally set by him. While the plaintiff complained about the foreclosure because of ex-

paw.” Here the judge interrupted to ask:
“Who used you in that way in this instance?”
Carter hesitated a moment and then said:

Dr, and Mrs. Eugene D. Tapley returned
last Friday from a visit in New York city.

Mr.

dant of his error, but still told
defendant
payment could be made within the time origi-

Boston, and under Mr. Andrews in Bangor.
He said he had always been “used as a cat’s

Mies Anna M. Kittredge went to Boston Mona short visit.

day for

from

the

years of age; that he had studied violin music
in the New England Conservatory of Music in

J. Peters of New

The
Holy Communion.
ur voluntary choir under
i’itcher.

Bangor

Globe, owned by C. & E. ; time. At the battle of Port Hudson he was
York, Boston and Bango ; shot in the left leg arid was also injured in the
head and taken to the hospital at New Orthen he commanded the ship Volant, later in
succession he commanded schooners Charles leans. While South he contracted diseases
Heath, the Harbinger and brig Katahdin. In from which he suffered all his life and which
He was always with the
1890 the schooner Helen Keller was built for caused his death.
home circle when not employed and was an
him in Bath; she was lost in October of that
year while Capt, Hayes was at home to build honest and upright citizen in every particular.
His wife, formerly Miss Lorena P. Lenfeet of
another ship. His next command was the barkentine Nellie Smith; then the Pendleton BrothSwanville, survives him, with their two children, Mrs. Mabel N. Graisbury of Belfast and
ers. the Blanche Pendleton, and the Pendleton sisters.
Hn last command was the Rachel George L. Wise of Westminster, Mass.
The
funeral will take place at his late home today,
W. Stevens, wnich he recently took to Brazil,
then to Lisbon, and was preparing for a third Thursday, at 2 p. m„ Rev. Walter T. Hawtrip to Lisbon when the break came between thorne or the Congregational church officiatGermany ai d the United States and he thought ing. The interment will be in Grove ceme“he would take no chances with a German subtery.
marine,” but came to his home in Belfast,
Nahum E. Clary died at his home in Waldo
the dearest place on earth to the man who
April 25th, after a short illness with Brights
had travelled the world over.
His last trip
He was born in
disease and arteria sclorosis.
was the most hazardous of his sea experiences,
Brooks April 5, 1842, the son of the late James
as he became entangled in mines in Lisbon
and Matilda (Ellis) Clary. The deceased was
harbor, Portugal, and on his return trip was
a successful Waldo county farmer, an upright
about 70 days overdue.
Never to have lost a
citizen, genial and pleasant with all, considerman nor a spar and never to have made a voyate of the rights of others
But it was in the

The min-

“Righteousness
to be followed by

he

PERSONAL.

office

1

Doming at

News of Belfast.

Justice George E. Bird ot Portland PreThe Waldo County Veteran Association will
Judge Bird was called to Portland last week
siding.
by important business and was unable to hear j meet today, Thursday, in Frederick Ritchie
The Criminal Docket.
several assigned cases.court adjourned at 11.30 Grange hall, Waldo.
Mrs. Lydia A. Moody, who plead nolo conApril 26th to 9 a. m.. May 3d, when Judge Bird I Dr. Foster C. Small went to Cambridge last
tendere to an indictment charge of receiving or
Judge Leslie C. Cornish of Augusta will | Tuesday to take a special post graduate course
stolen goods, was sentenced late Wednesday
at Harvard University,
preside.
He will return home
afternoon, April 26th, to a fine of $50 and
May 15th.
costs of $15, which she paid.
DECISION OF THE LAW COURT
The man that ie taking swillfrom a restauThursday morning Winnie R. Crocker of
rant without permission will
was
sentenced
to
please desist. He
Brooks, indicted for forgery,
In the Lincolnville Case of Lizzie S. Thomas can have his red bucket
by calling for the
In
one year at hard labor in the county jail.
same and proving
vs. Adelbert A. Hall.
property.
Collins, Colo., and Frank p. Wilson, Esq., of reply to questions by Judge Bird, Crocker said
The public is cordially invited to the supper
New York city,
that
he
was 18 years of age and that his father
for
rethe
has
been
defendant"
"Judgment
survive him.
He waB a
grandBon of the late Hon, John Wilson of Bel- was not in the court room in his son’s behalf; turned from the Law Court in the case of Liz- and entertainment to be given Wednesday
that he had served a short sentence in the zie S. Thomas vs. Adelbert A. Hall, Lincoln- evening, May 9th, in the Congregational Church
fast and the last of the
family of ten children
of a piece of to- ville parties, Rescript by Justice Madigan.
at North Belfast. Admission 20 cents.
of the late John and
Eliza Townsend Wilson county jail for the larceny
The plaintiff brought a writ of entry to setbacco from his father; that he had served a
He bad five brothers who
The Belfast Spiritualist Society will hold a
served in tne Civil
War.
He was a Universaiist in belief and for sentence in the Reform school and was honor- tle the title of real estate. By agreement of public m eting at the Colonial Hotel Sunday at
not
He was
represented by the parties, the case was reported to the Law 2.30 p. m., under the direction of Mrs. Bessie
many years attended that church. Mr. Wil- ably discharged.
and Judge Bird told him to make a
Court lor determination upon so much of the Wentworth of Lincolnville. A silver collection
son was a good citizen and a
devoted husband council,
statement in his own behalf, but all Crocker evidence as is legally admissible.
and father. The funeral wn! take
will be takeD.
place at his
could say was: “Sorry I done wrong.” Judge
The defendant had given the plaintiff, for
late home tomorrow,
Frank B. Linnekin, driver of the City team
Friday, at 4 p. m Rev,
Arthur A. Biair of the Uuivecsalist church Bird replied, “I am very sorry, too,” and he real estate purchased of her, a demand note and horses of the fire
department,has resigned
some fathe.ly adman
for
then
the
secured
a
was
$225,
gave
young
by
mortgage which
will officiate. His sons have arrived to attend
his position with the city and is succeeded by
Sheriff
Cushman second to a
to
consider
him
vice
and
told
prior mortgage which the defend- William Thurston, who assummed his duties
the services.
his friend and to treat him as such. “When ant assumed and agreed to pay. Her own ef- with the team the
first of the week.
forts to collect being unsuccessful, the plainthat trust; when he is
James A. Wise died at his heme, No. 36 he trusts you, respect
Advertised
Letters. The following lettiff placed the matter in the hands of an atCongress street, at 6 p. m. Monday, after a
ters remained uncalled for in the Belfast

of the Law Court. .TransReal Estate. .The News of

>1

1917.

lant, the libelee to pay $3 per week for his
support.
The term was longer than expected, and as

Supreme Judicial Court.

member

hurchee. .Secret Societies.Supreme Judicial Court..

3,

a

meeting of the municipal officers Tues-

day, May 1st. Mayor

Hanson

presiding.

Aider-

Holmes absent, the following business
was transacted:
Petition of New England Tel. & Tel., Company asking for pole locations in Belfast, on
various streets and roads was read ard a hearing on the same ordered for Monday evening,
man

escort.

The children of the Brick school, East Be!.
fast, Miss Ethel M. Savery and Mrs. Arthur

May 7th.

Hamilton, teachers, raised a handsome new flag
Petition of F. W. Curtis for permi.sLn to
following transfers of real estate were j last Friday to replace their old one, which was
move gasolene tank from position in front of
of
Waldo
Deeds
in
County Registry
recorded
among the first to be raised by the public
Puenix House stable to location in front f in1
for the week ending May 2, 1917.
schools. A fine flag staff was presented by
store on riign slreet, was
ieao w d
graham
Edmund Brewster, Belmont, to Fred Brew- George Dunbar and parents of the pupils preprayer granted.
The program
ster, do ; land in Belmont.
sented the spindle and ball.
The matter of renewal of insurance policies
Russell E. Nickerson, Camden, to George A. opened with singing America. The flag was
on the McLelian school was taken up and the
Cole, Winterport; land in Wmterport.
; raised by Wellington Dunbar, Leon Annie, IrvCity Clerk was instructed to renew po.icieB
Herechel W. Giggey, Connor, to Charles F.
| ing Ryan and George Brown, while the pupils during the year dividing the amounts * q ntably
in
land
Knox,
Knox;
Bessey,
j repeated in concert “Up with the Banner as possible among the agents in the city, withHenry H. Hawes, Stockton Springs, to Al- Bright/' and then came the flag salute. The
out regard to the number of the policies.
and
land
in
Bennett,
bert R.
do;
buildings
The Flag Song, which was foilowThe Trustees of the Belfast Free Library
j pupils sang
Stockton Springs.
lowed by the readings, Unfurl the Flag, by
presented a report in which they advised the
Helen S. Trussell, Lynn, Mass., to Alice Dora Flanders and Your
and
My Flag by
|
Flag
purchase of books for the Belfast Free Library,
Trussell Marden, do; land and buildings in I Katherine Wood, The
program closed by all and
payment of necessary expenses for the
Northport.
J singing The Star Spangled Banner
conducting of said library, for the general inAlice Trussell Marden,
Lynn, Mass., to
In connection with the presentation of the struction and mental improvement of the inMinnie F. Swarthout, do; land and buildings in
High School Athletic Association’s play, “At I habitants of the city, hereby determining the
Northport.
the Sign of the Shooting Star," by Miss Gladys raeanB of disposal of the “Wilson Fund” boMinnie F. Swarthout, Lynn, Mass., to Alice |
of Somerville, Mass
called. The report was accepted and placed on
to be
Trussell Marden, do.; land and buildings in | Ruth Bridgham
; given in the Colonial Theater this, Thursday, file.
Northport.
will be a cabaret show to include a
Bids for sections 12, 13 and 14 of the street
Charles F. Bessey, Knox, to Roy C. and ; evening
chorus, In Old Madrid; Spanish dance, Misses districts of work in both street sprinkling and
Walter Fish, Waldo; land in Waldo.
Laura Morris, Kathleen Colrepairs were read and the following award
Theodore D. Munroe, Camden, to S. G. Ritter- Alice Roswell,
cord and Martha Southworth; reading, A Gid- were made.
in
and
Lincolnville.
land
buildings
bush, do;
Miss Katherine D. KitSection 12, Elijah Ritchie.$450
William O. Smith, Allston, Mass., to Cora E. dy Young Maiden,
Section 13, E. H. Knowiton.$324
Shandon Bells, Theodore BramPhinney, Morrill, land and buildings in Mor- tredge; trio,
Section 14, A. L. Moody.$325
hall, William Pendleton and Byron Salter;
rill.
Street sprinkling as per specifications..$i26
Miss Maude Bryant; exhibition fox trot,
Other bids were made by Dr. W I West for
George E. Richards, Searsmont, to Byron A. song,
and
Miss Essie Piper; Hawaiian and repairs and sprinkling, $500 each; Clifton
Willard
Jennys
Wood, Sedgwick; land in Searsmont.
on repairs; Clifton Staples, $375
the clos- Staples, $450
W. A. Blaisdell, Palermo, to J. K. P. Blais- song, Misses Roswell and Colcord;
on sprinkling
ing song will be the new athletic song written
Adjourned.
dell, do; land in Palermo.
P. Chrse, in which a inarch and
Orrin J Dickey,
Velocia E. Coombs,Abington, Mass., to Owen by Robert
City Ciers,
drill will be introduced
land and
in
W.
The

dement,

Detroit;

buildings

Roundy of Brewer, libt., va. Mel- Ialesboro.
The tenative program, arranged by members
vin F. Rounds, do; cruel and abusive treatAlonzo Bacon, Unity, to Stephen P. Larra- of ihe
Congregational church for the entertainment, that the care and custody of their bee, Pittsfield; land and buildings in Unity.
ment and uplift of the Boy Scouts of Belfast,
minor children, Clarence F., Arthur M., Ruby
Isaac
Bartlett, Middletown, Conn., to John will be somewhat as follows: Banquet to be
E., Pearl M., Ora M., Doris M., and Erma be
Q. Adams, Searsmont; land in Searsmont.
tendered to the Boy Scouts on Friday evening
given to the libellant, the libeleee to pay $20
at the church vestry with speaking by the
Mabel H.

..

for their support.
George F. Marriner, Belmont, Libt., vs.
Minnie L. Marriner of parts unknown; utter
desertion for three consecutive years.
Adelle E. Choate, Libt., of Montville vsEverett B. Choate of Embreville, Penn ; utter
deser tion for three consecutive years, and it> is
further ordered that the care and custody of
their minor child, Thelma E., be given to the
libellant.
per month

State of Trade.
Activity. Despite cross currents, trade of
record size for this season of year. Governpurchases balance some recessions in regular trade lines of textiles. Hysterical buying of foodstuffs at retail unsettles several
markets.
Highest prices known for wheat,
corn and food animals.
Speculation and scarcity twin spurs to wheat. High record sales
of wool for government use.
Lumber interests helped by government’s wooden ship camment

W.

Hall of

Searsport, Libt.,

vs.

Increased

Acreage.

As the result of a
AUGUSTA. Me, April
conference today of the Food Conservation
j
Committee with the General Committee of
16.

j Public Safety, legarding loans to farmtrs, it
members of the church society and Rev. Wal- ; was decided that the money loaned should be
ter T. Hawthorne. Hike to some interesting | entirely for increased acreage; that it should
! not exceed
that it be made at 4£ percent
point on Saturday following, under the direc- and that $200;
I
requests only be granted after intion of the leaders of the University of Maine.
to
both tne financial and exej vestigation as
Special meeting for Boys on Saturday evening : cutive ability of the person desiring the loan;
to be given at the Congregational church. that there should be proper security and that
the request should be passed upon favorably
Special Sunday morning service for the Boy || by the town and county committees ot public
Scouts, who will occupy seats in the center of ! safety.
It was said that about $400,000 would be
the church. Afternoon Sunday services will
available for this purpose, deposited in banks
be held at the church under the direction of
recommended by the State Treasurer. John
the University of Maine leaders.
In the even- Percy Deering,
State Senator from York
ing there will be the farewell meeting under County, said that $100,000 could be used to
the farmers of his county.
the direction of the church members, when the advantage by

paign. Uar shortages severe, but lake openings may help. Stock market stronger. Rains
Elmira Hall, do., adultery; and it is further help winter wheat. Large increases in spring
ordered chat the care and custody of their wheat, oats, corn and potatoes probable.—
BradstreetB’ A^ril 28th.
minor child, Viola Merle, be given to the libelthree days program will be brought to a close.
lant.
This program before stated will be under the
Maine Road Loan.
Viola Overlock of Waldo, Libt., va. Cheater
direction of a team of three students from ij>e
Overlock of Searsport; cruel and abusive treatAugusta, April 27. Bids for $200,000 worth University of Maine Christian Association and
the
last
of
the
two
million
of
dollar
isbonds,
ment and extreme cruelty.
it is expected that it will be one of the most insue for ihe improvement of the roads, were
Agnes L. Plummer of Belfast, Libt., va. opened at the office of the State treasurer teresting conventions ever held in this city and
Norris B. Plummer of St. John, N. B.; utter Friday. The whole issue of $200,000 was this tea m of students which are coming here
awarded the Fidelity Trust Co. of Portland at are
desertion for three consecutive years.
among the best workers in their lines of
These bonds are 30-year serial
$101.47.
J. A, G. Beach of Belfast, Libt., va. Hannah
gold bonds at four per cent, and are in denomi- work. The action on the part of the ConBeach, do,; cruel and abusive treatment.
nations of $600 and $1,000 with interest cou- gregational church society is very commendable
Hattie N. West of Monroe, Libt., vs. Morris pons attached and will mature $20,000 each of and it should be appreciated on the part of
the
year* 1987 to 1946 inclusive. These bonds
and
it
is also
M. West of Brooks; non-support,
every Boy Scout by hie attendance. The dates
are not subject to local or State taxea nor is
ordarsd that the care and custody of their the income derived
|therefrom subject to the j of the three days program will be thoae of
minor child, Chalmers L« be girw to the libel- national income tax.^
May 11th, 12 and 18th.
Raymond

Loans to Farmers For

>

—

The Shoe Situation.
I
Footwear factories, except those engaged on
military contracts,are running far under capacity and a number of Lynn plants have suspended operations. Some producers in nearby
territory have taken all the business they care
to, but traveling salesmen complain of conditions and economy among consumers is being
practiced in many quarters. Trading in leather
ia still confined mainly to varieties going into
Federal contract work, and quotations on some
kinds of shoe leathers are yielding. In con-

trast, demand for hides baa continued tctive
and holdings have been appreciably reduced,
with further strengthening of prices noted.—
I Dun's Review, April 28th.

VICTORY FOR
THE CANADIANS
Boston Man Tells His Experience With
“Fruit-a-tives”.—No w Made In U.SA.

MR. JAS. J. ROYALL

S.S. “Boston”, Central Wharf.
Boston, Mass., April 26th, 1914.
“For three years, I was troubled with
Constipation. At times, the attacks
would be very severe, accompanied by
Dizziness and Violent Headaches. I
took medicine and laxatives the whole
time, but as soon as I discontinued the
treatment, my bowels would refuse to
move. Last October, I went to Montreal
and there heard of Fruit-a-tives’. I
nsed one box and the results were so
pronounced that I bought two dozen
boxes. 1 continued using ‘Fruit-a-tives’
and noticed a decided improvement. I

gradually reduced the dose from threea
day to one tablet every three or four
days until the twenty-four boxes were
finished when my physical condition
was perfect”.
JAS. J. ROYALL.
50c. a box, 6 for $2 50, trial size, 25c.
At all dealers or sent by Fruit-a-tives
Limited Ogdensburg, New Ysrk

Many Yellowstone Elk Dying.

n.

on the National Forests of the I
Yellowstone region. This, according to I
the forestry people, includes by far the
larger part of the remaining available
winter elk range on these forests, which
The most
can be reached by the elk.
serious feature of the situation is that in
the past the elk have been in the habit

acres

e.

milk production.

Boston, April 26, 1917.
The best
creamery butter is quoted in Boston and
vicinity at between 55 Bnd 60 cents per
pound and the chances are that it will
not go much lower even when the cows
begin to graze on Bweet “June" grass.
This is because of the fact that the cusof wintering largely in open country outtomary summer surplus of milk iB this
side the National Forests and the Yelto be lacking and the “suron
land
which
is
now
in year likely
lowstone Park,
is a most important consideration
plus"
homesteads.
Working out the right
in the manufacture of butter, especially
policy calls for expert study of the whole
where it relates to the cost of production.
subject along the lines already under- No other
single fact affords so positive a
taken by the officials in charge.
demonstration of the marked decrease
.“The entire elk question is now being
in the production of milk on the farms of
thus studied, and very carefully, by the
New England as this, and no other so
National
Park
Forest Service,
Service,
evidence of the neand Biological Survey. I believe that adequately presents
cessity of a change in the situation
outsiders Bhould await the formulation
which will result in an increase of the
of a plan by these bureaus, which will
herds of this territory. The gendairy
soon be in possession of the information
eral public has been slow to realize the
necessary to solve the problem correctrapid decline in the number of cowb from
ly. First of all the present size of the Aroostook to southwestern Connecticut.
elk herds must be accurately determined.
While it is true that the principal reason
It must then be found out how many the
may be attributed to the high price of
available winter range will support. grain, it is a fact that the usual relief
Tnis will fix the maximum size of the experienced at “grass time” will be
The
much less this year than usual.
herd to be conserved.
is that
“As the

animals

multiply

above this

maximum, some of the sunplus should be
used to restock areas in other States
which are suited to the elk. What method should be adopted for the disposal of
the further surplus remains to be decided.

|

Officials of the Department of Agriculture point out that, deplorable as are
the losses which the elk herds are no v
suffering, the situation is not essentially

their former size if they are properly
protected. Both the Forest Service and
to

are deeply inperpetuation of the elk,

the National Park Service
are

find

a

headache and backache.

is preventing the elk from obtainusual feed and the weakened
re-

.he
are

eral Government for such emergencies.
This supply, however, has
been ex-

;or

number

more

than

20,000.

as

All these

a

postal card today

this valuable tree book

year’s calves. In the northern
herd conditions appear to bn less critical,
but an immediate spring break-up is
of iast

eagerly hoped tor by those interested in
seeing the elk preserved.
When I left Gardiner about three
DOIU

When

mer.

get settled hope

we

Portland.

just

after the Northern Pacific R.

was

and will make trouble for us.

There is

search of food.

I

ranza

is

Another rumor

hobnobbing

understand it has been snowing since I

so

left and

tell what is

losses

are

The winter has been
and both elk and dobound to suffer un-

such

Be-

of

im-

exceptional conditions.
the depth of the snow it was

possible to make the elk census that we
had planned.
“Ordinarily there isn’t enough snow to
prevent the elk from getting at their
feed. This winter, however, a succession of storms has piled the snow up,
the result that the animals have

become weakened

by prolonged starvaAt Jackson’s Hole the Biological

Survey had 600 tons of hay available
feeding the elk, but I understand

the

supply is now exhausted.
“In most places feeding the elk is

out

of the

question.

Hay

costs around

for

$40

a

and it is almost

impossible to get
hold of any at that price. 'The cattle
and sheep men are unable to secure
ton

enough to feed their stock and will, I am
told, probably suffer heavy losses. Even
if unlimited amounts of hay could be
had, there would be no way to get it to
me

eiK,

since

ine roaae

are

impassable.

In many places in the Yellowstone Park

region

the mails are

being

carried

by

snowshoes and skiis.
“Elk preservation is a matter that
presents many difficulties. It involves
problems which can’t be solved without
careful study.
It would be neither a
wise nor a possible policy to attempt exmen on

clusion of homesteaders and stockmen

from the natural range of the elk to the
extent that would be required to insure

adequate

natural

year like this.

feeding grounds in a
nearly
recognizes that somedone to guard the elk

At the same time

everybody now
thing should be
against recurring

years of starvation.
“The solution is evidently some form

of

carefully thought-out control,
provision of

I

^
/sS

—it’s toasted.

I

—

■

Since Wilson asked the press to not
print war news as to the moving of
armies and

j

under
a

ship'1,

we

for

us

is to send

Copyright by The American Tobacco Company. Inc
SAILOR HSHLKMhN FOR THE NAVY.

NEW LIBERTY BELL PROCLAIMS FREEDOM

there.

Same with you.

have little California

war

Suppose
news.

you

I

am

to know the old Pine Tree State
is up and doing its part to bring this
struggle to a speedy end. 1 have been

of the peace men; have thanked (Jod
many times that Wilson kept us out of
war as long as
possible. I thought it

one

better to be kicked and have your nose
twisted round a little than to plunge our
nation into war. But the time came
when we could do

nothing less than defend our dearly-bought liberty and help
the world to shake off Autocracy and

to

an

According to tne latest statistics avail- {
able our deep sea fishermen on this coast

number over 3,000

it.

M. H. Kiff
Monrovia, Calif., April 11, 1917.

bleep,

No

No Kest, No FY
or Aching Back

the lot of many a k.
Pain and distress from no.

Weary

|

Get up with a lame hack,
Twinges of backache bo?>
Dull aching breaks your
Urinary disorders add to y

?.

If you have

kidney trouble
Reach the cause—the kiln
Doan's Kidney Pills ar

only

\
I

—

Have made

an

enviable

fast,
Mrs. O.
“Last

!

H. Stiles, 7 1

spring

I

was

I

dow

trouble. My feet and limt
so I couldn’t sleep.
My b

day

night

end

and

I

was

couldn’t do much about ti

jnost

let

ing

so

of my worn .vmiserable. I diet

vessels and

|
1

j

Howes & Co.’s Drug Store,
got better. I have felt free
former troubles Bince.”
Price 60c at all dealers.

j

1

55,000
men. Gloucester, Mass., alone, a famous
privateer base in the wars of the Revo- for a kidney ren edy—get
lution and 1812, has upward of 6,000 men
—the same that Mrs. Stiles
in the cod and mackerel fisheries. Maine
sends out 600 vessels, manned by more burn Co., Proprietors, Bufla;
than 5,000 men.
Massachusetts can
boast of more than 12,000 seasoned fishSTATE OF MAI'
Boston is the second fish marermen.
ket in the world, ranking next to London. Here is a Bource of strength for Public Utilities O

|
j

the common laborer. Business is going
right ahead; we don’t hear of anything
stopping. But if Germany should send
a few aeroplanes up from Mexico and
drop some bombs among us, you can imagine what an effect it would have and
we are not sure but Germany is planning

NIGHTS OF UNREST

pected peril, they never seem to me to temporary relief. Doan’s
fail. No danger, no difficulty, is too
been used in my family wi.
great tor them. The debt of gratitude
of this country to them is incalculable.’” tried them, I got this me
j

j

Large improvements are being||made
that employ many men and wages are
good for mechanics, but not so good for

Has stock been taken of the resources
men for our navy among our deep sea
fishermen? In view of what the North
Sea fishermen have done for Great Britain this is a source of great possibilities.
At the outbreak of the European war
there were available no less than 3,000
first-class steam fishing vessels, and
125,000 men were engaged in the fishing
industry on all types of ships. At the
present time, with large additions from
the building yards, the craft employed
by the British Government run into the
thousands, and all the fishermen, except
those reserved for seining, are in the
war service in one capacity or another.
In fact, these hardy toilers of the sea,
it is well known, have been able to do
more for their Government by the use of
the Otter gear to clear the North Sea of
enemy mines than the British Navy.
The indispensable and intelligent duty
of these fishermen was appropriately
eulogized in the British House of Commons more than a year ago, when Mr.
Balfour said: “Small crews in stormy
seas suddenly face to face with unex-

S

Vj:

in

get but little of

do with the Mexi- Kaiserism.
So I say, stand for our flag
army to Mexico and and our
country until victory comes to
I re- ;
lick them so they will stay licked.
us.
alize that is easier to talk about than to
In a few days we will hear the Tramp,
accomplish anything in Mexico. For ! Tramp of the boys, flags will be
flying,
been
the
Mexicans
have
at!
200*years
bands playing and bayonets glistening
Give a Mexi- I in the
war among themselves.
sun.
It will take some of us back
can a strip of bacon and some corn meal
to the days of '60 and '66.
Many then
and he will never do a stroke of work,
marched away, never to come back, and
were
born fighters, j
This generation
there will be many of these boys who go
They are uneducated and lazy.
to the front and will never return.
It’s
We have authentic information that ; the inevitable of war.
We must do evthe Germans have established a base on
erything we can to care for the loved
the Mexican coast, just south of Taihpi- ones left
Let us pay them as
behind.
co and have at least 20 submarines there
good wages as though they were at
and we fear that they may at any time home. Los
Angeles is raising large
make a raid on the Southern California j sums for this
purpose.
We are getting prepared pnssicities
j1 There is some talk of sending an army
of
the
bly as well and faBt as any part
over to France to help them.
I am opcountry. This morning heavy guards
to it.
If a few billions of money
posed
were Btationed around all the banks and
will help them, I would be glad to see
public buildings in Lob Angeles. Camps them have it. Let us supply the Allies
of mobilization are filling up.
The enwith all the supplies we can, and let
listments had been slow, but now that
them fight it out.
There is no question
the face the boys ane
war stares us in
but that ail Europe is suffering for food
comino- to the colors.
You mav rest asLet U3 feed them and it will
supplies.
sured Los Angeles will not be in the i
help them to finish up the job begun.
The
rear, but in the front for duty.
This is only the opinion of one of the
census ehows that Los Angeles city has
millions of our country.
Don’t amount
50,000 men between 19 and 25 years old, to much, I realize.
and probably 25,000 will pass examinaWe are making great preparations to
In one of my letters I told you of raise food
tion.
Over $5,000 was raiscrops.
the Lucky Baldwin Ranch, about 12 miles ed in the city to plant vacant lots.
east of Los Angeles.
Baldwin at one Those unable to buy seed have it furnished them.
I notice the lots are gentime had 60,000 acres of land.
There is
erally plowed and people are working
now about 35,000 acres left, owned by
them. This will furnish large quantities
his two daughters, who live on the of potatoes Bnd all kinds of vegetables
we raise two crops of many
and
ranch. MiBs Anita Baldwin has just
things
in a season.
High cost of living is stirturned over to the Government 3,600
the people.
Prices go soaring nearring
acres for a training camp.
Baldwin had
ly every day. I just paid 28 cents a
a mile race track close to Arcadia and
pound for salt pork; butter is 50 cents a
the soldiers, about 1,000, are now camp- pound; meats of all kinds, 20 to 25 per
cent advance in the last few weeks;
ed inBide of this track. Miss Baldwin
flour, $10.80 per barrel. Times are fairalso turned over her $1,000,000 mansion ly good.
Men who want work can now
and grounds for a hospital and all her get it. Much building iB going on; in
the business district more than usual.
and
are
cans

© « a teo

pleased

much sensational news it is hard to
real facts. I believe the

only thing

r* © © •• m

such news outside of our own city. If I
did not get the Maine papers I would not
know much about what you are doing

is that Car-

suf- horses, cattle, sheep, hogs
dogs
ficient amount of both summer and win- now in the possession of the GovernThere are hundreds of acres of
ter range for a reasonable number and ment.
also some provision for utilizing the nor- alfalfa, barley, oats and other farm
mal increment of the herds instead of crops, farm machinery, etc., and all Bhe
letting the elk alternately multiply and requires, is that the farm shall produce
all it possibly can to feed the army.
starve off.
“To provide feed for elk the Forest Just think, the boyB getting milk, eggs
Service has either prohibited or greatly and chickens. This is patriotism for you.
restricted grazing on about two million There are thousands of acres of oranges,
which there will be

J

>

symptoms of thin blood.

ready.

to

something interesting from
My first visit to Portland

write you

widely

tion.

pocket

I

Who wouldn’t go to war
grape vines.
to have all this nice layout to get you

To the Editor of The Journal:
This will be my last letter from Southern California for some time, as we go
to Portland, Oregon, to spend the sum-

Germans,

with

into your

S

I

Begin trying it today: Lucky
Strike, the real Burley cigarette

they will soon be ripe, and just adjoining the camp are a hundred acres of

with the

cause

spill

B,

and

v

are

20 are

1

packages of
handily this

peaches, plums, apricots and almonds,

Letter From Southern
California.

border.

mestic livestock

arc

—

But
many of which were pretty weak.
the snow was unusually deep and the elk

der

J

in paper
carried more

own

R. had reached that city. Its population was about 30,000 and business chief11
ugu,
U11C1UUII,
ly lumbering. It is now a very fine city
explorer and naturalist who was selected and .has buildings equal to ajiy of the
by the Government to represent the coast cities. It is war, grim war with
sportsmen in the elk census attempted ub. This morning’s paper says that Villa,
this spring, “the elk that 1 saw seemed the Mexican bandit, is at Jaurez with
on the whole not in bad condition for 10,000 Mexican soldiers and is expected
this time of year except the calves, to cross the line and do damage on the

thought probable.
extremely severe

Cigarettes

Building Up the BlOOd

The northern

considerable

1

u

the

the southern herd may reach even as
high a figure sb one-third the entire
number, with practically an entire loss

that

I
1

(

herd 5nd

Park herd is estimated by the Park
authorities to contain over 30,000 animals. According to the reports received by the Forest Service the losses in

scattered in

K

druggist sells Dr. Williams Pink Pills or they will be sent by mail,
postpaid, on receipt of price 50 cents per box, or six boxe3 for $2.50, by the
Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

or

rvttixo

7

p

non-alcoholic tonic. They build up the blood, strengthen
the digestion and soothe aching muscles. They
especially good for growing girls and tired women who worry.

Your

The elk which winter around Jackson’s
known

J

p'

nerves, tone up

Send

hausted.

Hole

This toasting has given y ou
the real Burley cigarette at last.
Until now it couldn’t be made;
now the
toasting holds the flavor
and keeps the cigarette fresh.
Of course you’ll want to smoke
the real Burley cigarette-because it s Burley, toasted.
is blame good” tobacco; and
you smokers are for it.

are a
are

ported to be dying rapidly in spite of the
large supply of hay provided by the Fed-

are

I

Dr. Williams Pink Pills
for Pale People

ing tTieir

Jackson’s

ttfB

*

Many people are run down and debilitated at the end of winter.
They are pale, tired, have no appetite, do not sleep well, have

danger is said to be due to an exceptionally heavy winter snowfall and
late oncoming of soring. Deep crusted

or

K

tonic time

The

southern

m

vfS" T

/

WASHINGTON, Aprii 30: Alarming reports of conditions w hich threaten decimation cf ihe Yellowstone elk herds are
beginning to reach the Department of
Agriculture, both from the Jackson’s
Hole region and from Gardiner, Montana.

Hole, in Wyoming,

rC

W

■

-■

animals, especially the calves,

«\

11

working together in an effort to
Penley, Lewiston; chaplain, Ray C.
consistent, workable conservation Thompson, Preeque Isle; trustee, A. H.
Brown, Old Town.
policy.

and

Deep Snows Cause Starvation..

snow

13 I

I

it’s toasted.

The grand council of the Royal Arcanum
of Maine held its annual meeting at Portland L pril 24th. Officers chosen were:
Regent, H. C. Wilson, Portland; vice
regent, W. P. Stone, Portland; orator,
George B. Goodale, Bangor; past regent,
A. A. Blair, Belfast; secretary, C. C.
Ramsey, Portland; itreasurer, H. G.

The natural increase will,
they say, gradually bring the herds back

terested in the

YES,

Maine Royal Arcanum.

severity.

I

just the same as your
delicious, brown, butteredhot morning toast. The tobacco

lesson to every thoughtful citizen
there must be cordial and hearty encouragement tendered the producers in order
to maintain the supply of milk at its
present standard and this must be continued in order to increase the amount.
It may sound paradoxical, but it is
nevertheless true, ihat higher than present prices for milk mean better production and better production means
more and cheaper milk.
In the present
state of affairs that, and nothing else,
will lead to more satisfactory rates on
all hands for all kinds of dairy products.

different from that created among domestic livestock by seasons of unusual

1

It's toasted

our

auxiliary

navy, whose value

we

cun

scarcely overestimate.—Marine Journal.

Re-Telephone

Worms Make Children Fretful.

The city of Philadelphia notified its citizens of the signing hy the president of the war resolution by ringing the hell in Independence ball from the
same tower where liberty was
reclaimed in 1770.

A

REAL

BABY

To the Editor of The Journal.

“Baby Week”

next week is

made for keeping the inspection of milk

WEEK.
As

the Public

Health Committee of the Federation of
Women’s clubs are asking you to insert
the enclosed

week.

clipping in your
Sincerely

issue next

Carrie Brewster.

Dexter, April 25,
A Real

1917.

Baby

Week.

This is baby week. The Children’s
Bureau of the Department of Labor
designates the current week by this title,
with the purpose of stimulating nationwide interest in the conservation of human life.
Locally, if baby week is to be anything morq than a mere perfunctory
“observance,” certain definite results
should be achieved.
The playground movement should get
a substantial start, so that the youngsters may be relieved of the dirt and
danger of the public streets and given
recreation which will build up instead of

tearing down.

the fly.

Aod ample provision should be

Children suffering from worms are dull and
irritable, puny and weak, often grind their
teeth and cry out in sle p, being a constant
source of worry to their parents.
Kickapoo
Worm Killer is a mild laxative remedy in candy
tablet form that children like to take. Promptly effective, it kills and removes the worm from
bowel
the system. Irregular appetite and
movement, lack of interest in play are sure
signs of worms. Relieve your child of this

Service

Investigation by
own

in

the Cor
Motion

I. C. 221.
Ordered: That a public
the Town Hall, in Thorndikof May, 1917, at haif past
forenoon, at which time an
Utilities Commission will h
terested in the telephone
rendered by the Knox and
the Liberty and bt-lfa
Telegraph Co.,the Half Mur
Unity Telephone Co., the
Co., the China Telephone
land Telephone and Telegta)
C unty of Waldo, witn esp.
the telephone service within
relations and interchange of
the companies; the facilities
service; the rates charged by
panies for service to their
ers and for conversations
lines; informal allegations
in charges between the c<
I conversations originating on
ing over one or more lines >
panies and the adequacy a
of the telephone service

i

f
j
j

up to standard.
The necessity of absolute obedience
to quarantine regulations ought to be burden. At all druggists, 25c.
brought home to every parent. CeleRoosevelt Gleeful.
brating baby week while carelessness
permits contagion to increase right along
is something of a contradiction.
Oyster Bay, N. Y., April 25. Col.
The visiting-nurse movement should Theodore RooBevelt was gleeful tonight
be fortified, and arrangements made when told that a gun on the Mongolia,
whereby all mothers can avail them- named after him, had sunk a German
Belves of reliable instruction in nursing submarine.
and free medical advice when necessary.
“I am greatly rejoiced,” he said, "and
The mother’s pension law should be I congratulate the captain, the gunners
applied wherever there is need or justi- and all the crew of the Mongolia. Thank
fication, and its purposes made plain to Heaven, some Americans haye at last
all mothers who might cotre within its begun to hit. We have been altogether
provision's.
too long purely at the receiving end of j county.
That each of said teleph
Special thoughtfulness should be de- this war Germany has waged on us.”
represented at said hearing
and
deficient
children
backward
voted to
tied
to give information for
|
in the schools and medical inspection
subject matter of said invests
The State Paper.
and extended.
should be

emphasized

of the

practical obli
gations presented by baby week, They
affect our children directly and vitally
and concern the entire community. Reading pretty Bentiments and wearing baby
ribbons form one way of keeping baby
week. Helping to do something real for
the health and happiness of the children
right here in our own city—in our own
These

are

some

The sanitation question should be blocks—forms another.
brought home to every section of the
Lets make something practical
city, and dirty alleys, streets, backyards, baby week.
and barn lots should be outlawed. The
provision dealer and the butcher should
be made to understand the menace of

I

out of

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
TO» nACKACHE K.DNEYS AND BLADOE*

In connection with the

news

item rela-

j

That the Clerk of this <
notice of said hearing by no.
ed copy of this order to ear
panies and by causing a like
publish d in one issue each of
Journal, the Waldo County H‘"
Kennebec Journal and the Ha1
all not less than seven days

k

tive to the circulation of a petition for a
referendum on the act making the Kennebec Journal the State paper, it may be
of interest to our readers to know that
by the Legislative Resolves of 1857 the
Kennebec Journal was created the State ing.
Given under the hand and se
I
Paper, and continued without interrup- 1 Utilities Commission, at August-1
tion as such until 1911. In that year the
A. D. 1917

New Age, a Democratic weekly, was
made the State Paper, and will continue
as such until the new act takes effect.
The act of 1917 above referred to restores the Kennebec Journal to its former position as State Paper.

of

*

April,

[LB]

BENJ. b\ CLEAVES
WM. B. SKELTON,
CilAS, W. MULLEN

A true copy.

[US]
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High Pri«s-
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York.

articles such
°slice in many beans,
and
Ls sugar, for truits
the de-

as

'...-counted

;liy
a

t.p

April 24. Newspaper
publishers from all parts of the country,
assembled here today for the annual
meeting of the Associated Press, passed
a resolution pledging their “hearty supNew York,

by

and

by specula-

conditions

te

1
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the war

change

lower.
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Stockton
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long

Springs Renews Its

see
that the
much greater
will also disnt labor and the cost
can

her is
Put he

g pretty near togethof production fixes
vie produced.
When
wood has his pay inrJ, the selling price
when the wages of
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;

uses

;

advanced,

are

cover

the increased

the fact we are
nr attention while we
article.
Clarence W.
a as in the office and
made 110 or 115 galIhis season which he
-1.(50 a gallon. That
0 per cent, on the
r, Edwin S. Ireland,
the increased cost of
nng the sap, and of
,ni a very small marll is doBbtful if he
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as

disadvanWhen the price of
cannot
he
ally high
ssary to carry on a
and people will not

Pen

prices

are

by abnormally high

have this year;
have for two years;
ufacturers have, or
had, but as a rule
i-rter for all concern-

r
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news
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for youngsters in |

been ordered from
State by the Coinipany and will be dis■The pigs
month.
mx weeks old and beprice of pork the
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than usual, but C.
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has put across a good
impossible to buy the
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icy prices.
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PERSONALS.
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j

returned from
the week end

passed

'udent of the University
jest of his parents.Mr,
iy B Piper,
d Norih Haven is a
f H D. Brophy. Mr.
return from Florida,
the winter.
Fairfield
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^f £3u|seshipyard.

The Bangor Daily NewB ]

Time was when Stockton was distincton the map as a
ship building port. But

mat

V hS I

erffont
Begun originalC°A
fv
the famous Snow
fleet
i'JO"erufor
8he was
ncet, «L
sold soon after the keel
Maritime
Cod bwhUaiH
t0Athf toAtlantic
h
have
^ decided
shin n
Snow
" *

age was 63.

s

No climate affects it for
the package protects it.

of Maine has sent over
xiaval Reserve and the
as furnished a number

quartermasters. Some
have fitted up units
urol, and one fraternity
"s own boat, manned it,
i.e service of the governics

WRIGLEV’S goes to all
parts of the world—in
all seasons, to all classes.

Fresh, clean, wholesome
and delicious always.
It aids

appetite and digestion, quenches thirst,
keeps the teeth clean
and breath sweet.

vvas

iung,

iuug

ago.

±ne

|

piuneer

builders one after another came to grief
in the decade following the close of the
Civil war, and the several yards were
overgrown with weeds and forgotten
many years before the magnificent ships
from the yards of Arthur Sewail & Co.,
Bath, and Carleton, Norwood & Co.,
Rock port, established a record in marine
architecture for ail time.
It was in the autumn of 1875 that the
industry in this town gave one expiring
gasp when the Kremelburg was launched, the last of nearly two hundred sea-

attention

carloads of massive
of which are 45
xcci
ana
lung
measuring zuxz4 liicnes.
They would make an admirable keel for
such a ship as the government is now
asking private yards to build. In fact I.
L. Snow & Co. stand ready to build one
of these craft if the necessary number
of men can be obtained.
Scarcity of
shipcarpenters is a greater handicap
Just now than scarcity of materials.
to

two

Louisiana oaks

of si-rviee is

rising

like

a

golden

THE
er

L>.

A. R.

For Tired Women

ELECTION.

*

Washington, April 19. Mrs. GeorgeThachGuernsey of Kansas was elected president-

general of the Daughters of the American Revolution for the next three years, tonight,over
three opponents by a majority of 25 on the first
ballot. Mrs. Guernsey received 677 votes;Mrs.
George C. Squires of Minnesota 263; Mrs. John
Miller Horton of New York 235, and Mrs. James
Hamilton Lewis of Illinois 121.
The other new officers are: Miss Elizabeth
F. Pierce, District of Columbia,chaplain-general; Miss Emma L Crowell, Pennsylvania, recording secretary-general; Mrs. Duncan D.
Fletcher, Florida, organizing secretary genera ;
Mrs. Robert J. Johnston,Iowa.treaeurer-general; Mrs Woodbury Pulsifer, Maine,correspond
ing secretary-general; Miss Grace M. Pierce
New York, registrar-general; George K Clark,
Massachusetts, historian-general; Miss Natal'e
Summer Lincoln, Connecticut, editor of the*
magazine. Among the vice presidents elected
was
Mrs. William C. Robinson of Maine, for

Across in Francis Cobb Co.’s shipyard
the spars have just been installed in the
schooner Frank A. Morey, wh'ch will 1 e
put overboard the first high course of
tides in May, probably the 8th. Edw.
going craft.
Bohndell of Rockport was the man who
To the task of rehabilitating the old had
charge of juggling the big sticks.
Crooker yard, Mr. Wardweli brings
Alongside the Morey is a schooner of
something besides broad experience and about the same size, which has already
perfect command of his art. It is but been named the
Allen, although hardly
the truth to say that he feels an enlhus- 1
beyond the skeleton stage. The craft is
iasm born of sentiment, for it was around
ceiled, and will be lunched some time in one year.
these old yards where his father acted
Juiy.
an important role as designer, draughtsThe keel has been laid and part of the
man, and master builder, that Mr. Ward- frames are in
place for a four-masted
well played as a youngster; and it may : schooner of 1600 tons
which is being built
be noted that his older brother, John J. for Crowell &
Thurlow of
and
iumphreys’ Homeopathic Remedies are
Wardweli, long a successful superintend- j whicfi will be launched lateBoston,
in the fall.
ent for Cobb, Butler & Co., holds the
iG.-d^md to meet the needs of families
These three vessels take up the
yard’s
honor of having built the last ship in
jr invalids, something that mother, father,
capacity, and put it beyond the question
Stockton, when a very young man.
for the builders to even consider the
Mir1:
or invalid »v.n take or give to'meet
govThe old timer Stocktoner, now trans- ernment’s
proposition. Over and above r[.. need of the moment. Have been ixx use
planted in nearly every State of the j that is the fact that the Cobb
company
.or over Sixty*Years.
Union, will find in the news ot this little ! also has a contract to build another
fouiprie;
FOR
-enterprise something to warm the cockles master for Crowell & Thurlow after the 3l.o.
1 Fevers. Congestions, Inflammations. 25
of nis heart, however slight he may have I Flank A.
has been launched.
Morey
1
Z Worms, Worm Fever.2.*
reckoned his sentiment for his old home
L-. Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.23
2 4
25
And the prospect of even a tern- !
“PRUSSI \IMZED GERMANY.”
town.
i IH-irrhca, of Children and Adults.
25
Colds, Bronchitis.
the
'?
revival
of
traditional
Coas'/s,
porary
industry i
25
g Toothache, Faccache, Neuralgia
means a whole lot to a town which, by
Why should “the land of poetry, art
25
w> Headache, Sick. Headache, Vertigo.
the beguiling and nectifc activities ot the i and music” sink hospital ships? The
Stomach...
Weak
25
L-v-pt-s.-ift, Indigestion,
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad Company, i question is giving perplexity to many ..» Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis. 25
i 5 Eczema. Eruptions. 25
who as travelers and students have
some years ago, unfortunately acquired,
33
It helium ti.Hin. Lumbago. 25
hguratively speaking, a well-developed quaffed deeply at the spring of “German
i;} Fever and Ague, Malaria .25
Prof. Edward Dickinson
7 Pile!*, Blind or Bleeding. External,Internal.25
champagne appetite, only to discover humanism.”
25
IfJ Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head.
that the exigencies of railroad economics of Oberlin College counted himself as
25
20 Whooping Cornell.
and other factors wholly incomprehen- one of the bewildered, but he is now
23
Difficult
in
Breathing...
si
h
a.
A
21
Oppressed,
sible to the common mind developed a feeling his way toward a solution of the
27 Disorders of the Kidneys.23
j
23
Incontinence.
situation which left nothing for the slak- I problem.
the
Urinary
three
30
Recalling
years he
25
ing of the aforesaid ambitious thirst but spent in Berlin, he suggests that in ap- 3 4 Sore Throat. Quinsy
La Grippe.25
stale beer.
portioning the guilt we must take two 77 Grip, Grippe,
To the man on the street it appears Germanys into account—on the one hand
Sold by druggists, or gent on receipt of prlca.
that Lincoln A. Gardner is entitled to the Prussia, “hard, domineering, Philistine,
Medical Book mailed free.
privilege of laying claim to such honor of wonderful genius in organizing for
HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICIN* CO., Cornet
as may reside in
seeing a vision trans- purely material ends;” on the other the
P
vNaw York.
lated into a verity.
! populations of the Rhine country, of William and Ann
though endowed witn a sumciency ol western and middle Germany and Aus“pep,” his regular business is that of tria. He points out that nearly all of
hardware, plumbing and heating; and he the great German poets were born outside Prussia, and that Prussia did not
comes no nearer seafaring traditions than
those which might naturally befall Ihe produce one of the great German comstepson of a daughter of a sometime posers. Bach was a Thuringian, Mozart
builder of distinction, Master Albion P. a Bavarian, Haydn an Austrian citizen,
Goodhue, and the grand-daughter of probably a Croat; Handel, Schumann
Stockton’s most noted pioneer master- and Wagner were Saxons; Mendelssohn
and Brahms were born in Hamburg and
workman, Sebra Crooker.
Whereby may the writer resort un- Beethoven in Bonn, of Flemish descent
censured to the Gallic phrase: “Cher- on his father’s side.
A mgmy pertinent tact, little known,
chtz la Femme.” Of a certainty, search
■
for the woman—and find in Mrs. Caro- but now worth recalling, is that the poet
line Goodhue Gardner ihe one who in- Heine, born of Jewish parents at Dusseltrigued the interest of her girlhood dorf, practically foretold nearly eighty
FOR YOUR
friend, Mr. Wardwell. Mr. Morrison, years ago what would happen when the
who had previously j lined with Mr. policies of the Fatherland came to be
Gardner in a successlul attempt to in- dictated from Berlin.
Writing from Seed Peas, Garden Seed in bulk \
duce E. W. Lawrence to seriously con- Paris, he deplored greatly a movement
and
sider this town as a location for a sardine then on foot to “make the kings of Prus- and papers, Nasturtium
cannery, has been a resident of this vil- sia the rulers of a united Germany.”
the
Peas
pound or
by
lage some seven years, removing here For his part, he had never felt inclined Sweet
from Cutler. He is at the head of a to repose so much confidence in Prussia.
ounce, and all kinds of Grass
company successfully engaged in the “I have rather,” he said, “been filled
business of taking herring for the can- with anxiety as I gazed on this Prussian Seed,
go to
His competitors grudgingly ad- eagle, and, while others boasted of the
neries.
mit that he knows something about sar- bold way in which he glared at the,sun,
dines and can recognize them upon very my attention was drawn more arid more
I never trusted this Prusslight inspection—but none have ever to his claws.
accused him of being one.
sian, this tall, canting hero in gaiters,
Mr. Hopkins, the last of the trio to be- with his big paunch and his large jaws
and his corporal’s stick, which he dips in
come convinced of the feasibility of the
MASONIC TEMPLE.
project, and to wear the inscrutable Mona holy water as he lays it about your back.
the poet repeated,
Lisa smile, has long been active as a I am not overfond,
this
militar"of
and
Christian
most anything
philosophical
shipper of wood, hay
Phone 110. Office hours 9 to 11 —2 to 5.
else. He is apparently a man of much ism, this hodge-podge of thin beer, lies
I utterly loathe this Prussia,
leisure these days, but it is known that and sand.
he has enough irons in the fire to brand this stiff, hypocritical, sanctimonious
most anyone else into a crisp.
Within Prussia, this Tartuffe among the nathe triangular area loosely defined by tions.”
A d if Heine were alive today would
Bar Harbor, Rockland and Bangor he
has more personal acquaintances than he not heartily subscribe to Prof. Dickanybody not a political spellbinder. And inson's summing up of this war as the
product, not of a Germany clothed in its
they all call him Bert.
Belfast, Maine
49 c High Street,
It is a hundred to one shot that with right mind, but of “a Prussianized Ger4wl4p
these men behind Mr. Wardwell, with many—a Germany perverted, beguiled
his comprehensive grasp of the business by political sophiBtnes, so dazzled by the
in hand, there will be something doing in glitter and pomp ,and swagger of a bla- ALBERT
E.
tant imperialism and the glamor ol a sudCrooker’s Yard for quite a little while.
den material prosperity that it has lost its
Everett Staples.
sense of the true values, and in the
passion to gain the whole world has, for the
time at least, lost ita soul?”—Boston
Odd Fallows I took,
Herald.
BsMsst, Mahw
TOR BACKACHE KIOHEYS AHO BLADDER
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Farmers of Waldo County
Don’t Be Afraid of

halo.

some

HUMPHREYS*

With

“They help

Aching Heads

me

so

much and I find

I begin taking your
Foley Kidney Fills.” Mrs. Frank P.
.Wood, Morrill, Maine, R. P. D. No. 2.
Sometimes it seems as if you can’t
Bland the pain across your back. It
is just making your life miscrablo
and robbing you of all energy and
strength.
When you are constantly
tired, head always aching, nerves “cn
edge,” kidney action painful and burning; then is the time to start in at
once on Foley Kidney Pills.
They strengthen the weak, ailing
kidneys, improve their actio*', enable
them to throw off the poisons that
relief

as

cause

your trouble. Your

soon

as

nerves

grow

peaceful, sleep becomes sounder, nervous
headaches disappear.
As Me •.
Wood says: “I find relief ng seen an v
begin to take your Foley Udr.ce
Pills.”# Be sure you get the g< u..
Foley Kidney Pills, for they a
n
medicinal
and
contain
purely
harmful drugs.
—

SOI. I)

This Avery 5-10 Tractor
It is not

||),lumatism
l'\
1
I

I
|

attacks the
ide” man. Pains and
tiffen his joints and
duces his efficiency.
-t twinge get Sloan's
"y to apply, it penerubbing and soothes

ICTI
long
I

Ij,
I
i

drive or tedious
"Id rain apply Sloan’s
'r;1 to those stiff
fingers,
v" ts and arms.
;
n->ira!gia, toothache, bruisea,
feet, it is promptly effective.
25c. 50c. and $1.00.

^“dniftUu.

CONSIDER the

Walling

Write

I
I

^ took
at Jellison & Greer’s

Restaurant.

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

REAL ESTATE

high price of Grain, Horses,
Harnesses, Etc.

or

telephone

tor

A. E.

HUY YOUR SEEDS

EARLY,

as

CHASE CO.,
U LOOKS, MAINE.

$1.00 For Three

and packages.
Present prices
vegetable and flower seeds will

bulk

hold good as long
Get our

prices

as

our

The Bangor Daily News is

stock lasts.

and ask or send for

;

Months

a special offer to new subscribers
clipping out the enclosed coupon
Bangor Daily News will be sent

The Bangor Daily News is the home paper of Eastern, Northern
and Central Maine, first to reach the morning field; full Associated Press
Northern and Central Maine fully reprt
reports. All towns in Eastern,
regular correspondents. After the first three months the paper

and compare our prices with
those in other seed catalogs. You will
our

making

first 3 months for $1.00. Any person
and sending to us, enclosing $1.00, the
the first ihree months to any address.

catalog
find

ECONOMICAL,

GET ALL THE WAR NEWS FIRST
IN THE BANGOR DAILY NEWS

prices will be much higher. We
contracted for our seeds early last
spring, and have a large variety in
on

and

catalog.

Telephone 8-2

prices lower than other firms.

sented by

is sold at 50 cents

a

month.

■“

FILL THIS OUT
News for three months to
Please send the Bangor Daily

GROCERIES, DRUGS

NAME.

AND MEDICINES.

address.
Enclosed Please Find #1.00 For Same.

THE

For Sale
150
Also

is open for

en-

gagements for

1917

OSTEOPATH

ANDREWS

GOLD ERICK.

This machine is LIGHT, STRONG
using KEROSENE for FUEL.

Charles F. Swift,
Dr. Effie

a

EVERYWHERE.

I A.A.HowestfCo.

I

p^yQj.
Lasts

cry

lower,

A-ers

I x

on the
is ,he motor
ot construction at
I. L.
now

raised amid the cheers of the members,
while a chorus of 50 voices sang the National anthems of the United States,
England and France.
Reading at the luncheon of a telegram

J

:fers in two ways.
:

[Courier-Gazette J
RocHanT9,! conspicuous object
_

iii

been included in the
that the price is the

an

Rockland’s Eusy Shipyards.

1f6'4

also mat vjuiu-uusi

when it is manufacrporation, but strang
.mill be cheaper when
J to be fixed by Uie
all corporations, the

■

and OWEN BROS.

port of the effort of the executives of
the Government to carrv out effectively
the mandate ot the Nation” expressed
in the war resolution passed by the Congress on April 5th. This action was taken
at a business session which followed a
patriotic luncheon at which the Stars and
Stripes, Union Jack and Tricolor were

RECENT DEATHS.
Alton Bay, N. H April 24. The funeral of Rev. Frank Plummer, one of
best-known. Adventists in this State,
took place at the home on Alton Bay
Campgrounds, this afternoon and was
very largely attended. Rev. Frank H.
Libby of Rochester officiated, assisted
by Rev. John Lawrence of East Rochester. The bearers were Supt. E. F. Simonds of the Alton Bay Campgrounds,
E. G. Sieger, J. M. Bennett and Paul
Byer. Rev. Mr. Plummer was born in
Cooper’s Mill, Me., a son of Frank Plummer.
He moved to Dover and for years
he conducted a successful grocery store.
He was 'licensed as a preacher when a
young man. Mr. Plummer had been a
resident of Alton Bay 15 years. He is
survived by a wife, two sisters, Mrs.
Susan Weeks and Mrs. Anne Louis. His

Mrs. Victoria A. Grant, widow of
Samuel L. Grant, died April 23d at
from President Wilson, expressing rethe home of her daughter, Mrs. W.
gret that his duties prevented him from E. Alexander of
Stockton Springs, April 24. George
Benton, aged 78 years.
was followed by prolonged
being
present,
She was the daughter of William and
S- Wardwell, a widely-known veteran in
applause. Joseph H. Choate and ex- Jane Grant. She is survived
two
a
shipbuilding circles, who at one time craft
Judge Peter S. Grosscup were the princi- brothers, Erastus Grant of by
craft, equipped with power. Thelarger
WaterFrank B. Noyes, presikeel pal speakers.
gained much unaougnt n wspaper fame was
ville
and
Columbus Grant of Richmond,
consequently lengthened to 175 feet. dent of the association, was toastmaster.
from his successes wnue superintendent Ihe ship has a beam of
New Brunswick; four sisters, Mrs. Han37 feet, and
The room in which the luncheon was
nah
of Scarboro, Mrs. Phoebe
Plummer
There will he two pole held was decorated witti tne relational
with the noted yacht building firm of
ma
T8 for fi?et'
masts
Stewart of Biddeford, MrB. Ham of
handling Ihe cartm. ami
colors and behind the toastmaster was
George Lawley & Sons, Boston, has been | iwu
and Mrs. Sabrina Mciriesei engines of 240 h.
turni oumc
p. each are the Presidential flag and a miniature Kennebunkport
weens, quietly uesigiiiug a
Mannan of Vancouver, B. C.; nine chilmodel, getting out the moulds and pre- expected to produce a speed of eight or Statue of Liberty. Soon after the guests dren as
follows: Mrs. Allan W Grant
Her tanks t)ave a
paring the historic Crooker shipyard for of
capacity were seated the lights were turned off,
0^50
nnn'8'n
50,000
gallons of crude oil, which will while Marines hoisted the flags of the of Jacksonville, Fla., A. H. Grant,
the vessel which a local triumvirate cona
cruising radius of 10,000 miles.
United States, Great Britain and France Houlton; W, L. Grant, Bangor; J. C
sisting of Lincoln A. Gardner, William give
l ne real feature
of this craft, how- to masts so constructed that compressed Grant, Unity; Mark B. Grant of Bar
H. Morrison and Herbert L. Hopkins will
is
the
ever,
build for their own account.
bridge amidshios, which is air kept the colors of the Allies waving. Harbor; John W. C. Grant of Hodgdon;
It is understood that the craft is to be surmounted by a house which will con- “The Star Spangled Banner” was sung Mrs. Mary J. Alexander of Benton; MrB.
R. Mason of Bangor and Mrs. James
tain the
a four-masted schooner of about 700
officers’quarters and mess room, by the members, and this was followed John
tons,
G. Maxwell of Bangor; also five grand
165 feet keel, 187 feet overall, 37 feet above which will be a pilot house with by “God Save the King” and the "Marthe captain s
children. The funeral was held on Wedquarters. The Bhip is to seillaise.
beam, and 14 feet depth of hold. The
frame will come from northern Maine carry lb men, and is intended for the
Mr. Choate was warmly applauded nesday morning at 10.30 from the home
of
her daughter, Mrs. Alexander.
She will b-s ready for when he declared that he believed “the
and the planking will be of hard pine. general trade.
The model for the schooner, displayed for launching in June.
of Abraham Lincoln had led us into
spirit
The construction of this motor
the pa-t few days in the window of
Friends ana relatives of Mrs. B. A.
ship is this war.” He pictured President Wilson
Trundy’s store, sho .vs a vessel of'strik- by no means the only activity in the as “our chosen It ader” and urged all to Walker will learn with sorrow the news
Snow
yard.
The
Maine Central steamer stand by him.
of her death, which occurred at the home
ingly handsome design, combining es"If Lincoln were here today,” said Mr. of her niece, Miss Florence Morse, 148
pecially fine lines with a good carrying oieur de Monts is out for cleaning and
and
will
painting,
be
followed
“his
be
verified Kenduskeag avenue, Bangor April 25th,
by the Choate,
capacity. Under existing conditions, it other
prayer would
Maine Central boats which make and glorified into the prayer that all in her 84th year.
is not to be doubted that this vessel will
She was a woman of
be sold long before she is ready t go this their winter headquarters.
The civilized Nations shall now have a new excellent character and was born in Monoverboard and that others will immed- smack Marion McLoon has been painted, birth of freedom and that Government of roe, where she lived for some years.
and the sm ck Silas McLoon has had a the
iately follow.
people, by the people and for the peo- She was the widow of the late Amasa K.
In these days of gigantic enterprises, Fairbanks-Morse oil-burning engine in- ple shall not perish from any portion of Walker and she leaves two brothers,
stalled.
The
Fairfield Emery of Monroe and Charles
freighter Undine is being the earth.
involving tremendous aggregations of
"Some of us in the past have criticised Emery, of Pasadena, California.
capital, the building of a little wooden re-topped. The smack Christie A. Cox,
which
was
ashore
the
last
winter
and
schooner more or less in a long-deserted
pretty
President,” Mr. Choate continued.
shipyard at a placid cove on Penobscot badly smashed up, is being converted “Some of us have long hesitated and (
Yachts tor Coast Patrol.
into
a
her
well
lobster
13
Borne of us thought that watch- j
not
an
event,
fisherman,
doubted;
bay
having
readily calculated to
ful waiting would never cease, but now
make any considerable dentin the aver- been removed.
The steam yacht Satilla,
formerlyThe Lehigh Valley bargeNo. 767,which we see what the President was waiting |
age newspaper-reading, consciousness.
owned by J. C. Strawbridge, commandwas
But all that has been printed in the mag
recently ashore at the entrance of for and how wisely he waited. He was ed
by Capt. Frank Wilson of Camden
azines and newspapers concerning the Vinalhaven harbor, lies astern of tne waiting to see how fast and how far the !
has been purchased of the McCormick
atrocious war, forced upon an incredu- new motor ship, and will go on the wavs American people would keep pace with
estate
by the State of Maine and will be
lous and appalled world by the Prussian as soon a-< the Sieur de Monts gets ba< k him and stand up for any action he proused as a patrol boat on the Maine coast.
into
the
water.
At
low
water
a
m litary
posed.”
large
autocracy to say nothing at all
Mrs. Sallie
of Philadelphia, who
of the disquieting increase in cost of all hole in ihe bottom of the barge can
Judge Grosscup asserted that the war has a summer Henry
home at Beauchamp Point,
be
had
seen.
The
at
this
a
plainly
t
a
new
new
atessential
to
modern
repairs
po.
feeling,
things
“developed
complexities
has contributed her steam
Wissaof “the simple lite” in the country —has will be only temporary
titude, anew recognition of the common hickon to the Coast Patrol yacht,
and was placnot served to impress upon the minds of
Working on the various craft in Snow’s man.”
ed in commission on Friday and will im“In the trenches in Europe,” he said,
this community the tar-reaching effect yard are 90 busy men, many of whom
install guns. —Camden Herald.
of the tremendous economic upheaval have devoted many years to building and “he fights side by side with his titled mediately
produced by the titanic struggle, as has repairing vessels. The dean of them all companion. In the munitions shops of
this comparatively insignificant spectacle is ‘‘Uncle George" Hayden, whose mem- Europe he is working side by side with
Children.
of a crew of men actually at work again ories of former*, shipbuilding activities in the man who in peace had been his Lord's
FDR FLETCHER’S
in the famous old yard, where not even Kockland find the present scenes hardly son.
the ghost of a long-decayed timber re- I more than child’s play by comparison.
“Through the trappings of privilege ; CASTORIA
"Look at those sticks,” said Capt. and through the blind devotion that is i
mained to haunt the scene of miny ship
Israel Snow, directing the reporter’s sometimes given to wealth, the thought !
|
building triumphs.
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51 egg round metal Cycle incubator,

price $1.00.

Address by le,t«NAL0FFicE

TO LET
Upstairs not of 4 rooms, large front room.
Water ai d toilet, Warm and sunny. Large
abed. All on one floor. Reasonable lo small
family. Chance for garden. Enquire at No. 9
13tf
High street or at City Drug Store.

Eyes Examined.

biasses Fitted.

Frank F. Graves,
Registered Optometrist,
Belfast, Me.. 1. O. O. F. Bldg

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches stop3
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflam■nation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,

|

throat and sore eyes. Economical.
extraordinary cleansing and germicidal power.
Sample Free. 50c. all druggists, or postpaid by
X^mau. The Paxton Toilet Company,
sore

Has

Bostoa^lass^^

For Sale
A l ord runabout in very good
condition. Inquire of
Dr. C. H, STEVENS.
Telephone 341-3

tflfi

MANY PRESCRIPTIONS

Republican Journal

The

for
Season,
Blood,
Impure
Weakness, Nervousness, Brain-Fag,
In order to comprise the best course
of treatment, and to secure the best
results, should read as follows:
R
Hood’s Sarsaparilla—11 oz.
Peptiron Pills—180
Sig: One teaspoonful Hood’s
Sarsaparilla before meals
Two Peptiron Pills after meals
No better course of medicine can
be recommended by the most skilful,
for Hood’s Sarsaparilla is made from
an unsurpassed formula of bloodpurifying and stomach-toning reine-

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY

BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

The

[ guames* Manager

C 4 ARLES A. PILSBURY.

BRANCH MILLS HAS $20,000 FIRF.

Fanner.

General stores and Dwelling Houses De-

This

sLFAST. THURSDAY. MAY 3. 1917.

*

Responsibility of the American

For one square, one
ADVERTISING Terms.
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week
for
each
25
cents
and
subsequent insertion.

Subscription Terms, in advance, $2.00 a
for six months; 50 cents for three

year, $1.00
months.

!

i dies, including sarsaparilla, man! drake, dandelion, yellow dock, wild
| cherry, gentian and other valuable
1
alteratives and diuretics, while Peptiron Pills, named from pepsin and
iron, include also nux and other blood

1

and stomach tonics which

j

frequently prescribe.

stroyed.
Branch Mills, Palermo, April 29.
The general store of F. A. Doe, with all
the Btock and the household furnishings
of the Doe family, the general store of
E. M. Moody and the dwelling house of
Mrs. Ada Parmenter of Branch Mills,
Palermo, were destroyed by fire Saturday morning, the fire starting between 4

To The Editor of The Journal. In
this great time, when every citizen must
do his part, the President has made his
chief appeal to the men who live on the
land. He is right in doing so, for the
safety of our country just now iB in the
hsndB of our farmers. What I mean is
not merely our safety and the safety of
I mean
our Allies in the matter of food.
that the safety of the United States
againBt foreign invasion hangs on the
decision cf the farmers of the forty-eight
States.
The two great weapons in this war are
The war against
arms and starvation.
German arms will be won or lost in
France—the war against starvation will
be won or lost in America. The Kaiser
cannot whip the French and English
armies and the English navy while England has food. But it is still possible that
the German submarines may be able to

physicians

It is therefore wise and economical
to get these two medicnes from your
The two working
druggist today.
together often give a fourfold benefit in blood-purifying and buildingup the whole general health.

and 5 o’clock in the basement of the Doe
store and amounting to nearly $20,000
loss. The fire was discovered by Mrs.
Doe, who was awakened by what she
thought was a dog out of doors trying to
get in. She arose and went down stairs,

the Doe family occupying the upstairs
rent of the store, and upon

opening

the

door to the store was met with a dense
The fire had gained
cloud of smoke.
considerable headway before its discovery and from probable estimates it was
thought to have started in the basement,
the cause being unknown.
The members of the Doe family had
barely time to escape from the bprning

building, taking with them what clothes
and other articles they could carry in
reaching England their hands.
The livestock, including
to starve her into submission.
the horses, were saved from the stable
If the submarines win, the first item in which adjoined the store, but all the
the Kaiser’s terms of peace will be the stock in the store and the furnishings of
The
the home upstairs were burned.
With the English fleet in
Mexico is expected to break off rela- English fleet.
stock in the store was valued at about
tions with the Central Powers within a his possession, the Kaiser will be master $4,000 and the store and other furnishfew weeks and declare an alliance with of the world.
ings at nearly the same amount, placing a
What will happen to us then? Every the Doe loss at over $7,000 with $3,900 A
the Entente Powers. Mexico evidently
insurance.
A
begins to recognize the fact that Ger- man who stops to think knows the
The bucket brigade responded quickly
shall
have
I
answer.
We
money, food, and fought valiantly, but the fire was bemany cannot win. She begins to glimpse
the futility and utter foolishness of her land,—everything that is desirable in the yond control. Seeing thaLit was going A
keep food enough

from

'5

_r4

f

Spain

is

“Plant

land,

her back up.

getting
a

Plot” is the

slogan

at Oak-

]
j

Me.

Uncle Sam loaned Jchn Bull $20U,000,000 April 25, 1917.
Elihu

Root will

head the

Commission to Russia.
in the

The right

man

right place.

R Nations with Mexico
harmonious now, but

we

are

said to be

take us nine months to get ready to meet
a German army of even 150,000 men, with

The Mexicans do not love us,
brains of that

modern
artillery. Under such circumstances, would the Germans treat us

j

don’t feel like

Texas.

thinking, business

but the

begining to forecast a future i better than they have already treated
when the friendship of this country will Belgium and France?
Even if the armies of our Allies should
be not only a good business proposition
but will add'niuch to the safety of their crush the German military power this
summer, before the shortage of food can
Republicreach the point of want, the world would
What’s Doing in Washington. still need vast quantities of American
food. But if they do not, only one course
Washington, May 2, 1917. A bill de- can make us safe, and that is to grow
vised to regulate and control the manu- food enough pn our farms for ourselves
country

:

Guatemala has given the German Minister has passports and offered the U. S.
the use of her ports, etc.
Next:

Pres. Babst of American Sugar Company tells housewives not to worry about
sugar supply. Now wont some one tell
us something encouraging about the supof cash?

are

facture and use of

Col. Roosevelt was refused permission ! has been drafted
the House last Friday to raise a vol- Q. Tilson of Connecticut. The measure
unteer force for service in France.
An- prohibits the sale or use of any weight

the

submarines,to
ing
fight.

“American
wait

staff

ani send

a

or

says that
officers would rather

larger

army,

whose

one

violation of the

administration.

its

subtropical

militarism and autocracy,

for

regulations

This is

In addition to bis

Army will be pleased

to

Military

place

on

the

know that he

Mr.

Committee before

self

we

went to

war

acre

or

de-

the fact that the Navy was
about 33 per cent short of the number of
officers required to maintain the ships on
In addition to that
peace basis.
Mr. Foes points out that when our en-

even a

in

the service, unless some permanent
change is made in the numbers to be ap-

more

South today hominy
baked beans in the
only nutritious, but
model food. Plenty
means

plenty

is

pointed

to

the

Eighty

popular as are
north. Corn is not
healthful. It is a
as

Academy.
Kills in One

a

man

light

of

of it

Belfast

ents,

Day.

recently by introducing in
day eighty bills proposing payments

creases

lawful

Each

of pension in

standing

one

at

cases

which had

W.

no

the Pension Bureau-

of the bills

will,

will

assist

Rev. J.

N

meetings which will be held
the church every evening this week, except

from

Wescott.

Young Wescott,

unua.2 3n nJ:
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a

Our

W

book “How
no

J

what

matter

w interport.
Mrs Clara Merrill visited her aunt in Orono

—

BUNKER HILL

Gould of Bangor

W. B.

Hill W
Walter

ednesday.
Twombly

was

of Monroe

was

a

Henry Mahoney of Center Belmont, Called
relatives in this section Apr, 29th.

AND

Albert Marriner is conveying the pupils io
this district to the village school.

Double Arrow

Katherine Marriner of Center Belmont spenl
a
week recently with her aunt, Mrs. Ralph
Heal.

FOMOSA OOLONG

TEA
Morning, Noon
Night.

Nothing

Ona Sleeper received a shower of over 7(
post cards recently, for which she thanks hei
many friends.

and

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Thomas and Mr. and Mrs
Merril, Butler were recent guests of Mr. anc
Mrs. Raymond Bucklin.

Like Them.

Our

The Taste Tickles
DELANO, POTTER

A

or

doing some
bridges and

CO., BOSTON.
:

I

commissioner Clinton Butler it
good work in this section, repairing

new

causeways.

John Manchester hss returned to Stockton
after spending the winter with his relstives
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. BennXt.

i

reports

<

more

people

to

the age of forty years to-day, but from forty to sixty years
mortality is increasing from degenerative diseases.
Thousands of well-informed
true value of

men

and

women

learning the

to-day are

SCOTTS EMULSION
OF NORWEGIAN COD LIVER OIL
to

weakness.

headaches and backaches that mean
SCOTT’S helps fortify the body against

grippe, pneumonia and weakening colds, through

its force of medicinal nourishment

y
Kefmc Alcoholic Extracts That Do Not Contain Cod Liver OU.
Scott * Bora*. Bloomfield, N. J.
«■-,

today—it’s

LEAVE nELFAST, Windsor Hotel,

Saturday.
Elizabeth Burbank visited her cousins
in Bangor Friday and Saturday.
Miss Irene Tucker of Bucksport Center is

8.00

Mr

helpful

B

to vo

B

free.

I

Service

Massachusetts last
week to see his daughter. Miss Beulah Rankin.
Miss Jennie Grant was the gueBt of her sis.

;

ARRIVE IN BeI

9.30

|

11 30

Tuester, Mrs. Henry S inborn of Bangor last

day.

PROSPECI
to

Lynn, Mass

Mrs. James W. Libby is visiting
Portland.

relatives in

Nettie Yeaton has

trone

April

guest
Frances Atwood, who had
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Treat, Jr., has returned
to her home in Eastport.
Mrs. George Sawyer have moved
Belfast, where they will occupy their new
home the A. D. Hayes place.

Capt. and

to

Josie

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fell-•
den to live.
Alfred Ellis is C'iticali'
by Dr. Walton of Frank!
The many friends o* V.
glad to learn that she is gr

Miss Lena

Frank

April

with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cannot
reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a local
disease, greatly influenced by constitutional
conditions, and in order to cure it you must
take an internal remedy. Hall’s Catarrh Cure
on
is taken internally and acts thru the blood
Hall’s
the mucous surfaces of the system.
best
the
of
one
was
by
Cure
prescribed
Catarrh
is comphysicians in this country for years. It comknown,
posed of some of the best tonics
blood
best
of
the
some
purifiers.
with
bined
in
The perfect combination of the ingredients
such
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is what produces
wonderful results in catarrhal conditions. Send
for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
All’s Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
_

E.

BANGS,

Attorney at Law,
ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK, BELFAST, ME.
Collections given prompt attention.

4mi

in

was

Waterville

A. A. Ginn is
stable, after being c n.
several weeks.

on

Plummer visited her aunt, Eliza

Penney, April 28th

John Cole spent the week-end in Bangor,
and
where he was the guest of his daughter
husband, Mr. and Mrs. John Green.

R. Lowe has gone to New York,

Capt.

business

Charles

Littlefield has returned from w 11limantic, Conn., where she spent the winter
with her daughter. Miss Ada Littlefield.

joined Dirigo Grange

Eunice Plummer
April 25th.

Mrs.

vk;

gor.

28th.

Mrs. Ida Nickerson of North Searsport is
visiting her sister Mrs. Geo. Cole and brother,
F, M. Eastman for a few weeks.

Mrs. Ellen

Maser

Addie Silver is

Mrs

Banton attended church at Halldale
April 29:h.

of

been the

m.

a.

lgtf

FREEDOM.

Mrs.

m.

ORKIN J. DICKEY, Manager, Py thian B'<

Dana

Mrs, Thomas Eaton, who spent the winter in
Brewer with her daughter, Mrs Percy Hall,
has returned home.

a.

SPECIAL

FOR

in

Mrs.

1917

ARRIVE IN ROcKi

m.

CARS

316-3
Telephone \ 375

Mrs. Flora Gilman, who has been housekeeping for D. M. Spencer, has returned home.
was

MAY 1,

j

MAINE TRANSPORTATION C(

THE

Mrs. William Atwood visited Mr
Joshua Treat, Jr., last Sunday.

Rankin

I 2.00. p.

SPECIAL

and

Isaac

m.

a.

LEAVE ROCKLAND, Hotel Rockland
10.00 a m. | 4.00 p. m.

the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Hoxie.
Mrs. C. L. Cunningham visited her siBter in
Banger Wednesday of last week.
and Mrs.

AFTER

ON AND

visitor in town last

powerful blood-enricher and strength-builder HARRY
ward off the

as a

B
B

B
will prove

Belfast-Rockland Auto

business

noon,

FEWER
PEOPLE GROWING OLDER
The Public Health Service
that
live

jB

big, luxurious, 7-passe

Write for it

buy.

the guest of C.

Catrrrh Cannot Be Cured

EAST SEARSMONT.

you

ifl

SPRING SCHEDULE.

perilous

to be the part of wisdom to provide for
inspections at stated intervals.

car

a

Intelligently”

Saturday.

law, make a separate drain on the after the break between England and
treasury to distribute government funds Germany, while employed in the publishto private individuals, which could not
ing house of Ginn & Co., of Boston, he
be obtained if the letter and intent of contracted the war fever working his
Mrs. Charles G. Weld.
the law in each case were adhered to. way across as a sailor on the steamship
The Malay is an ocean-going steam
Canadian. He joined the Royal Field
Such is the Democratic conception of
Artillery then being formed and spent
yacht, and was built for the late Dr. C. ‘'Stand
by the President” in his appeals the summer in different training camps
G. Weld, who had a handsome cottage on
were served.
j to the country to mobilize our resources in England.
of the bride in Belfast. The double Refreshments
Iron Point, North Haven.
At the end of seven months the State pastor
Before the and
G. H. Clements, Capt. Chas.
practice economies.
,R.
Hill,
C.
I
was
service
used
and
the
were
ring
couple
department, having learned that he ha 1
Malay was built Dr. Weld chartered for
H Dillaway, were at Swan
and
E.
Crockett
is
Guardsmen Who Don’t Guard.
unattended.
The
who
a
most
attracbride,
as
a
and
without
enlisted
minor
the conseveral seasons the Boston steam yacht
and
sent of his parentB, asked for and obtain- tive young lady, was very becomingly attired Lake last week to try the early fishing
The
recent
of
the
door
of
"jimmying”
Adalita and came to Belfast in her seved his release with orders to report to the in a white satin gown, with bridal veil and car- brought home two salmon and a lake trout.
the
room
of
the
on
Senate Committee
eral times to participate in the shoots of
American embassy, where arrangements ried Bride roses. She is the
daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Stephen McDonough joined the captain
the Belfast Gun Club. He always had a Naval Affairs is a sad commentary on had been made for his return to this and Mrs Chas W. Atkins of Readfield and has
in New York last week. It is expected that
Without bothering the amthe
lot
of
Democratic
country.
Southern
mongrel
number of sailing yachts, was an active
many friends in Waterville, where she was the five masted schooner which Capt. Mchenchmen who masquerade bassador he shipped on the S. S New
member of the Rockland Yacht Club political
York arriving in New York city just be- employed at on a lime as trimmer for Miss Donough is to command will sail for France
about the Capitol in policemen’s unifore Christmas.
When the militia was Mary Irish in her millinery store. Mr. Dickey the present week.
during its brief existence and had one or t
forms, ostensibly to guard the building sent to the Mexican border he joined the is a successful traveling salesman for the Coemore boats built specially for taking
Garfield Lodge and Mizpah Rebekah Lodge,
part
Field
from intruders. The broken door above First Massachusetts
nrtillery, Mortimer Co., of Belfast. Following the cere- I. 0. O F., attended church in a body last Sunin the races.
of
a
number
tf
something
quite
mentioned is not more than a hundred seeing
mony a luncheon was served for which ten
disday, it being anniversary Sunday. A fine
States en route. Shortly after his return covers were
laid, Hager catering. Those pres- course was delivered
feet in a direct line from a desk at the from the border tie entered the
by the paBtor, Rev. A. J
employ of ent were Mr and Mrs. Herbert
j
Dickey, Mr. and Lockhart.
Senate entrance to the Capitol at which ! the Maine Central as brakeman and in
that capacity has seen quite a bit of his Mrs. Chas. W Atkins of Readflild, parents of
a
is
to
be
permaMiss Keziah Croxford observed her 90th
supposed
policeman
Since his return from Eng- the bride, Mrs Georgia Dickey of Belfast,
] own State.
Miss Croxford rer. ently stationed, who could, if he were
last Saturday.
land both ships he was on have met dis- mother of the groom; Miss Clara Keating and birthday
awake, easily hear any disturbance at aster, the Canadian was sent to ihe bot- Miss Marion Heal of Belfast, Rev. David L. tains her mental faculties to a high degree,
or town
that distance.
It is altogether too much tom by a German torpedo whiie the New Wilson, Mrs. Gilbert Morrill and Hugh Morrill. taking interest in all matters of home
and reading the daily papers with unabated,
a mine.butwas able to make
to expect that such appointees will rouse York struck
Mr and Mrs. Dickey left for a short wedding
land in a damaged condition.
interest. Miss Croxford received a large numwhich they will spend the summer
themselves sufficiently to make regular
DIAMOND CUT
Young Wescott is still a member of trip, after
ber of post cards and many friends called durF'a.
to
make
in
They
expect
Bloumsburg,
rounds of the building during the night,
Massachusetts militia and is expecting to
I
ing the day to offer congratulations.
fall.
in
the
in
their home
Bangor
times it would Seem i be called out at any time.
but in these
to

B

•!••••••••——•—a—NtiJ

Ap-il having accepted a position as mate on the five25th, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert master that Capt. Stephen McDonough is to
Morrill, Waterville. Miss Edythe Atkins of command.
Belfast, who is a close frier.d of Mrs. Morrill,
T. F.
Mrs. Annie Fernald entertained the A.
was united in marriage with Herbert R. Dickey,
S. S. class Thursday evening. The evening
also of Belfast.
The living room in which the
Rewas passed socially and with needlework.
ceremony was performed, was beautifully defreshments were served.
corated with jonquils placed in white baskets,
Mrs. Joshua Treat. Jr., entertained the Five
giving a charming effect. The officiating
Club of which sh« is a member, also
Hundred
clergyman was Rev. David L. Wilson, pastor of
invited
several
guests, Saturday afternoon.
the Congregational church in Bath, a former
Wednesday

Your Car

Buy

to

noon.

BtLLS.

B

GOODHUE, Belfast, Maine

A. P.

William

Dickey- Atkins.

new

Miss Winifred Nealey spent the week-end
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Nealiey,
afterand returned to Castine by boat Monday

who is

hardly 20 years of age, has had quite a
bit of experience as a traveler. Soon

if enacted in-

j

PASTOR iA
WKDU1ING

Oakland Eight—$1585—is built for those who need
cylinder car of maximum pull and speed.

A

a

J

A North Castine boy, Allen P. Wescott,
is spending the present month in the
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul

Z
a

Mrs.

Eben Cobb,

Phillips

B

The valve-in-head motor develops 41 h. p. at 2500 r. p. m. —one horse power
of car weight. On the hills or in bad going the Sensible Six has m
power and more proportionate power than any other car of its weight.
This power with light weight means fuel and tire economy. Average drivers
18 to 25 miles per gallon, and from 8,000 to 12 000 miles per set of tires.

Z
Z

R

Palmer in revival

CAMP.

of bounty, increased rank of officers on
the retired list, and pensions and in-

flie first Naval District has had six
power craft given to it outright, without any reservations
whatever, except
that at the close of the war, the boats
shall be returned or paid for if
destroyed.
1 wc of these craft are ow.ied
by women
V enture, Mrs. George S. Silsbee’s
boat,
and the steamer Malay, the property of

Mr. and Mrs.

Sensible

pounds

53

&

entertain-

Mrs. Harold Cobb and Maurice Cobb
were recent guests of their par-

Franklin

outdid himself

of corn in the crib
of food on the table.

an

after careful thought.
It is no at
impossible than the great War it- Saturday evening.
Rev. and Mrs. J.
appeared to be, only a few days be-

A Democratic Senator from Colorado
one

for

N. Palmer have returned
short stay in Boston, where they called
at the hospital to see their little daughter,
we can greatly increase
the available food supply out of grain j Alice, who is receiving treatment for infantile
now used in making liquors, and by re- ! paralysis and found her very much improved.
At the last regular meeting of Rosewood
ducing household waste. But when
these two things are done, and done j Chapter O E S. held on Friday evening April
the following resolutions of respect were
thoroughly, they will not be enough. 27th,
The final decision will still rest in the adopted:
Whereas, our Father in divine wis iom, has
hands of the men who raise our food in sent the
messenger to remove from our midst
a beloved sister, Alice M.
Fcga; therefore be it
the first place.
Resolved, Tnat in the death of this sister
The clear duty of the Nation is to Rosewood
Chapter O. E. S. has lost a loyal
guarantee the farmers a fair price for member and we an efficient co worker.
Resolved, That we extend our 1 ve and symtheir crops when grown,and a reasonable
pathy to the bereaved family, that we recogsupply of labor at harvest. The clear nize her cheerful presence with us so many
times in the past inspiring us to better work
duty of the farmer is to raise food enough and more.charitable
deeds.
to win this war for democracy against
Resolved, that a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the bereaved family, copies sent to
Kaiserism.
The Belfast Republican Journal, Waldo CounNo such responsibility has ever rested ty iierald and The Banger Commercial for
on
any class of men since the world be- publication, also that a page of our records
shall hold this memorial sacred to her memory.
gan as rests today on the farmers of
To that beautiful city beyond,
America.
Many have gone, we loved so fond.
And it may be at the golden gate
Sincerely yours,
Some day. our coming they will await.
Gifford Pinchot.
Angelia M. Millett, ) Committee
Milford, Pa., April Z6, 19l7.
Mary F. Cobb,
on
Orrin P. Jackson,
) Resolutions.
HOME FROM ENGLISH TRAINING

veloped

of yeilow corn.
In those days, corn meal cooked in various ways was one of the
staple articles
of diet in almost every
family. In the
an

will make

Mr. and

but sober

fore it began.
It is true that

larged building program, recently authoriz°d, is completed in 1921 we will
The writer can remember when
nearly need over 1,300 more officers, according
every up to date farmer in Waldo county to expert computation, than will then be
raised

picture,

Rosewood Chapter, O. E.

more

months duration. He calls attention to
the fact that testimony before the Naval

family!

Many

fanciful

ot

making arrangements
to be given May 17th.

are

ment

lightly

Commit-

More Midshipmen Needed.
Representative George E. Foss of Illithe South, and was commonly known as nois urges that the proposal to increase
the alligator pear. The writer ate it the number of midshipmen at the Naval
nearly sixty years ago in New Orleans Academy shall he made permanent, and
not be a temporary expedient of only 18
as a salad.

a year, 30 bushels
for every man, woman and child of
us,
about 150 bushels to the average
If YOU doubt whether the United States
could stand a prolonged siege,
just stop
and figure whether your
family Could
eat 150 hushels of corn in a
year—half a
bushel a day.—Bangor News.

no

until he comes to think it over, but 1
venture to say that few will treat it

expert on
friends of the
an

retains his

S.,

our-

Standards, Mr. Tilson is
military matters, and

last year.

3,000.0(10,000 bushels

world,

fact.

Tilson served throughout the
and commanded a Connecticut regiment on the Mexican border

Corn is our greatest farm crop. We
raise nearly all the corn grown in the
world. Our production amounts to about

the

interest in the work of the Bureau of

tee.

This may be a “new fruit” so far as
its use in New England is concerned but
was generally used many
years ago in

and control

members

The

allow them

selves included.

for

Spanish War,

panion.

spread

to

or

Z

Mrs. Mary Bryant, who spent the winter
with friends in Taunton, Mass., hss returned
home.

beyond this summer,
't wili be the American farmer who will
win or lose the war, who will overcome

and the Bureau is

authorized to formulate

fruit is destined to
divide honors with the banana and grapein
fruit
popular favor. It is the alligator
pear, referred to by the more knowing
ones as the avocado, and called the aguacate by the natives of the countries in
which it flourishes.—The Youth’s Comnew

law,

provided

are

a

Dr. Kinghorn has opened an office in Donald
Fogg’s house, formerly owned by Dr, Crook er.

fight-

If the war lasts

one

Penalties

Standards.

strength would be felt immediately.”
The immediate presence on the French
battlefield of Col. Roosevelt at the head
of even 50,000 men would be felt as much
as a far larger force later.
A

after

measure

the men whoare

our

year from the passage of the act, of a type that has not
been approved by the Federal Bureau of

Washington despatch

other

and to put ships enough
the sea to carry the food, in spite of

on

by

Mrs. Shaw, the milliner, is in town with
fine variety of gocds.

Allies,

and our

weights and measures
by Congressman John

SEAKSMUIN I.

B
B
B

inches in rear—over-size tires (32x4), long wheelbase, (112 inches), all give the
Six that easy riding quality which wins the enthusiastic praise of owners everywh<

to

world except the power to protect what
we have.
Experts estimate that it will

United

Mexico no longer dreams of an
| States.
alliance with a victorious Germany and a
war with Uncle Sam for annexation of

claiming relationship.

ply

the

spread, the stock from the store of
E. M. Moody, which was nearby, was
removed.
The upstairs rent in the
Moody store was unoccupied. The building was owned by the Tofiey heirs and
was a total
loss at about $3,500 with
$2,000 insurance. The dwelling house
of Mrs. Parmenter next caught fire and
was destroyed.
Anticipating the wake
of the blaze all of the furnishings in the
Parmenter home were removed, the loss
beirg $1,000 with $400 insurance. Mrs.
Parmenter’s home was closed as she is
away for the season.
Only through hard fighting were the
Dinsmore mill and the Dinsmore store
across the bridge saved from the fire.

I

Car for You

Up any hill—over any roads -che Oakland Sensible Six—$875 -will take you v
comfort and economy.
It’s a big car, though it weighs but 2150 pounds, and its long, semi-elliptic spi

2

erstwhile attitude towards

American

The Practical

Norton

and 29th.

has

family

moved his

Thompson’s rent over

into

the meat market.

Mr. and Mrs. Hezzie W'ard from Thorndike
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nichols

3

..jjt

!

i

a

«

\
!

Mrs. Gerry Harding ft'
attended the funeral of
last Monday afternoon.
Capt. W. Ii. Harrima;

i
ij

house with a severe cold.
Dr. Emerson of Bucksi

I
i

>

List of Officers and Co
Annual Met

29th.

Belfast

Mrs, Lottie Vose is very much better and
nurse, Mrs. Will Weed, has returned to her

Savings Bank.

»,

APRII. 1".

her

home in Knox.

OFFICK!

Mr. and Mrs. J B Bryant were in Waterville
the past week, calied there by the sickness and
death of Mrs. Bryant’s sister.

|

President, James H. Ii
Treasurer, Wilmer J. 1
Asst. Treasurer, Elon
Trustees, Janies H.
Ben D. Field, Ralph M

Mark Whitcomb has hired with Dr. A. M.
Small for one year and has moved into the
doctor’s new house on his farm.

Frost.

Burgess,
Brown,
Fred T. Chase,
Robert P. Chase,
Wilmer J. Dorman,
hos. B. Dinsmore,
Robert F. Duuton,
Ben D. Field,
Chas H Field,
Herbert T. Field.
Lhas. W. Frederick,
Orlando E. Frost,
Elon B. Gilchrest,
Virgil L. Hall,
Asa A. Howes,

mer.

Brooks.

Mrs. Carrie Hobbs ia teaching in Jackson,
W. C. Austin made
Lake last Saturday.

fishing trip

a

|
CORPOR\

Albert C
Arthur I.

The church committee met April 29th to see
what arrangements could be made in regard to
having services in the church during the sum-
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to Swan
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The Ladies Aid met last Tuesday afternoon
with Mrs. E. A.

Carpenter.

automobiles

are

improving

Wednesday, April 25th,

The following clubbing
subscriptions to the Jour

them.
a

number of volun-

in advance:

their teams worked on the school
house grounds, and certainly made a great im-

teers with

j>n

The Journal and Farm ami
The Journal and McCall's

provement.
Capt. Walter O’Brien,

who

was

of the steamer Aztec which was
sunk off the coast of France,

in

The Journal and Woman

command

torpedoed and

The publications in.
clubbing offer may

arrived home

Thursday.
The drama, “The Freshman,” presented by
Brooks High
the young men students of

last

school was well patronized.
be used for athletics.
Mrs.

The

proceeds

ferent addresses.
Send in your subscript;

wili

REPUBLICAN JOUh"
Belfast, Ma

Harper from Cambridge, Mass., is in

Brooks to accompany her

daughter,

Mrs.

Ed-

die Webb, to Massachusetts. Mrs. Webb has
been ill at the home of Henry Webb for nearly
a

lii

CLUBBING

The common schools will begin>n Monday,
after a vacation of four weeks.
The roadB are all dry and quite a number of

year.

[

Auction
By

sell

a

license from the

I

public

sale at th
Fred A. Clement of M
of
D, 1917,
A.
June,
day
following described prw
A certain lot or parce
; thereon, situated in M
Helps to Put Hair on Your Head and Keep of Waldo, State of Mai
It There—Fine for Dandruff.
low?: bounded southerly 1
ter and Henry Clemen'
Here’s good news for men and women whose Eli J
Stevens; northern
hair is falling, who are getting bald and whose
road
nothing Hall and westerly by
scalps are covered with dandruff that itch
so-called, m
lett’s
corner,
like
seems to keep away and whose heads
corner in the town of K'
mad. A. A. Howes & Co. has secured the
ty-five acres, more or less.
a simple hair invigagency for Parisian Sage,
property deeded to Fred A
orator that is so certain in its tonic action and
Clement, E. F. Bean and *
so sure of giving the limit of satisfaction, that
13.
refunded if it their deed dated August
they sell it with offer of money
Also another lot or partdoes not abolish dandruff, stop itching head,
ings thereon, situated in M
and not only check excessive loss of hair, but
W’aldo and State of Ma;
at

PARISIAN SAGE

•>

stimulate a new growth.
Parisian Sage is a delicately perfumed antiinto the
septic liquid, which when, massaged
hair roots and
scalp goeB right down to the
furnishes them with the nourishment that is
more
lacking to make the hair grow and show stimParisian Sage not only
life and vitality
it
it
so
that
ulates hair growth, but beautifies
is a favorite dressing of women who take
pride in beautiful hair that appears ismuch
inheavier than it really is. A large bottle

expensive.

follows:

on

south by land

?

Emery; on the west
formerly occupied by J»d*
Enos

eaBt by road leading Idchurch to F'reedom Villiv
acre, more or less, and b«*im
ses deeded to Fred A. Ci»
dated September 10. 1895.
FRANK V
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The Univeraalist Sneiel Aid will meet this,
Thursday, afternoon et the Red Cross rooms
to

(hooc! taste has
do with

to

nothing

and

same

At the Opera House
tonight, in connection
With the dancing, the feature picture will ba a
five reel Art Drama, “The Great
Bradley Mya-.
tery, with Alma Hanlon in the leading role.
The Hearet News ard comedy cartoons will
also be shown.

as wo-

than slavish
with the trend

conformity
0f fashion—and demand /
in. comfort and quality /
0f the shoes

K

Portland thir week.

exact more

nt;

they

Belle Cates began May 1st on a
govern25,000 khaki coats for the coaBt
guards. She has installed machines for this
Mrs.

/

rnent order of

particular

work. Mrs. Cates is
employing at
present 15 girls and will increase her force as
she is able to Becure them. George Luce is in
charge of the machines, etc.

wear.

Dinsmore Store

SjlThe

Tuxedo Kid
=====
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••
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Belfast.

ot

THER,

WEED

L. L. Wellman of Augusta, contractor, will
be in Belfast some time this week to meet a
committee from the Belfast Board of Trade in
regard to making estimates for moving the
Dana building to some lot where it could be
used for manufactory purposes.

WITH CARE,

plant with care,

;

;7.
L,

the sun’s bright glare,
for the radish rare,
fur the lettuce there.
n

plant your share,
the family fare,

>r

u

meeting of Thomas H. Marshall Cirlast Tuesday afternoon Mrs. Robert F.
Russ, a member, who has been in the south the
Dast winter, told of a flag raising in Palatka,
Fla., where 600 public school children gave the
silent salute to the flag, A May day lunch was
served in baskets and sold for 10 cents.
Mrs.
Nettie M. Merrithew, Mrs. Dora J. Bridges,
Mrs. Harriet Coombs and Mrs. F. L. Herrick
were the committee in
charge.
At the

cle

igencer.

pital Aid

|

with
tomorrow, Friday, after-

t

\

will meet

New York Bargain
trip to New
if coats and suits,
the

!

special

a

:i

operand entertainment in
>r's Mills, Tuesday even-

Vi\

J

1

all

are

cordially invited.

E. Clark Camp. Sons of
ested to be present at 7

Monday evening
Memorial Day.

ing next
for

.....

!

receipt of garden

n
:

seeds

of

Agriculture at Washbe mailed free of charge
5st. as long as the supply

mail

of the Public

.red 300

bushels

Safety
of seed

turned over to the farmAnyone wanting some to
onicate with Mr. Frost.
of Capt, Albert Herriman,
rbor, N. Y., has been rerriman

and

was

for

formerly

some

time

of
was

Belfast. The
Lewiston for burial.

Ivanboe of
n to

will

gun

be dedicated in the

May 2lth, when a recital
an organist from Brooklyn,
assisted by several artists
ling Mrs. Clement W. Wes-»t. Mrs. S. A. Parker,reader
n

nson, tenor.

William McKie, the Boston

Winthrop, Saturday,

;

built the steamer
nd other craft of the Eastern
ation running between BanMr. McKie went to BostoD,
ra Prince Edward Island.
He
Masonic circles.

j

in

me

•••at,
i

as

he
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:

change

schedule on the :
Belfast and !
p line. The
commission and leave Bana

of

Monday, Wednesday, Thursinstead of 2
■rive in Bangor from Boston
V at

11 o'clock

.oesday, Friday
'3 change went

and

Saturday

into

effect

■be first game of the

old for baseball.

j

ive

I

was
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Creamer sent them ail on the floor
piano himself for dancing. He
is very clever at this and is a whole orchestra
in himself, a regular one-man-band. All the
end songs and other music used in the recent
show was played and many of the 6ongs rentime

and

Mr.

played

the

dered, while the end-men showed they had not
forgotten the “capers” they cut on the stage.
It was one of the merriest and most enjoyable

called at the end of

dancing parties

allow

The feat-

the

the
the visitors time to

ice

cream

of the

and cake

season.

were

At

intermission

serve-4

The society vaudeville to be given under the
officers have been requested direction of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Dinson Public Safety to enforce
more. Mrs. C. W. Wescott and Miss Anne M.
and the governor's proclamaKittredge as a benefit to the Red Cross Auxilh requires the registration of
iary, will take place at the Colonial Theater
are now
in
residing
Belfast, or May 14th. It is hoped the public will respond
enter the
city for any pur- very generously as the expenses will be large.
on will be taken
by the city Herman F. Creamer will assist with the music*
C with the request of the com- al
program, and the latest songs have been reas it is learned that there are
ceived from New York, to be rendered by
a,iH'
in the city.
; Belfast’s most popular soloists A most eni Theatre
Friday, matinee and tertaining one-act comedy. “The KleptoWonderful actor, George Beban, ! maniac.” by Margaret Cameron will be given.
h
iay of laughs and tears, “The The scene is laid in a modern apartment. ReSaturday, matinee and even- hearsals have begun under the direction of
kwood and May Allison are Miss Alice E. Simmons. Following is the cast:
Metr« Wonder-Play, “The River Mrs. John Burton (Peggy) Miss Anne M. KitCome early for good seats. tredge; Mrs. Valerie Chase Armsby (a young
attractive program is offered: widow) Miss Lillian Knowlton; Mrs. Charles
<• and
evening, Fannie Ward in Dover (Mabel) a bride, Miss Lillian Dexter;
Husbands;” Tuesday, matinee Mrs. Preston Ashley (Bertha) Miss Marguerite
k Merrill in the six-reel A*rt
H. Owen; Miss Freda Dixon, Miss Alice E.
ainbow; Wednesday, matinee Simmons; Miss Evelyn Evans (a Journalist)
yle Blackwell in “The Square Miss Geneva Stephenson; Marie, Mrs. Burton’s
maid, Miss Katherine Kittredge.
1
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t

season
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fnl

k.

knowledge

opear,

telephone from beginning
happy faculty of describing

of the

end and the

Principal Wm T. Faulkner assisted
stereopticon views, etc.

to
it.

with

At

the meeting of the school committee
April 30th it was voted to call for bids for the

wonderful business with this line of fine
house
The ladies are finding out that these
dresses
come fully up to the
guarantee that we give with each dress. The
“Bos
ton Maid dresses are
every one guaranteed to be fast color in
washing
and made in the best manner possible for
the
hne of

UUBICBB,

X UO

who

is

who

owns

an

instructive

public

as

to

well.

Belfast and the prices for this will be
nounced later.
from

Masonic

written to C’ty Clerk Orrin J.
effect that he proposes turning
Dickey
over the land known as Mount Percival to the
government for use in the war. Prof. Wrinkler, while b German, is loyal to America.
to the

la'I'

Temple,

Meeting of Municipal Officers. A special meeting of the Municipal officers was held
last Friday evening, Mayor Edgar F. Hanson
presiding and Alderman Arthur Higgins abThe following business was transacted:
sent.
The bond of City Treasurer, S. Augustus
ainti,

”‘tu

»»iv

iiaviuuoi

uciui

Skills Dresses
>

11viuipauj

of New York, for the sum of $.6,000 was read
and it was voted to accept the same.
There was an inquiry into a fire in the garage
of H. W, Clark on Northport Avenue on Aprij
19th. Mr. Clara testified that the damage was
$50, the insurance $300 and the value of the
building $400, The fire caught from a spark in
the roof of the building, which originated in a
grass fire in cleaning the lawn.
On complaint of Maurice W. Lord, a justice
of the peace, inquiry was made into the condition of Geo. Porter Cottrell of Belfast, who
was

adjudged

an

insane person, and

AT

'■Hi-

^ol

■■■

following

AT

JAMES H. HOWES’

Adjourned.

Asylum.

The Red Cross Society. Mrs. J.W. Vaughan,
in behalf of the Citypoint Sewing Circle, has
given the Red Cross Society $10 for material?,
etc., and the Belfast Literature Club has voted
to donate $10 for the same purpose.
Members of Emma White Barker Tent wili he
present each Friday at the Red Cross room,
members of Thomas H. Marshall Circle

while

wiil go each
A.

Thursday

Camp
Tuesdays. In
having charge of the

and members of

E. Clark, Auxiliary, will go

this way the committees
work are able to depend upon
bar of regular attendants in

on

a

certain

r.um

addition to the

volunteers, and it greatly simplified the
worThe yarn has been received and will
be distributed on application to Miss Margaret
A. Dunton. The surgical gauze has also been
received and will be used under the direction
of Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore, There will be a
o’.her

Naw Advertisements. The Oakland Sensiis a practical car for use and will take
you with ease and comfort up any hill, over

ble Six

for
the
La France shoes, which are in great demand
tor those who want fit, comfort and quality....
For wall paper, alabasiine, Johnson's wood

A. P. Goodhue, Belfast, is agent
any road.
Waldo county.... The Dinsmore Store sells

dyes, Jap a-lac, dry paste, window shades, etc.
go to Carle G. Jones’ crockery department....
The Maine Transportation Co. began their auto
service between Belfast and Rockland May 1st.
meeting of the Auxiliary in their room toThe cars leave the Windsor Hotel at 8 a. m.
morrow, Friday, at 8 p. m., when all interested
Mrs. Essie P. Carle will and 2 p. m. and arrive in Rockland at 9.30 a.
are urged to attend.
tell of her recent visit to the Boston Red m. and 3.30 p. m. Returning will leave RockCross. The total receipts for supplies is $305 18 land at 10 a. m. and 4 p. m., arriving in Belfast
The following at 11 a. m and 5 30 p m. Orrin J. Dickey is
fees $85
and for

membership
of the things wanted by

manager.Suits, coats, skirts and
dresses at the right prices at James H. Howes'.
iary at present: The loan of a good-sized
.Read what the Penobscot Bay Electric Co.
chest or bureau and a small writing desk or
about electricity as a night watch to
table; the gift of the following small articles, say
for which no material is furnished by the protect your property....The Progressive
Auxiliary: 42 operating leggings of canton or Store, H. H. Coombs Co, carry the “Boston
white outing flannel, (pattern furnished);42 Maid" house dresses, guaranteed to be fast I
sizes and patterns at
hot water bag covers.of canton or outing flan- color, in a fine line of
nel, 13 by 16 inches, with draw strings; 20 prices from $1.50 to $2. They also carry the
dozen substitutes for handkerchiefs, 18 inches Pictorial patterns ard have just received the
are some

the Auxil-

hmmed, of old table linen; 8 dozen tray covers, 16 by 22 inches hemmed, of old table
linen; abdominal bandages knit on No. 12
steel needles of No. 12 cotton. Cast on 45
stitches and knit three balls. All old linen
need should be boiled that it may be used for
surgical dressings in an emergency.

Belfast, Maine

One of the best potato land farms in Waldo C
>uoty consisting of
under cultivation near the hnusn 79 acres one half mile
away Uf pasture and cleared land and a 7 acre wood lot
It, miles awav.
House in excellent rep nr, outside and insiie
It has five si .oping
rooms, a living room, den. dining room, kitchen an t a convenient
A cement cistern and cellar fl ,or. A
pantry
large shod is c mnect
ed with the house and a large barn near.
A well of
ir.er in yard
and a billing spring nearby. An ideal summer home
It is five minutes walk from the Bangor & Aroostook station
and conveniently
near the wharf of the Eastern
Steamship L;nes, Iv,\
For terms apply to
17[f
AMOS F. CARLETON, Belfast. Maine.
nine acres

_MRS.

A PATRIOTIC DUTY
AH should contribute toward making the new elate ol
Maine War Loan and the new Government War Loan
a success.
It is our privilege and our duty to serve
State
and
our
Country and to handle without profit
or commissions any subscriptions to such loans which
you may wish to make.
We are at your service.

BELFAST, MAINE.

wore a

fashion book of patterns.Robie
Mears, Sylvia Erskine, May S. Bjake, Edward
Sheldon, George I. Sheldon and Austin L.
Sheldon publish a card of thanks-Mrs. Essie
P. Carle and Fred D. Jones give notice that
the copartnership of Carle & Jones has been
dissolved. Mrs. Carle will continue the dry
goods department, and Mr. Jones the crockery

department.

[«

|

WALDO TRUST COMPANY,

He

Hi

CO.,

fitting pumpkin hat
and high-heeled white shoes.
George H. Robertson, who was awarded the second priz-,
most dilapidated dress and bonnet.
wore a
Leroy Green played two cornet solos and four
young men, Archie Robinson, Willard Jenneys,
kin face.

H

CASH_______

the neck with soft lace fini. h. The skirt had
series of graduated ruffl ;s with scalloped
edges and on each scallop was a small pumpclose

B. C. Dinsmore & Son has
of bright red paint with green
and presents a very attractive ap- j

given
trimmings

a

;

|

coat

pearance.
All persons should remember that the

new

^

in your possession
includes cartridges and any kind of an explosive
and that they are absolutely required to tile

law

1j

store of

The
been

Charles Robbins and Clifford Tinker recited
selections in concert. Noting the success of
the young men, Miss Alberta Allen, Geneva
Stephenson and Marian Parsons also recited in
concert. Games, etc., were played during the
social hour. About $13 were netted for the

on

having explosives

such list with the City Clerk,
lays one liable to a tine.

j

B.j|

I W.

NUFORM
CORSETS

Failure to do so,

Provide
a

County Medical Association was
Miss Ruth Coombs writes from West Medformed Tuesday in the Municipal Court room
Mass., that she has been appointed asford,
in the city building. The following officers
sistant to Mios Peckham, in the latter’s private
were elected: President, Dr. Eugene L. Stevens
Miss Coombs was graduin that ciry.
of Belfast; vice president, Dr. N. R. Cook of hospital
ated from the Waldo County hospital a few
Brooks; secretary, Dr. Carl H. Stevens of Belmonths ago, since when she has been doing
fast; treasurer, Dr. S. C. Pattee of Searsport;
private nursing. In the Peckham hospital
Maine
Medical
to
the
Association
delegate
there are five nurses besides Miss Peckham
June 12th. Dr. S. L, Fairchild of Searsport;
and her assistant and thre are at present 10
censors, Drs. C. W. Kinghorn of Searsmont
patients. Miss Coombs is considered one of
Harry L. Kilgore of Belfast and C. W. Whitta- the
brightest and most capable nurses to have
ker of Unity. A constitution was prepared
graduated from the local hospital and her
and by-laws adopted. The Association will
career will be watched with interest by her
meet at 7 p. m. on the first Friday of February,
many friends.
There
are
12
and
October.
charter
memJune
Mrs L. J Pottle entertained the Navy Club
bers including the above physicians and Drs*
O. S. Vickery and F. C. Small of Belfaat and at its last meeting of the season Tuesday
Dr. W, j evening. Covers were laid for 14 guests. The
Harold S. Small of Stockton Springs.
table d corations were in red, white and blue,
F. Hart of Camden, the president of the Maine
Medical Association and a member of the State the favors being tiny glass baskets of red,
white and blue candies. The menu was subCommittee of American Physicians for Medistantial and delicious. Cards were played duical Preparedness, was present and gave an ad9 to 12 a May
dress on the duties of the following Auxiliary | ing the early evening and from
Medical Defence Committee of Waldo County, ! dance was enj >yed in‘the large south parlor,

I

j

tty's fur every fijura
price f jr every pu-8 e
a

$1.00

at
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UP

FOR SALE AT

>

MISS HILTON’S

<j

waist a\d specialty

shop,

Journal Bu Iding Be fast.

j

Of

?

j

NOTICE
Dissolution of Partnership.

Essie P. Carle and Fred L). Jones, both of
Belfast, Maine, desire to give the public and
their patrons of long standing, notice that the
copartnership of Carle & Jones has been dis-

i

j

j
j

solved.
Mrs. Carle will continue to manage the
dry
goods department and Mr Jones will continue
to manage tiie crockery
department,
All pa ties owing hiiis to this
copartnership
are hereby given notice that said bills are due
and paya le at once that the busi less of this
Copartnership may be completed as soon as

possible.

with

Dr. Carl H. Stevens, chairman, Drs. Eugene j cleared of furnishings and decorated
The music was furnished
L, Stevhns, Harry L Kilgore, S. L. Fairchild | bunting and fl igs.
and Carl Bennett of Unity. Dr. Hart also ! by the club members on the piano. After the
were served.
spoke at length on the formation of the Maine j dance ice cream, cake and punch
of the most enjoyable of the club’s
Medical Reserve Corps to include 200 physci- I It was one
| many good times.
ans in the Slate.

Dated at Belfast, this first day of May A.D
ESSIE P. CARLE.
18
FRED D. JONES.

191*

;

FOR SALE
East Belfast, near Sherman’s leather
board mill, an eight room c >ttage house with
ell and barn, about fifteen acres of good
land,
thirty apple trees, four pear trees and an
abundance of small fruit.
Wood enough for
home use. Cuts about eignt tons of hay. The
house has hot water heat and electric lights,
and there is water in hoth house and barn.
The buildings are in first ciasa condition, both
inside and out, being painted on the outside
last year. Apply to
FUEL) E. ELLIS, Belfast Me., or
E W. ELLIS, Chelmsford, Mass,
In

Tonight

at the

Opera House

MOVING PICTURES and

local

summer

>=

Farm for Sale

a

DANCING^

Alma Hanlon in Five Reel Art
“The Great

...

square, made of old linen or muslin uuhemmed; 20 dozen table napkins, 14 inches square,

line
e

Book is Here

A Waldo

testimony of Drs. Harry L. Kilgore and
Carl H. Stevens, who were sworn, it was voted
that he be committed to the Bangor Insane

U
RU

"SdZD. i°El

J. Earl Braley has changed his plans of lo.
Rockland and has entered the employ
of B. H. Mudgett in this city.

Club’s treasury.

the

a

Ifl

$2.00

High Street,

eating in

Hospital Not£S.
Miss Zettie Smith of
Morrill graduated April 26th from the training
department of the Waldo County hospital.
Miss Mima M. Valentine, R. N., the superin-

an-

to

H. H. COOMBS

Wrinkler of

there, has

the young musicians and to the
It is hoped to run an excursion

We carry
J

money.

and patterns.

-TERMS

lOllOW-

roll-call—American

SDITS,
COATS,

■

We have just received the New Summer
Fashion Book and the New
Patterns showing the very latest styles out.
You know the Pictorial
Review has the reputation of being about six
weeks ahead of many of
the paper patterns. The New Summer
Style Book is a beauty, one of the
best yet. You get a coupon worth 15c. with
each book.
The book is
only 25c,, by mail 30c.

Aurora, N Y,
annual visitor to Northport, and
a number of pieces of property
k.

sizes

a

is a reason.

The Summer Fashion

reports by officers;
election of officers; reading, May Verses (Alice
Cary) by Mrs. Annie M. Frost.
Prof. Emil

There

Prices $1.oO

The annual meeting of John Cochran Chapter, D. A. R.t will be held with Miss Alice E.
Simmons Monday evening, May 7th, with Miss
BBBlIHaill

doing

are

dresses.

The remains of D. W. Mason of Hyde Park,
vlass., arrived in Belfast April 26th, accompanied by Mrs. Mason.and her son, Harold W.
Mason of North Attleboro, Mass., and were
placed in the family lot at Grove Cemetery.
Tne committal services were by Rev. Walter T.
Hawthorne of the Congregational church.

program is announced:
Business Women; yearly

jo

“BOSTON MAID” HOUSE DRESSES
We

Charles F. Shaw, engineer on the Belfast
Branch, R. R., resumed his work last Tuesday
after spending the winter in Florida. T. Marshall Saunders, who has been substituting for
him, left for Rockland Wednesday with MrsSaunders.

ing

“Dove Undermuslins’

~

The Dickey & Knowlton Real Estate Co.
have leased for one year, with the option of
the second year, the John W. Jones house on
Union street to C. B. Swett of Bath, superintendent of the Pejepscot Paper Co.

13QUCI VIlull Its

manager of the local New
England Telephone Exchange, gave an interesting talk before the High school students
last Tuesd iy evening. He gave a brief
history
of the telephone and its development, the mechanical part of the plant, described the
operating board, the duties of the operators,
their rest room, etc. Mr. Spear has a practical
EjUgene

Pictorial Patterns.

James C. Durham’s portable mill located in
transportation of pupils; to give the Belfast
Waldo was burned Monday night.
The loss
High School Athletic Association $25 for gen
eral expenses, and to give Ben Parker, who re- tendent, presented her with her
diploma and a was about $1,500,with no insurance.
It is probable that several vessels will he cently enlisted in the Navy, his diploma at the large bunch of red roses. Miss Smith was
The Ruel W. Rogers Fire Insurance Agency
built in Belfast the coming season The Board regular graduation of his class in June, 1917 also the recipient of gifts from all the student has paid this week the
policy of $507.82 in the
of Trade has been instrumental in securing A petition was received from residents at the nurses. She is visiting her grandparents, Mr.
damage adjustment on the recent fire in the
the Cottiell shipyard for Leeter C. Wilbor of Board Landing asking that their children be and Mrs. Koscoe Smith at the corner of Church
McLellan school.
the firm of George H. Wilbor & Sons, Bangor. transported to the McLellan school, but no and Park streets and will leave soon for HartMrs. J. L Sleeper, who has substituted
It is believed that work will begin about June action was taken. An acre of land is available ford, Conn., where she will engage in private
in the Saturday Night Auction
frequently
1st with 200 men and competent master buildfor gardening at the McLellan school and the nursing with Miss Josie Knowlton, a graduate
Club, entertained the club last Thursday eveners.
O. E. Frost will also build one or more in matter was left with Mr. Woodbury as to its of the Waldo County Hospital.
iig. Refreshments were served.
his yard and has secured the services of I. L.
disposal. It was voted that the city schools
Boy Scouts
There was a good attendance
Wednesday noon, when the ground was
Wilband of East Boston, master builder ana close June i5th as usual.
and a good program at the meeting of the
white with snow, a letter was received from a
has engaged 15 local ship carpenters. He has
The chapel at Grove Cemetery will be dedi- Spouts April 26th. Tne story by Avard Craig,
friend in Islesboro telling of picking beautiful
also contracted for a hard pine frame.
In re- cated and presented to the city of Belfast “My Trip to the Top of Mount Katahdin,”
hepaticas and dog-tooth violets and that Islessponse to a telegram to Washington in regard
Monday, May 7th, at 3 p. m. Cars will le fur- was very interesting, and Scout Craig told boro seems
spring like.
to plans and specifications, word has been renished free of charge to any person wh would bits ol experiences which held the close attenThere will be no meeting of the Belfast Boy
ceived that W. H. Hand. Jr., of the departcare
to
ride
to
the
for
these
tion
chapel
of the boys. Frank Downes and Donald
j
services, if
Scouts this week, but on Saturday the Scouts
ment will visit Belfast on his next visit to
word is left with one of the trustees: Charles | Knowlton told of the hike to the
Searsport will make a hike to Mount Percival and
Temple
Maine.
F. Swift,Ralph H. Howes or Charles R. Coombs, coal pockets; the Building of a Scout shack
j wdB uesuutu uy uhblu orcnara, ana the Heights, where they will spend the day, leavThe following program has been arranged:
j
/it me suggestion oi
itev. w .liter i. Hawing ihe school common at 8.30 in the morning.
other boys told interesting stories.
Kev. a. tv Wilson
Scout
rrayer,
thorne a meeting was called at the Public
Unitarian Quartette Charles Robbins was made the
Selection,
Dog owners in the city should not forget
permanent
Mrs. C. W. Wescott, Mrs. M. 0 Dickey,
Safety Committee’s room last Monday evening
that the date for licensing dogs in the city,
chairman to succeed Edwin Morse, who was
Mr A. P. Goodhue, Mr, A. N. Johnson,
to discuss the possibilities of
buying the Brooks
unable to attend the Scout meetings. Carroll according to law has already expired, and the
Rev. J. W. Richardson
Dedication,
house, so-called, 35 Church street, for a Y. M.
Unitarian Quartette Parker, Albert Fogg and Basil Pendleton were matter of securing either the license or the
Selection,
C. A. building.
The house is well adapted to | Presentation to the City of Belfast,
is now in the hands of the police. Ownthe new members elected.
Following dog
Rev A. A. Blair among
the purpose. About $15,000 would be needed
ers,who do not file their license of their dogs
the
there
was
a
half
hour
program
drill
in
E.
Hanson
F.
Mayor
to carry or: the work for five years. The Acceptance,
Arthur N. Johnson setting up exercises. A letter was read from with the city clerk within a few days,are quite
Solo,
house could be bought for $3,500 and would re- I Remarks and Benediction,
Scout John Canning, now with the Sixth Co. likely to lose their dogs.
Rev. W. T. Hawthorne
quire $2,000 for repairs and changes. The
of the 3d Regt. at the Naval Training Station
Llewellyn Knowlton of Monroe has been
third story would make fine living apartments
The students of the Belfast High with those at Newport, R. I.
He is well pleased with his employed to superintend the Winterport town
for a director and his wife anu a
public restau- in all the high schools in Knox and Waldo new
surroundings and expectB within two farm and began his duties April 23d. H. J.
rant. The second story could be made into
counties, which comprise the Knox-Waldo weeks to be on some shiD.
Ide, who has held the position for five years,
apartments, and the first floor administration 1
school Festival, are working diligently on the
with Mrs. Ide has gone to Bangor, where he
offices, reading and game rooms; while the
music for the annual festival which will take
has secured employment.
basement would made fine bowling allies. No
place in the Camden Opera House on May 25tb.
The Young Men's Social Club of the Baptist
committees have been appointed or
subscrip- The orchestt a will consist of about 50 members
church. William Greenlaw, leader, gave a mastions circulated.
taken from the various schools, and at least 40
querade party in the vestry last Friday evencent, of the total student body of the two
A private dance was given last
ing with 150 people in masque. Prizes were
Thursday per
night in Odd Fellows’ Hall by Herman F. counties will take part in the big chorus, under
offered for the best and the most grotesque
Creamer, for the young people who took part ihe direction of E. S. Pitcher, director of
costumes and the judges were Mrs. Charles E.
Mrs. Samuel Tibin the recent minstrels which he directed for music in the Belfast high.
Rhoades, Miss Edith L. Burgess, Messts*Rayof
in
director
music
Camden
the Belfast Band. Those who took
schools,
mond Young and May ford Morris. The first
part were betts,
will have charge of the orchestra.
allowed to invite a guest and about 30
Many
prize was awarded to Rev. J. Wilbor Richardcouples
selections willt>e included in the prowere present.
The music was furnished
son, ^bo wore a very attractive Hallow'een
by operatic
members of the band, and by the orchrestra gram as well as patriotic numbers and the
costume which was also a complete disguise.
which played for the minstrels, and at one festival promises to be entertaining as well as
The dress of soft black material was cut low in

fielding of Elkins
by Young with the bases

were

!

on

ademy, 10 to 6, Saturday at
an interesting game, but the

|

■

sprinklers went on the streets
this week and are again doing effective work in
keeping down the abundance of dust. The
sprinkler in the central section will be handled
by the City team of horses and that in the
southern section was let to A. L. Moody. The
sprinklers are painted a bright yellow this
season.

j

a
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fl,f News
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The street

■■
■■

I*

,,

on

In spite of the snowstorm May night, chilTuesday dren were out as usual with May baskets makbusiness with the local ing merry with this old time custom.

CapL Melvin Pattershall and family have
MeBara. Charles R Coombs, Wilmer J. Dor- moved from the Pottle house on
Congress
man, Morris L. Slugg. Lynwood B.
Thompson street to their new home at the Upper bridge,
and Dr. Ernest S. Webber are
sttinding the which he recently bought of Mrs. Grace E.
meetings ol the Masonic Grand Bodies, in Pattershall.

geography.

fheir vogue increases

Wednesday

John H. Montgomery of Bucksport has sold
the Houston house on High street to Roscoe
Smith of Morrill, who will occupy it.

banka.

love of smart footWl.ir influences the gentlewomen of California and
jMilady New York.
1 jv

pew

The Ladies* Circle of the North church will
give a chain thimble party in the vestry this,
Thursday, afternoon from 3 to 5.
Elmer E McFarland of AugUBta,
deputy
bank commissioner, was in Belfast

Miu Maude K. Russel! will move soon from
the corner of Congress and Miller streets to
the Curtis house on Condon street.

Drama,
Bradley Mystery.”
Admission 10c
Dancing 15c. extra

Hearst News

Comedy Cartoons
COLONIAL THEATRE

j

_

Friday Matinee—Eve.
George Beban in
“The Bond Between”
Laughs,

Tears and Thrills

Monday
Fannie Ward

tf 14

Saturday Mat.—Eve.
Harold Lockwood and
May Allison in
RlVOT Of Romance”

Tuesday

Wednesday

6 Reel Art Drama

Carlyle Blackwell

STORAGE and
PACKING
OF

Household Goods
Groods packed, stored or shipped by our expert
packers. Estimates given by calling.

Home

Furnishing

Co.,

BELFAST, MAINE:
TELEPHONE 306-3

13tf

BROKEN DOWN

ARMY BAND DRUMMING UP RECRUITS

,

1

w

---.—■y
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Washington, April 30, 1917. Severe
conditions are causing heavy

weather

losses of cattle and sheep in the northern
Mountain region, according to re-

Woman Tells How $5 Worth
of Pinkham’s Compound
Made Her Well.

Rocky

ports received by the Forest Service.
Because of

laily inenas came to
see me and she advised me to com-

taking Lydia

E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
and to use Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Sanative
Wash. I began taking your remedies
and took $5.00 worth
and in two months
was a well woman

anticipated
tain region.

Idaho,
4

Kegimeut hand marching through the stieets of New York In

used as freely as they
conveniently can be, without making the
ration one sided or unattractive. A diet
equal in nourishment, might be planned
with less cereal, but this would make it
necessary to increase the amounts of
more costly foods, such as meat, fruits,
and vegetables.
Cereals can .be used freely without
making the diet monotonous if they are
served in a variety of forms and combined with other nutritious or flavoring
materials, such as meat, cheese, onions,
celery, tomatoes, .and other vegetables
ami dried, cooked, or fresh fruits.

K; tion

food

The food materials indicated as being
may be combined into three
meals in many ways. The following
meals are given not because they are reothers that
commended above
many
might be prepared, but simply to show
that such foods can be combined into
dishes commonly used in American
homes. These meals supply during the
day all of the eight essential substances
and also provide flavorings and condiments which, while not important as
sources of nourishment, add to the attractiveness of certain foods.

required

BREAKFAST.

1-4 pounds of fresh fruit (equiv3 medium-sized oranges, 5 small apa
or
ples,
quart box of strawberries) or
3 or 4 ounces of-dried fruits Equivalent
to 10 or 12 dates or 4 or 5 figs).
Cereal breakfast food, 4 ounces before
being cooked, or about 112 pints after
it is cooked. The equivalent in food
value in puffed or flaked ready-to-eat
cereals would be 5 or 6 cups.
Milk on cereal, 1 4 cup to each person.

Fruit,1

to

Sugar

on

fruit,

on

cereal,

or

in coffee,

2 1-2 level tablespoons or 1 1-2 ounces.
Bread, 8 slices, or 8 ounces.
Butter, 1 14 ounces, or 2 12 cubic

body needs,

pian out meals in the interest of
family efficiency and economy at the
same
time, the housewife fortunately
does not need to do elaborate sums in
calories or to have any intimate understanding of such terms as “protein” and
“carbohydrates.” All she needs to do is
to classify
the food she uses into five
simple household groups laid down in reFarmers’ Bulletin 808, pubissued
cently
lished by the Office of Home Economics,
United States Department of Agriculture. The purpose of the bulletin, which
is the first of a series of simple pamphlets dealing with the economical use of
foods, is to enable the average housewife
to plan her meals effectively, even though
she has no speatal training in chemistry

inches.
An egg,

i
!

procedure of
Representatives.

and

House of

Rocky

Always Bought B

Moun-

A man who does fairly hard muscular
work would be likely to get the food
which his body needs if supplied daily
with such a combination of foods as the

following:

fourth pounds of bread
One and
thaving about the same food value as 1
pound of such cereal preparations as
wheat or rye dour, oatmeal, corn meal,
one

rice, etc.)

1 4 cup, ot butter, oil,
meat drippings,
other
or
fat. Two
ounces, or 1-4 cup, of sugar; or 1-3 cup
of honey, or sirup, or an equivalent
amount of other sweet.
One and one-fourth pounds of food
from the following: Fresh fruits and
fresh or root vegetables.
Twelve ounces of food from a class
with may be called “meats and meat
substitutes;” that is, moderately fat
meats, poultry, fish, eggs, cheese, dried
legumes (beans, soy beans, peas, lentils,
Milk also becowpeas, and peanuts).
longs among these foods, but because ot
the large amount of water it contains,
halt a glass, or 4 ounces, of it would be
required to equal an ounce of any one of
or

(

the

Webster, Henry Kuc*.el*.
The thoroughbr* d. 1917.

328 A1 2

1916

Wiggin,
The

Talbot, Frederick Arthur A.
Submarines, their mechanism and
operation. 1915.623 9 T 14

romance

One-halt cup
sugar, 112 tablespoons flour. 2 teaspooi s
1-4
nutter,
cup water, flavoring)

of bread,havfood value as 3
pounds of wheat or rye flour, oat-meal,
corn meal, hominy, or rice; or about 2 3-4
pounds of such cereals and 5 of 6 mediumsized potatoes.
Three-fourths cup of fat (butter or
butter with oil. beef drippings, or other
fat) —a weekly allowance of 2 1 2 to 3

pounds

same

a

B

In Use For Over 30 Years.
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COM RAN V,

NEW
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PIT.

821 B 79

1916.s..808

43

2 M

body

building materia’,
acidity in the body

BY

of

and

the

W 21-19

the situation is relieved by warm weather.
In some regions the snow is so deep
that hay can not be hauled to the starvstock except on hand drayvn sleds.

In the Pacific Coast States and the
W 39-7

.......

Southwest,

conditions have

card.
W

63-21

W

687 3

books.

Been

more

are

wool crop up to the average, while cattle
are all doing well.
Here also the spring
is from three to s-ix weeks late.

I love;
I love thy rocks and rills,
woodB
and
Thy
templed hills;
My heart with rapture thrills

The

diplomat,

B G 382

B-F 92

sou?

d prolong.

Our fathers’ God, to Thee,

j

R. F. Hall, Mabe, Va., writes: “One bottle
of Foley's Honey and Tar stopped a troublesome bronchial cough and irritation that had
bothered me for fifteen years." Your dealer
6clls it. Try it.

Author of liberty.
To Thee I sing;
Long may our lanl be bright
With freedom’s holy light;
Protect us by thy might.
Great God, our King.

j

SOLD EVERYWHERE

1830-

1916.

B-Se

82

Children -J

{

FOR FLETCHER S

CASTOR 3 A

intimate

1916....940.91 P87

Fiction.
Abbott, Eleanor Hallowell.
The stingy receiver.
Ab 2 5
1917.
Bindloss, Harold.
Brandon of the Engineers. 1916
C 512 20
Delt-rd, Margiiiet.
..

Dll W. T,

j

!

LET INSECTS HARVEST YOUR
CROPS.

DON’ I

I

The coming summer is no time to be
generous to the insect, enemies of grow
ing food. More important beings than
they will be Hungry for it.
The Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station, through its Department of Entomology, invites the gardeners and
farmers of the State to send, ior determination, specimens of any insects,
found to be attacking crops, concerning
which they desire information.
There are two reasons fcr extra watchfulness this season; the great need for
food, and the number of inexperienced
growers whose efforts to increase the
agricultural products of the country
should not be checkmated by insect
enemies.
Vigilance is the only safeguard. Suspects can be mailed in stout tin boxes
marked with the name of the sender.
Ttiese should be accompanied by a letter
giving information as to what food plants
are attached and the extent of the in-

jury observed.

All such inquiries will receive prompt
attention if addressed to the Maine Ag-

ricultural Experiment Station.

I

Daisy Baker's Mother Says

Which Do You Choose
Pay for the Food You
or

In Leu t of

SS

Probato, held

at

County,

that all persons interested may attend
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
the 8th day ot May next, and show cause, if
any they have, why the said account should
not be allowed and said private iccount should
not be allowed.
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge,
Attes':
A true copy.
C HAS. E Johnson, Register.

A true copy.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the C ,unty of Waldo, in vacation, on the
13th day of April, A. D. 1917.

Scientific analysis by the U. S.
Department of Agriculture

proves that there is as much
actual food value in 24l/2 lbs.
of flour as in 43 dozen eggs.

At 40

cents a

dozen, the

eggs

$17.20, while, even at $11.00
barrel, a 24^-lb. sack of William Tell Flour will cost you
only about $1.40.
Of course, you don’t want to
eat all flour nor all eggs, but
you can readijy see the great
possibilities for economy in fig-

cost
a

123,000 Would Go To Battle Front With
Roosevelt

I

uring

out

more

|
I

I

more

William Tell Flour is one of
the easiest flours that I have
ever used.
It’s made in Ohio
—right in the Miami Valley,
where the rich limestone soil

gives

it

I

it for everything.

a

most

delicious flavor

personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, that the said petitioner give

j

Use WILLIAM TELL Flour

I

It is guaranteed by the grocer who sells
it, by the Ansted Sr
Burk
who moke it, and by the Ohio Better Flour
Label, whxch you ll find on every each.

■

Company,

1'

■

—iJi
8wan-Whitten-Blckford Co., Wholesale Distributors.

notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
three
weeks
succesbe
this order to
published
sively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, that they may appear at
a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the 8th day of May
A D 1917, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of said petitioner should not be granted.
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

GUARDIAN’S NOTICE.

The subscriber

hereby gives notice that he has been duly
pointed guardian of the estate of

ap-

CHARLES JELLISON of Brooks,
in the County of Waldo, and given bonds as
the law directa. All persons having demanda
against the estate of Charles Jellison are deaired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately,
NOYES A. CILLEY.

Monroe, Me., April 10,1917—17

''^fte

In Court
of

ft?
ft^

a

BL

newspaper publish*
that all persons

n

ftp
ft|'

Probate Court, to be
the 8th day of May next.
any they have, why the
not be allowed.
HARRY E

at

a

A true copy

>^ft1
ft'
ft

Attest:
CHAS E. J-

ft^

:•

ft

ADMIN ISTR A i OR’S :
scrijoer hereby gives not
duly appointed administrat*
ALICE M. FOGG, late

ffi

‘^B
ft

in the County of Waldo,
bonds as ihe law directs.
demands against the est.
are desired to present the
and all indebted thereto si

ft

ft'
ft,

ft

payment immediately.
Searsmont, Maine, April

[

^ft

1

I

ADMINISTRATOR’S N<
scriber hereby gives noti
duly appointed admit.istrn
ROSE A. CILLLY, lat

ft

ft6
ft
ft
ft
ft,
ft
ft

in the County of Waldo.
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the esis
are desired to present thesa'
and all indebted thereto ar

payment immediately.

m

Knox, Maine, April b

X

!i

EXECUTOR’S NOT H i
hereby gives notice that I c

[pointed

*

ft
ft
ft

executor of the

ment of

ft

ELIZABETH B. NASON
County of Waido. o c
having demands against th*
ceased are desired to prestlement, and all indebted t
ed to make payment in.m

ft

in the

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

Monroe, Maine, April 10. I

j

j

j
j

!

j

SUSAN J. DODGE, W.
in the County of Waldo, d
having demands against the
ceased are desired to pres*-'
tlement, and all indebted th
to make payment immedia'-

;

?

A R L1

Belfast, Maine, April 10,

|

EXECUTORS’ NOTICE.
hereby tive notice that
appointed executors of tl

|

j

«

ment ot

ISRAEL

V.

MILLER,

1

County of Waldo, dec
having demands against the
in the

Attest:

Chas E. Johnson, Register.

ceased

desired

are

to

pres-

settlement, and all indebtr
quested to make payment in

EV A

MYRA
E F F1!
\

EXECUTRIX’S NOTIC E
hereby gives notice that eh*

!

weeks
a

pointed

successively in The Republican Journal
Counnewspaper published in Belfast, in Baid

Attest:
Chas E.

Johnson. Register.

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subhereby gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator, with the will aned, of the estate of
BENJAMIN AMES, late of Thorndike,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs
demands against the eBtate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
a»d all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
CARLES, COFFIN.
Pittsfield, Maine, April 10. 1917.

scriber

the

and wonderful baking qualities.
It takes the ache out of bake
and puts the flavor in.
use

!

1917.

ft?

Lincolnville, Maine, Apr

A true copy.

JAMES H. PERKINS of Belfast, in the j
County of Waldo, widower of Hattie C. Perkins, late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented * petition praying j
that an allowance may be made to him out of

ways to use

flour to take the place of
expensive foods.

nal,

County,

ty, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th
day of May next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
j
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
I

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of I

A. D

i*

Ordered, that notice then.
successively, in T

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, on the 10th day of April, 1917. A. M.
Small, conservator of the estate of John R.
Sparrow, late of Knox, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and final account
of conservatorship for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given three

At

April

Attest:

C HAS

ment of

Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said

A certain instrument, purpoi ting to be the
last will and testament of Charles H. Foster,
late of Burnham, in said County of Waldo, deceased, havirg been presented for probate
with peti ion praying that said will be proved
and allowed, and letters testamentary issue to
James D. M. Foster, the executor named therein
Ordered, That notice be given to ail persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the second Tuesday of May
next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the same should
not be proved, approved and allowed and the

HARRY l’, BAN

trueopy.

week

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
HorBelfast, on the 10th day of April, 1917
tense A. Talbot, administratrix, with the will
O.
of
Littlefield,
of
the
Mary
estaje
annexed,
late of Belfast, in said County, deceased, having presented her first and final account of administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Beliast, in saidCi unty, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th
day of May next, and show c use, if any they
have, wb-y the said account should not be allowed,
HARRY E. BANGS, Judee.

weeks

HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
Attest:
A true copy.
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

$17.20?

A

-*^ft t
ft
^ft
K

v

sented his first and final account of administration of said estate and also private account
of Helen R. Houston, d< ceased administratrix
of said estate lor allowance

a

be allowed,

not

1

Belfast, on the 10th day of April, 917 John
H. Montgomery, Administrator de bonis non
of the estate of Nathan F. Houston, late of
Belfast, in said County, dtceastd, having pre-

petition granted.

to

Eat—$1.40

Lelta&t, An

PROBATE IfiCES
WALDO

,.

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
EXECUTRIX’S NOTH
Earle
Belfast, on the 10th day of April, 1917
hereby gives notice that
S. Heald, executor of the la6t will of Walter E I
pointed executrix of the
Heald, late of Islesboro. in said County, de- j ment
of
ceased, having presented his first and final acJANE M. CHICK, late
count of administration of said estate for
allowance.
[ in the County of W aldo.
H
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three having demands against
ceased are desired to prest-:
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
no
all
indebted
a
tlement,
said
Couna newspaper published in Belfast, in
imm *di d
ty, that all persons interested may attend at a to make payment
MARC A
Probate Court, to be heid at Belfast, on the 8th
Maine,
Apr
if
Winterport,
show
cause,
any they
day of May next, and
have, why the said account should not be al
NO
EXECUTRIX’S
lowed.
.HARRY E. BANGS, Judge.
IK;
A true copy. Attest:
hereby gives notice that
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
pointed executrix «.f the

DENTIST,
37 Eoin iiittl,

,,

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

LIBBY,

ft

-;^ft:

Charles Clarence Sylvf.-.,
in said County, deceased
her 1st and final account
said estate for allowance.

MONTGOMERY of Bucksport,
in the County of Hancock, administrator, de
bonis non, of the estate of Nathan F. Houston,
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying
that the actual market value of the property
of said deceased now in bin hands, subject to
the payment of the collateral inheritance tsx.
the persons interested in the succession thereto and the amount of t:«x thereon, may he de
mined by the Judge of Probate.
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, that they may appear at
a
Probate Court, to be held a^Belfast, within
and for said County, on the 8th day of May,
A. D. 1917, at ten of the clock before noon, ar.d
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of sai l petitioner should not be granted
HARRY E BANGS, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:

successively, in The
newspaper publisher!
County, that all persons
tend at a Probate Court, t.»
on the 8th day of
May nex
any they have, why the sai-

WALDO SS.

Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice
all persons interested by
causing a copy of
this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican J .urnal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, that they may appear at
a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the 8th day of May, A.
D. 1917, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of said petitioner should not he granted.
HARRY E. BANGB, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

You get the curative influence of the

B

a

Belfast, on the lOih day
Sylvester, Executi

to

pine balsam together with the mollifying
effect of the honey, and other healing
ingredients. It leaves a soothing coating on the inflamed tickling throat,
raises phlegm easily and puts a quick
end to hard wearing coughs.

I

B

presented a petition praying
that he may be appointed administrator of the
estate of said deceased.

Foley’s Honey and Tar

Like that above.
Let music swe 1 the breeze,
Ai.d ring from all the trees.
Sweet freedom's song;
Let mortal tongues awake,
Let all that breathe partake,
Let rocks their silence break.

j!

ceased, having

The simplest and best way
to stop coughs, is to take

County,

weeks

nal,

W. R. SPARROW of Freedom, in the County of Waldo, heir at law of John R. Sparrow,
late of Knox, in said County of Waldo, de-

JOHN H.

in said

ftp

first account of guardianshij
!
Ordered, that notice then

At a Prob te Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Wa'd », on the 10th day of
April, A. L> 1917.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within a"d
for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of
April, A. D. 19.7

Unity

of

v

flL

,,/;1

j

Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within ana for
said County, on the second Tuesday of May
next, at ten of the clock before noon, and 9how
cauge, if any they have, why the same should
not be proved, approved and allowed.
HARRY E. BANGS. Judge.
A true copy. Attest;
Chas. E Johnson. Register.

reported to
have come through the winter with only
normal losses. The lambings, which are
practically over, have been good and the

name

WALDO SS. In Court
Bellas', on the 10 day f
jfc Pillsbury, guardian of Ar

Ordered, That not'ce be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be I
published three weeks successively in The Re |
publican Journal, a newspaper published at

ing

favorable and the stock

Christmas

A certain instrument, purporting to be the
last will and testament of Irene V, Poland,
late of Searsmont, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate
with petition praying that said will
may be
proved and allowed and that administration,
with the will annexed, be granted to O-car A.
Ooogins of Searcmont, in the C< unty of Wal
oo, the executor named in so Id will being dead

grain and hay

exhausted

SAMUEL FRANCIS SMITH

Thy

Atherton. Gertrude Franklin.

f&TcJ&K

teers are from aouthern States.

supplies

almost

ranges are generally covered by
snow leads experienced stockmen to fear
that many more animals will die before

native country, hee,
Land of ihe noble free,

1

In Use For Over 30 Years

weekly allowance of 4 pounds; or an
equivalent amount of some other sweet,
New YORK, April 25 Approximately
such as 1 1-4 cups of sirup or honey a day,
123,000 men have applied thus far and
or 3-4 pound of dried figs or raisins a day.
Four pounds in all of fresh fruits and betn found to meet the requirements nefresh or root vegetables.
cessary for membership in Colonel TheoOne of the two following, the choice dore Roosevelt’s proposed army
division,
depending on the age of the children:
it was announced here tonight at enrollThree quarts of milk and 1 pound of
other foods taken from the meat and ment headquarters. Only 50 of the apmeat-substitute group.
plicants, it was said, were under 25 years
Two quarts of milk and 11-2 pounds of of age. Of the total ten thousand are
other foods taken from the meat and
negroes. Sixty per cent of 'the volun-

have been

My

History.

For Infants and Children

of

—^

My ctuntry, 'tis of thee,
Swtet land of liberty,
Ot thee 1 bing:
Gana where my fathers died,
Land of the pilgrims' pride,
From every mountain side
Let freedom ring.

Old seaport towns of New England. 1916.. T 74 H 31
Sh&ckleion, Robert.
The book oi Boston.
1916.. .T 74 46 Sh

CASTORIA

Signature

also.

AMERICA.

Hawthorne, Hildegarde.

Powers, Harry Huntington.
The things men fight for.

sections

^B

__

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ar.d
for the County of Waldo, on the Becond
Tuesday of April, A. D. 1917.

Travel.

Edwards, George W harton.
•
Vanished towers and chimes of
Flanders. 1916.T 49.3 Ed 9
H&mmond, John Martin.
Winter journeys :a the South. 1916 T 75 H 18 1

California;
history.
A gravy made out of 1 pint of skim
1914. 979.4 At
milK, 1 4 cup flour, 2 level teaspoons
hutter, and 4 ounces salt or smoked fish Nicolay. Helen.
Our nation in the building.
1916... 973 N 54
(just enough for flrvor). To this can
be added the egg yolk left from the frost- ;
War.
European
ing of the cake, (See below.)
Friends of Frarce by Members of
Rice, 8 ounces, or 1 cup, measured before being cooked.
the American Ambulance.940.91 Am
Bread, 8 slices, or 8 ounces.
Mademoiselle Miss
Letters from
114
1-2
cubic
or
2
Butter,
ounces,
an American girl
serving in a
inches.
French army hospital at the
One-half of a cake.
(Ingredients for
front... 940.91 X
whole cake: One-fourth cup butter, 1-2
cup sugar, 1 egg, 1-2 cup milk, 1 1-2 cups j
Chautauqua Hooks 1916-1917.
flour 2 1-2 teaspoons baking powder )
Frosting made with 1 egg white and 1 4 Bratq Jean Charlemagne.
France under the Republic. 1910, 944 B 72
cup sugar.
Robert Herndon.
Fife,
the
Are
Various
Substances
Why
Important.
The German empire be'ween two
The mineral substances, such as lime !
wars.
1916... 943 F 46
salts, compounds of phosphorus, iron,and
Griffis, William Elliot.
others,are supplied largely by vegetable'.
Belgium: the land of art. 1912.949.3 G 87
serve the
as

They

a

Nevada and northern Utah, but all

reports agree that the number of livestock will be greatly reduced in those

The adventures of Grandfather
In this emergency the Supervisors of
Frog. 1916. J-B91-8! all National Forests have been
authorJohnston, William.
ized to open them to livestock which are
“Limpy.” The boy who felt negshort cf fnd, in advance of the usual
lected. 1917.
J J 65
date, whenever it can he done without
Weils, Carolyn.
material injury to the early grasses, and
Patty's fortune. Voi 14 of the
Su far as possible the Forest Service will
"Batty” Books.J W 45-17 make every effort to aid the stockmen in
saving their animals from death by
1 Presented.
starvation.

749 Si 6

The collected poems of Rupert
Brooke. 1915..
Matthews, James Brander.
The chief European dramatists.

1915,

L 79 9

Burgess, Thornton W.

Literature.

aid

K 46

1916..
Willsie, Honore
Lidia of the pines. 1917.

Brooke, Rubert.

and

of

Juvenile

Singleton, Esther.
The furniture of our forefathers.
1913 .'.

Description

J 15 10

Douglas.

Kate

Fine Arts.

statesman

tend to counteract
tissues and fluids and are useful in other
ways.
Vegetables and fruits, therefore,
should not be neglected in the diet,
especially as they supply also another
substance,
cellulose, the frame-work
material of plants, which gives bulk to
the diet and tends to prevent constipation.
Protein, a substance supplied by meat
or meat substitutes, including milk, is a
very important fuel and body-building
material.
It provides an element—nitrogen—needed to form body tissues, not
only during growth in childhood but also
to make good the wear and tear of use in
persons of any age, thus keeping the
the others.
in repair.
Absence of foods supA man who works hard out of doors all body
protein would give a diet lacking
day probably would need more food than plying
in body-building materials,
thiB, and one who aits all day at his desk
Different kinds of starch, sugar, and
would need less. The amounts given are
fat are important fuels of the body.
suitable for a man who, like a salesman
The last group of substances is present
in a store, walks about more or less and
in very minute quantities. These minute
does more or less of such work as lifting.
quantities are believed, however, to be
FOR A F AMILY OF FIVE.
vitaily important to the body because of
A family consisting of a man and a their effect in promoting growth in the
woman, who do moderately hard muscuyoung and in keeping the body well.
lar work, and three children—say, be—would
tween 3 and 12 years of age
get
the food they require if supplied daily
—

Wyoming unusually

spring

Ward, Mary Augusta
Lady Connie. 1916.

Useful Arts.

an

FOR A MAN.

meat-substitute group.
Cereals Used Freely.
Io these combinations of food.it will be
noted, bread and other preparations of

IThe Red Cross Mag&zine. Beginning May, 1917
Alexander, De Alva Stanwood.

Gilder,

SUPPER.

dividuals.

Montana and

The fact that
G 86 9

Kerr, Sophie.
The blue envelope. 1917.
Locke, William J.
1916.
The wonderful year.

or

tablespoon sugar.)
Sauce.
(Ingredients:

A Days hood Requirements.
That these essential substances are not
difficult for the average housewife 'o provide is shown by the following combinations which the specialists believe indicate
the daily food requirements of normal in-

than 1 cup of sugar, or

Magazines.
American City. Subscription
begins March 1917,

The

History

G 863

Grey, Zane.
Wildfire. 1917.
Jacobs, William Wymark.
The castaways. 1917..

Sociology.

[

ern

D 37-13

rising tide. 1916.
Grenfell, Wilfred Ti mason.
1916.
Tales of the Labrador.
Tie

APRIL 1917.

NEW BOOKS.

edittd by his daughter, RosaAnother vegetable (turnips, spinach, 1
mond Gilder, 1916.
i
corn, cauliflower, or other), 1 pound.
Marcosson, Isaac Frederick.
Bread, 8 slices, or 8 ounces.
Butter, 114 ounces, or 2 1-2 cubic j Charles Frobman: n.anager and
inches.
man. 1916...
Steamed apple (or other fruit) pudding, 1
Seward, Frederick William.
(Ingredients: Two cups flour, 2 table- i
Remil i cerces of a war-time
spoons bu'.ter, 3 4 cup milk, 4 apples, 1

certain little-known but very important !
substances.

more

effort to get men to join the colors.

Library.

Free

pounds.

growth-stimulating

A little

an

Biography.
2 ounces of meat, fish, or !
poultry for each older person, and a glass ; Beveridge, Albert Jeremiah.
of milk for each young child.
The life of John Marshall. 2 vols.
DINNER.
1916..B-M 355-4
Meat, or fish, 1 4 pound per grown Epler, Percy Harold.
The life of Clara Barton.
B B 281
1915.
person; or, for each ehild, an egg or a
glass of milk.
Gilder, R'chard Watson.
Potatoes
medium
sized),1 1-4
(5
Letters of Richard Watson

or

pounds.

Belfast

are

Sample Meals for a Family of Two
Adults and t hree Children.

Adults and children must get Beveral
different substances from the food they
eat or they will miss something which is
essential to bodily efficiency and health,
according to the nutrition specialists of
the United States Department of Agriculture. The housewife, therefore, who
plans her meals or attempts to save
money on food without some kno.vledge
of these substances and of the five simple
groups of foods which supply them us
very liable to omit from her meals some
food essential for the growth of children
or necessary to supply the family with
the energy they need for their daily tasks.
Attempted economy which entirely omits
certain foods may well pr.ve a very poor
investment because of its ultimate effect
on the well-being of
the
household.
Price, individual preference for certain
and
even
the
fact
that
foods,
hunger is
satisfied after a meal,are not safe guides.
Tomatoes at cen cents apiece in winter
are no more nutritious than they are at
five cents a quart in summer. A child
might crave much more sugar than would
be good for him.
A bulky diet of potatoes or bananas might make a person
he
had
feci
eaten enough, but would not
furnisii him with the elements that his

Four ind one-half

for the whole

lrsses are in prospect. No reliable fitures are obtainable from north-

Photo by American Press Association.

cereal

Money Spent.

ing about the

The Kind You Have

severe

i

That Will Give the Best Returns for the

with

B
IB1'
JIS |B
>2? B
r", B
B

All indications are that the cattlemen
have been equally hard hit. In parts of

_

Two ounces,

B

Children.

and

winter without losses are now beginning
to suffer.
A light lamb and wool crop is

How To Select Foods.

dietetics.
Th.6 substances which the specialists
find are needed in the daily diet to maintain the body may be grouped under
seven heads: Mineral substances, protein,
starches, sugars', fats, cellulose, and

Infants

The Kind You Have Always Bought has borne the si.~
ture of Chas. H. Fletcher, and has been made
under p
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow n0
to deceive you in this.
Counterfeits, Imitations
Jnst-as-good” are but Experiments, and endanger
*
health of Cliildren—Experience against
Experiment,

generally in poor condition and many
of the bands which came through the

bearing-down
pains, need the tonic properties of the
roots and herbs contained in Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

a

■>for

are

or

How the Housekeeper Can Provide

con-

ed stockmen estimate that it may reach
It is stated that the sheep

•Iter three doctors said 1 never would

backache,

snow,

20 per cent.

Stand up straight again. I was a midwife for seven years and I recommended
the Vegetable Compound to every woman to take before birth and afterwards, and they all got along so nicely
that it surely is a godsend to suffering
If women wish to write to
women.
tne I will be delighted to answer them."
—Mrs. Jennie Moyer, 342 E.North St,
Lima, Ohio.
Women who suffer from displacements, weakness, irregularities, nervousness,

unusually deep

tinued storms, and the late spring, the
supply of feed in most of the region has
been practically exhausted.
Hay is now
selling at $20 to $40 a ton ancfis almost
impossible to get even at these prices.
The loss of sheep in Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, Utah and Nevada will, it is
feared, be anusually heavy. Well post-

Lima, Ohio.—" I was all broken down
in health from a displacement.One of my

mence

Heavy Livestock Losses in
Rocky Mountain Region.

ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby gives.notice that she has been
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
GUSTAVUS C. KILGORE, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
ABBIE O. KILGORE.
Belfast, Maine, April 10, 1917.
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby givt s notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
EMILY J. BEACH, late of Searsport,
the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs, All persona having
demands against the estate of said .deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
in

payment immediately.
ALEXANDER H. NICHOLS,
Searsport, Maine, April 10,1917.
~

executrix of the las'

ment of

JULIA A. CONDON, la
County of Waldo, dohaying demands against th*ceased are desired to preserr
tlement, and all indebted the:
I to make payment immediatA LICK W
Belfast, Maine, April 10. \'r.
in the

ADMINISTRATRIX N01!
i scriber hereby gives notice
appointed administratr .\
duly
j
ARLETTA M. MASSON, In'
<:■
| in the county of Waldo,
I bonds as the law directs. A
demands against the estate
I are desired to present the
i ment, and all indebted thei
! to nihke payment immediai
H A 1
I
Oakland, Me April 10, 19'

lill mii>
The. following clubbing nflti
subscriptions to The Journoi
n

advance:

The Journal ar.d Farm and I
The Journal and McCall s Magazi
The Journal and W oman's Mag
The

publications include

clubbing offer

may

be sent

ferent addresses.

Send in your subscription

no"

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL l >|!
Belfast, Maine.

1

WHITE’S

[look well
jpfOUR LIVER^ACTIVE

C C. Clements
to attend

habits which lead
itcstinal indigestion.
s;< macli with indi-

r

CjRNER, ( W interport)

Corn Meal In The Diet.

Mrs. C. W. Healey is caring for the infant
son of Mrs Bertha LeClair of Bangor.

Cheap Compared With other
Has High Nutritive
Value. May
In Many Ways.

i.> Waterville April 20th
meeting of the Farmers’ Uiion.

a

was

c09t 01

Wmterport Sunday.

1

|
j

exercise you can,
you will
all the time.
v. ell
/ixion is sallow, or
are dull or yellowish,
\
the above suggesi:? 11 dose of “L. F.”
after eating, and you
u* difference in your
Safe and reliable.
ge bottle, 35 cents at
l. F.” Medicine Co.,

deep, and

!

«

?

I
I

Linda Clements, who has been employed
as housekeeper at C. O.Whitney’s for the past
two months, was called to her home in Newburg on account of illness in the family.

neighbors assembled

l

.ui

planted

ave

Auburn is

peas.

vi-iting

winter, but it

his
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was
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Gladys Marshall.
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Tag day
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present and

Tuckerjoiade

light

pound,

brief

the

added

were

stay at the horns of

MONTVILLE.

SOUTH

School begins last week with Ethel M. Adams
teacher.

Ames, Jr., and little
Jay, calling on Mr.

1

party in

,g

Adams, who had

Sadie

d

weeks ago,

Tues-

town

enlistments

g

son
ar

for

the

is

a

rib

fractured

few

a

gaining.

Augustus Bagley, who haB been sick all winter, is slowly recovering.

‘vlr

Morton will take

a

Hattie Gilman, who has been visiting relaa few weeks, is expected to return
home this week.
spring, is going

winter and

ousliel.

.:

KMder have rented the
uiermere Park and are
here.
has received

vens

s. vei

al

Hospital

ty

during

who has been sick

Angie Esancy,

local dealers advanced

to the

here from

Newell were brought
Bangor Insane Hospital last week

has distributed

for burial.

He

The remains of Oscar

resident of Searsmont.

was a

to
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been \ laced over
and man^v individual

g has
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-rated

Portland has p-ur-

of

'.u-r

of Mrs. Limiie C.

tore

has-d

■.

patriotic

their

pulpit

lust

&unday.

Collins and wife returned home Iasi
week, accompanied by Eddie Tarr of Etna.
Mrs. Collins Wii! spend the summer ilh h
Mr. and Mrs. C< o. Robinson, and the
pin
; his week, river drivii g,
cm to Pang
men
Andrew

'in-

from Mrs.

farne

th

cl urci.

rt

!.h«- absence of the pas-

attended

who

a,

Mi.-1 (_Oui>rerce

tne

Bar

at

rs

l.arrabee, Friday
an

illness

was

heid

i>-r

17tb, and burial

spent

a

Mid

e

was

Mrs

in

ing

help

Henry Thompson of this place is teach
and boaid ng at home.

in Swanville

anil

t.

L..

in

Bel-

few

days

sawed

son

wood for W. John-

tiussey recently,

Mr.

kinds

Monday

M.

-ess.

work, with I.

finished his

rned home to his farm.

repairing
ublic

auto

autos and
this

get-

season.

Johnson

the

is

teachers are as follows: Ada Webster, Whitcomb school; Gladys Smith, Holmes; Laura
Holmes, Paul; Sadie Cummings, Station; Nellie
Bradford. Evans; Flora Johnson; Hadley.'-

huller, who have been in
past winter, returned

corn

may

DO YOU KNOW WHAT “R. D."

HALLDALE.

the

MEANS?
J.

at work
of North

si

keeps
he

framing his new
Washington has

the

market,

C A. Craney of Brewer
E. Hall recently.

up and

growing fine.

born Cates will live

Liberty

Jones of

eas

hers

for

J. R
"Do you know what R. D. means?"
asks Farm and Fireside, the national
farm paper published in Springfield,
Ohio.
"Perhaps some will say the legal let
ters are R. F. D., hut the it', is useless
and a misnomer.
"The city man’s mail is delivered at
tiis door—much mail, several times a
day—and with no F. on it, although he
belongs to one class that receives free

was

the

guest of^J.

corner.

began April 21rd with L. D.

The school here

jmmencing to work their
planted. H. E. Cun-

store

Mrs. Florence C ement has moved to her
home at the

lower Main street,

i!

Hall is working in the

E.

Nutter.

mov-

his store into

rent over

teacher.

Fred Hutchins of Freedom is h lping Newell
White in the

with

printing

office.

nett is in the

operated

as
itr

Waldo Coun-

on

April

friends

many

are

16th

H. B. Clement and R. S. Thurston have b jen
the wood piles up with gasolene power.

glad

g, who had spent several
Brents in Palermo, returned
.ler

father, Bert Bradstreet
usly ili with pneumonia, is

nd

family moved last week

the hill into the tenement

‘finished sawing the Mumiot and will
her lot

changes of temperature and underbring spring colds with stuffed up head,
throat and general Cold symptoms. A
sore
doBe of Dr. King’s New Discovery is sure relief, this happy Cvirobination of antiseptic balsams clears the head, soothes the
irritated
membranes and what might have been a lingering cold is broken up. Don’t stop treatment
when relief ia first felt as a half cured cold is
dangerous.

move

site he is

on a

now

King’s

railroad,

and R. means
nothing; F. means free, and we love the
word in the Land of the Free—in a free
country, but not in so-ca led free delivery
to the Belf-respecting, tax-paying rural
citiz -ri.
I he word rural tells where to go; delivery, what to do; and that is sufficient,
but not too much, direction.
Write it
R. D., and ask others to join in making
it the standard form.”

Discovery

means

Good roads lead not only to town but to
money.

Why
not

should the town

muzzle

knockers?

dogs

gh bchooi Dramatic Club is
minstrel
entertainment,
*i
at Sanford's Hall Friday
i hey will be assisted by
tor tbe past two years

tving

suppers,

entertain-

raise money to
1

*'■

buy land

Hid

CENTER.

*rd last

for

year

live one and the town will never
dead one.

When some one
the
plan to

is

*

vicinity

are

Watson Rob-

April 1st;

d

bought
recently.
and H.
!er; truck
d

*»„ |u

>

this

cows

to

and

plant

calves

P. White have each

planted,

and H. P. White were in
and 19th on business.

recently sold Mr. Libby

1(1 of

1

two

planning

cows

of

and young stock.

brother is teaching in dis'urding with Mrs. William Damm.
H C.

•,

help

the

town,

by extensive gardening and fanning.
Let’s not be trying to stop something
all tne time.
Let’s start something.

Marden, who were guests
Uttletield recently, returned to
M“88., April 21st.

w^iaraii
fOR FLETCHER S
(v
Astoria

the soup to throw aiittle
Same way with a town.

Don't look for soft snaps; the hard
snaps are the ones that have the ginger
in them.

Opportunity

l,s ’!;an usual.

plans

to

help
plan.
A good way to make the world better
to begin with the home town.
The high cost ot iiving can be reduced

It improves
pepper into it.

mproving fast.
<usekeeper

a

a

A town is like a girl. It’s wonderful
what a little fixing up will do for her.

--e*

/ILLE

be

*

knocks once
every
man’s door; better be at home when the
lady calls.
at

You've got to be a citizen in order to
vote; but you’ve got to do a deal more
than vote to be a citizen.
A good town will do more to keep the
boys at home than good advice. Let us
all join in making this the best town

j

!

Usually the first indication of a
|
lowering of health is found in the
bowels and liver. Something goes
wrong—we eat too much, or work
too bard—and the bowel action
weakens or the liver is sluggish.
That heavy feeling on arising in
the
morning, dryness of the
throat, with bad taste, a slight
headache, dull eyes—all show that
food has fermented in the intestines. and that the body is manufacturing poisons instead of
good blood.
Clear it all out.
Give the
stomach and bowels a fresh start.
Encourage the liver to go to
work. Manalin does all of this,
without griping or weakening.
It’s the ideal laxative and liver
tonic, because it follows N ature’s
plan, without discomfort, inflammation or forming a habit. Constipation may be overcome with
its use.
Liquid o r
:ablet form.
TabThe
ets
taste
ike candy.
Children like
;hem, and

ever.—Lisbon Enterprise.

Sloan’s Liniment For Kheumatism.

they

of rheumatism, the paius and
unbearable are relieved by
bloan’a Liniment, a clean clear liquid that is
easy to apply and more effective than mu-isy
The

torture

F. A. PACKAKu, SOX

B,
4m9

TRUCKING
prepared to do all kinds ot trucking,
Furniture and piano moving a specialty

just

added to my equipment a 2-tor
Acme auto true kmade by the Cadillac conLeave orders at tae stable, corner oJ
Main and Cross streets, and they will re
ceive prompt attention.

cern

Telephone connection.
?W. W. BLAZrt,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

JOHNSON"
Attorney at Law

He Peruna Co
Columbus, O.

MEN

BELFAST, fi?A!NE,
Practice in al.
a

Courts.

speciaiiv.

Probate practin
lift

Notice of Foreclosure.
Whereas Ned L Roberts ot Brooks, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, by his
mortgage deed dated the fifth d ;y of May
Nineteen Elundred Fifteen A D. and recorded
in the Waldo Registry of Deeds Book 318
page
446, conveyed to me the undersigned a certain
parcel of land situated in Brooks in the County
of Waldo and described as follows: Bounded
on the North by land of D. M.
Place; on the
East by lands of Annie L Brown and Geo. H
Ryder; on the South by land of C. H. Robeits;
and on the west by the highway leading from
Brooks to East Knox
It being the same farm
conveyed to one Chas. E Bane by Irene B and
Harry G Cates in 1907, containing sixty-five
acres more or less, with the
buildings thereon
And whereas the condition of said mor gag
has been broken.
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Dated this Seventeenth day of April, A. D.

Nineteen Hundred and Seventeen.
3wl6
E A CARPENTER.

E. H. BOY1NGTON,
Eye-Sight Specialist
OF

WANTED-To tsKING OR MAIL

their Safety Razor Blades to me to be
sharpened better than new.
Single edge, such as
Gen s, 25c.
Gillettes, 35c; Durham Duplex
60c. per dozen. C. E.
72 Main street
Belfast,; Me.

THF

B0Y1NUT0N OPTIGAL
44

GO.,

South Main Street, Winterport, Maine
OFFICE

\

bangoiTTine.
Camden

Steamship

Leave Belfast

a in

Have

All-The-Way-By-Water

Turbine Steel

CAVIDEN, MINE.

I

Eastern Steamship Lines

ined.

are

safe.
10 and 25
:ents.

aches that make life

plasters or ointments because it penetrates
quickly without rubbing. For the many pains
and acheB following exposure, strains, sprains
and muscle
soreness,v Sloan's Liniment is
promptly effective. Always have a bottle
habdy for gout, lumbago, toothache, backache
■tiff neck and.all external pains. At druggiata.

garment pla

GEO. t.

and

will

Be

ate

s

designated.
"R. R.

SOME SENSIBLE SUGGESTIONS.

his mill

be near the site where
vie lots. The choppers are
-st, Turner, P. McKay and

Take Dr.

so

till your cold is gone.

Mrs, Edwin Ryan,

Mr. and

Mr. Kuowlton this summer,
he house on the bill.

**

Spring Colds Are Dangerous.
Sudden

New

Dress materials and ciatings direct from
the factory. Write tir samples and

"On the contrary,if there is one classof
citizens whose property lies out of doors,
fully spread out before the eyes of the
assessor, it is the farmer; and, whether
he pays directly in purchased or canceled
stamps for the full cost of rural delivery,
it is in no sense free, and should not be

wear

ifortable.

WOOLENS

delivery.

.jnuingham this summer sawing
^e.
They plan to do farm-

1

meal ami meat oi amerem

be

cooked together, "scrapa favorite in some parts of
the country.
Corn bread and corn griddle cakes are
made in many ways, all good.
Bread
may be made of wheat flour and corn
meal, half-and-half. Puddings and even
doughnuts and cakes are made with corn
meal as the basis.
Recipes for using corn meal in ali these
ways and others may be had from the
United States Department of Agriculture
upon request.

began April 16th. Miss Flora
superintendent and the

Schools in town

on

I

ple" being

It is rumored that the bish Bros, have bought
the„6o cailed Gentner farm on the Belfast
road. Mr. MyricU and family having moved to
Belfast.

in Belfast

was

I

”q;:ck action
ill■- city 11

gimn.ann

reavey

gasolene engine.

a

i

ir. get ling break
-i
core, meal and
>
may be pu* in th- double boiler,
nox•
h u ii11 ie
! water, no
h« 11
hot water may i»e add 1 up to the requirt-i; ani. mo. I r co •an hot water is to
be had iiom the spigot, a goo oo.;-meal
mush c .n tv made in three-quarters of
an
hour. Hut corn meal can hardly be
cocked properly i less lime.
Corn-meal mush can he used in many
/her ways besides as a breakfast or supFried mush, mush with fruit,
per dish.
and mush with cheese are in the list of
recipes. Fish cakes with corn meal are

Nahum is very sick at this writirg.

Mr.

Union

having bought

Gurney

vi

lor
las'

possible.

a>

W. Peavey and

days

to

WALDO STATION.

bon

a tew

planning

are

this

even-

ihiRi Y.
spent

vicinity

put their hands to the

to

much

of several
from

this

body*

high.

Although less than four feet long it can do every kind of cooking for any ordinary
family by gas in warm weather or by coal or wood when the kitchen needs heating.
When in a hurry both ovens can be used at the same time—one for
roasting and
the other for pastry baking. It certainly does “Make
Cooking and Baking Easy”

■

We
3 ear.
boar that it is urg- d in the papeis from the g-.v
eminent, in the pulpit and talked of i
i-h).
Help is scarce and the w-o *n will have

;ud at the home of her
l

i

planting possible

do all the

’for

I
1

cooking

me 1 can be used in several
ways to
give inexpensive variety to the diet.
A dish of mush and milk has made the
greater pari of many a supper on the
farm, and children thrive on it, though
they may rebel at cleaning the kettle and
the “pudding spoon” aftei wards, if tinold-tune methods of cooking it are folio w(*«l.
It is a simple dish to make—just 3
1-2 cups of water and a teaspoon of sab
to very cup of rival.
The water can b
put in cold and the vessel heateri gradualA
double
boiler
is
ly.
very co 'v-nient m
cooking <: r meal ruusO, as well as all
■>
or c> re..Is,
i i-; ea.: r o cl- an.
The
u
seciet '?• good mush is long slow
g;
Afire1*. r* c o.Oer,
whicii toe cookmg can go
o
all ‘V. or all night, i very useful for

Hon. F. F. Phillips, who had spent a few
tilled fur the soldiers.. weeks with his family in Watertown, Mass.,
returned here last week a: d occupied the
M., of VV aii rviile,

?he

as

I

for

fat and starch, pound
and its value as fuel for
the

more

wonder for

a

corn

the

Waldo Coun-

for treatment.

soon

is

purchased ready ground.
Prices of hand mills of substantial make
from $2.50 to $5. A small mill can
be had for as little as $1 50.
though this
probably would prove too tedious to use,
except for small quantities.
Whether obtained at the retail store,
brought from a mill, or ground at home,

tives fo;

r.gain reached the high

siki

run

Oxton has gone to Freedom to visit
sister, Mrs. Pearl Reynolds.

her

Poon^thail

ordinarily

Ruby
i"fam!ly have removed to

Ut

The old-fashioned unbolted
corn meal
made from the whole
grain which can
often be obtained by the farmer
who win
take his gram to mill, and can
often be
purchased in shops and markets, contains
more of the
material
tissue-building
and
has what many consider even a
better
flavor than the bolted meal and is much
liked for making some forms of corn
bread.
Any family in town or country can have
the best of corn meal by
grinding it at
home in a hand gristmill.
The city man
can buy
corn
by the bushel at a grain
store.
He can grind it coarse or fine, to
suit the taste of the family, and in
quantities to last a day or a week, or
longer.
Most people will agree that this meal
containing the germ is very palatable and
compares well in this respect with that,

work.

two members
a

fully

is

G. H York, while in town.

days re-

few

a

meeting of

a

Mr

guest of her |

the

as was

!

last

for the

About

able to do

now

enves

atC

local tifanch of
the N E. M. P. A. at the schoolhouse at
Whites’ Corner, Friday afternoon, H. M.
Tucker of C‘inton. Assistant Dairy Instructor,
There

Wellington were
tending court

”al.

O. W’hitney’s
one afternoon recently and fitted several cords
of wood for the stove.
Mr. Whitney was
nearly helpless from rheumatism part of the

MTY.

Agricul-

“fl'i f189 !°,,d

Mrs.

A few

Corn

he°8othmUCh
'PSf
°^hpr

ill

Monday.

sumed

p~lce

89

meal> where
comPared with

Hmuch
rnU?h

Linda
was

of

m°re corn

meal at present
retad 8tores,costs
per pound 89 Wheat
flour one
d 88 'nuch as rolled
oats,
one fourth 88
89 rolled
wheat; and
aho.it half
hf as
about
much as broken rice
That
*
Per
any
°
of th®
Popular cereal foods, vet
even the bolted corn
meal usually
from which the
germ of the grain has
been removed to make
the meal keep
8
value which
favorably with that of wheat compares
does not supply quite so much flour, It
protein or
maUpr
the tissues
ot the body, but, onbuilding
the other hand it

Bickford, teacher of the Martin
last week and there was no
school after Tuesday.
The lessons were reMrs.

school,

6

about’half*" b°UK^

the

Monroe last

to

Jr

boys in this vicinity attended a
boys’ Agricultural Club in
Saturday afternoon.

meeting of

D,iPartment

8

this is lo„
other cerealB.

S^ine of the

>r

di«

ture

candy and
M s C.B Jevett returned to her home Mona no good and may
day after several weeks visit in Massachusetts
r dyspepsia, leaving
and New Hampshire,
face or complexion.

j

(

foo(1 for
th?''famaiLt0
reii“Ce.tne
United
^r. the specialists of the

and Mrs. S. P. Stevens of Monroe were
guests of Mrrand Mis. T O. Shieids in West
Mr.

pastry,

5

Cereals
Be Served

DAYS. MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS

Mondays, Wednesdays and
at 5 p m. for Camden, Rockland and
Boston
Leave Belfast Wednesdays, Fridays
and Su days at 7.30 a m for
earsport. Bucks
port, Winterport and Bangor.
RETURN leave India Wharf. Boston, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays a 5 p. m Leave
Bangor Mondays, W d -esdr.ys and Fridays at
! 2 p m for Boston and intermediate landings.

Fridays

FRED W. POTE, Aet. Belfast, Me.
NOTICE: It is the intent of this mnnagemeni to operate its steamers over each division !
during the coming season, and increase its.-^
service according to traffic requirements.
CALVIN AUSTIN. President.
I

Mm CENIKAL

!

PRESTON S
Livery, Boarding & Transient
Is situated

railroad;

BELFAST AND BURNHAM.

On and after Oct 1. 1916, trains connecting
at Burnnamand Waterville with through train^
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Boston, will run as follows:
FROM

Stable

Washington

street just of( Main street.
I have sin«l and
double hitches, buckboard?, etc. Careful drivers
desired Vma pa!milu:'b
age issolicited
Telephones-stahle 235-2, house (il l.!.
on

W. \V

(Vonr _‘t>ir.

<

BKLFAST
AM

PM

Belfast depart.

7 05
12 LO
112 25
Citypoint. 7 10
Waldo. 17 20
112 35
12 47
Brooks. 7 32
Knox
17 44
12 59
Thorndike. 7 60
1 05
7 51 13
Unity.
Winnecook,. 18 08
U 23
1 35
Burnham, arrive.. 8 20
2 00
Bangor. 11 45
Clinton. 839
Benton.
8 48
Waterville. 8 54
3 29
Portland. 11 50
5 50
Boston, pm. 3 20
8 00
*»o 111 1,fast
PM

quarries,
Factory

PM

2
t2
12
2
t2
3
3
*3
3
5
5
5
6
8

20
25
35
47
59
05
13
23
35
05
11
20
25
25

AM

AM

Boston

10 00

3(0

8 5C

Portland

12 00

7 00

12 25

Mill Sites, Farms.Sites

and

Bangor.

7 16
7 00

Benton.
Clinton.
8 35
Burnham, leave..
Winnecook. 18 45

Unity

8 f4

orndike. 9 02
Knox. f9 10
Brooks. 9 25
Waldo. f9 35

Tf

Citypoint.

t9 45

10 02
10
10
10
HO
10
11

til
11
til
fll
12

08
17
30
40
55
05
15
35
45
65
01

3
1
3
3
3
4
4
4
.4
4

give opportunity to those deairing to
make a change in location lor a new start

I i
?
:

i

1

§

»

•r

!

$

Undeveloped

Water Power

j

s'

0

Unlimited Raw Material
1

|

1

AND

Good

|4 50
t5 00

Belfast, arrive. 9 60
5 05
tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold af i
$5.25 from Belfast.
H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
G. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager. Portland Maine.

Farming Land

Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attention"
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to
are

CENTRAL

‘-h pages each icRtie tells easy
and better waystodothingsin
and how to make repairs nt home.

SHOD Notes

S

Amateur Mechanics ir> page* of original
indoor

6hop,

1

sports

>

how to

J

Largely constructive; tells
build boats, motorcycles.wireless, etc
FOR SALE BY 35,000 NEWS DEALERS

Ask

your dealer to show you a copy: if not convAdent
to news stand, send $1.50 for a year's nubucripuon.
or fifteen cent* for current i»*ue to the publishers.

POPULAR

^

[

end outdoor

mid rday

CataloKue of Mechanical Books free

?

!

f

C North

on

request.

MECHANICS MAGAZINE
Michigan Avenue, Chicago ^

Papula* Mechanics offers no premiums:
*’
not join in
clubbing offers,’' and
no solicitors to secure subscriptions

does

employs

RAILROAD,

Seth W. Norwood,
Attorney at Law,

FOLEY hIDNEY PIUS
FOR BACKACHE KIDNEYS AND BLADDER

readers each month.

the

ffl
V>

PORTLAND. MAINE.

•

WRITTEN £0 Y5U CAN UNDERSTAND IT
All the Great Events in Mechanics,
Engineering and Invention throughout
the World, are described i an interesting manner, as they occur. 3.000.000

id

I

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT

MAINE

Cl
A

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

To Rent

tf4

»

in life.

40 |

House for small family on Cedar
street. Terms reasonable. Inbuire of
RALPH I. MORSE.

Camps

MAINS CENTRAL RAILROAi

16
50
24
34
60
00
09
17
25

EACH MONTH

ON ALL NEWS STANDS

j

LOCATED UN THE LINE UK THE

PM

360 PICTURES
360 ARTICLES

I

for Summer Hoteis

AM

Waterville.

j

Locations

-—-

j

BROOKS,

MA1SE

Dandelions and majflowers
market.
E. Trundy

A.
gor

was a

are now

in the

Friday.

There

morning. May

in town Mon-

frost Tuesday

heavy white

a

was

was

1st.

Shepard Shute visited his uncle Charles S.
Shute in Bangor Saturday.
a

Mrs. E. D. P. Nickels returned Sunday from
in Boston and vicinity.

visit

Mrs. Wellington Roberts has moved to Waldo to reside with her daughter.
Miss Maude E Savery visited relatives in
Stockton Springs last Sunday.
put in potaSeveral
toes and early peas on dry ground.
Geo. W. Davis of Deer Isle is visiting his
farmers in town have

son

Ross

Davis

cn

the

Mortland road.

C. Wilder of Wyandotte, Mich., was registered at the Searsport House Monday.
George L. Hawkes of Moncton, N. B., was a
L.

guest at the Searsport House last Saturday.
A northeast snow storm set in last Tuesday
night and about four inches of snow fell dur-

ing the night.
Miss Nellie J. Tiussell, who spent the winter
in Belfast with her brother, George C. Trussell,returned home Tuesday.

Steamer Ruth, Capt. Briggs, finished discharging Thursday at the P. C. and W. Co,
and sailed for Newport News.
Edward Eno, who has been spending the
winter at the Searsport House, has returned to
the Brookside for the summer.
Barge Boylston arrived Saturday from Weymouth, Mass., with 900 tons of fertilizer to
Dr. Arthur Jackson of Everett, Mass,, who
has been spending a few days at Swan Lake

fishing, returned

home

Monday.

Friday Club will hold a card party in
Masonic Hall, t riday evening, for the benefit
of the Surgical Dressings Committee,
The

McLaughlin’s Express leaves Searsport daily
1.30 p. m„ returning at 11.30 a.
m. and 4.30 p. m. from Belfast, two trips.
George P. Carter has rented the E. A. Sarat 8.30

gent
few

a. m.

store

days,

and

and will open

after

placing

a

the

meat market in

building

in

a

condi-

tion.
Miss btnei M.

Nichols, teacher in the nan*
gor High school, spent Sunday with her parents, Capt. and Mrs. C. M. Nichols on Water
street.

SPRINGS.

Mrs. Lillias
Nichols, who has been
ing the winter in Boston, returned home last
week and has opened her house on Water
street for the summer.
L.

Capt. and Mrs. C. N. Meyers and Master
Bailey, who have been on a voyage to

Burton

South America in the Sch. Eleanor F. Bartram,
expected home Friday from Boston,

are

Friday and local fisherman have had good luck in landing many
fine salmon and trout, the latter taking the
hook more freely this spring.
The ice left Swan Lake

prize winners. Joshua Curtis won
$6, Gordon Butman, $3; Robert Coleman, $3;
Alton Small, $3, and Hermon Curtis, $3. Next
iall at the txhibiticn by the Waldo county
them

were

ciuba at Belfast there will be $300 in prizes
offered.
PROSPECT.
Fred Haley and Josiah Colson

were

in

Bel*

lately.

Luther F. Ames visited Mrs. W. H.
Kelley, in Brewer last week.
Mrs. Clara E. Haley of Winterport is visiting at the home of her son, F. T. Haley.
Mrs.

Rollins was a business visitor in Fort
Kent for several days, returning April 24th.
L. W.

Mrs. Angelia Harriman was called to Ellsworth recently on account of the death of a
relative.
and Mrs. Ansel Gross and children, who
Sandypoint for the past year, are
moving back to town.
Mr.

have been in

Mrs. Frank Robbins and children of Derby
were guests of Mrs. Geo. W. Haley for the
week-end of April 21st.
of Stockton Springs
charge of the Mountain school this
spring, beginning April 30th.
Miss

Ruth Merrithew

few

Mrs.

Many townspeople were in Frankfort Sunday, April 29th, to attend the funeral of Elden
C. Emerson, whose decease occurred April
26ih, of pneumonia. Mr. Emerson's boyhood
and early manhood were passed in Prospect
where he had many friends. Sympathy is extended to all relatives, especially to the widow.
A committee of public safety was organized
here last Friday afternoon at Knights of Pythias hall. Hon. B. Frank Colcord of Searsport
organized and it was a very enthusiastic meeting. The chairmen of the committees were

Royal Monroe, who has been spending
days with his mother, Mrs. C. H. Monroe, left appointed and remarks made by Capt. Colcord,
Sunday for Bangor and left Monday w th the after which a brief recess was called for the
This
Bangor Machine Gun company for Portland.
purpose of choosing sub-committees.
The
was accomplished in a very few minutes.
The sardine fishermen have their weirs all !
committee is as follows: Chairman of general
fish.
for
the
and
are
now
1,200
completed
ready
a

were

taken in seines off Turtle Head

Ap-il 26th, for Belfaat en route to Morrill,
i,ere she will visit her mother, Mrs. George
home in
A
g, before going to her summer
her huslsiesDoro, where she will be joined by
band later in the season. Mrs. Miller said the
steamer voyage was comparatively dull and
quiet, as owing to fear of submarines, they
as
ran entirely without lights and kept as near
possible to the shore all the passage up the
coast.

From the Kennebec Journal of April 25th
S. Hichborn.
quote tbe following: “Hon. C.
who was in Washington, D. C., early in April
in connection with matters before the Federal
Reserve Board, has received from Secretary
McAdoo of the United States treasury department the following letter:

we

Treasury Department,
Washington, D. C„ April 18. 1917.
I deeply appreciate
Dear Mr. Hichborn;

loan.
Your
your interest in the forthcoming
is
generouB, patriotic offer of co-operation
final
as
60on
the
as
and
plans
most gratifying,
for the issue are determined I shall take pleasI think
ure in sending you full information.
are doing will be very helpful in
the work

making the

Hall, he playing the violin and she the piano.
The B. & A. R. R. Co. is now re covering
pieis at Cape Jellison, preparatory to shipments of lumber from there the coming sum-

the

mer.

in
town April 24th for a brief call at Mrs. John
C. Randell’e, Cross street, leaving by afternoon
Mrs.

M.

Gocdere of Brownville

J.

was

train for home.
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Young and family,
Middle street, left Monday after several years'
residence m town to return to Eastport, their
f oimer he me, where be has recently received
an appointment to a desirable position.
Stockton congratulates her young townsman
Harry D. Shute, upon his appointment as captain of the steamer J. T. Morse of which he
has for several years been the chief pilot.
The first voyage under the new captaincy was
made last Saturday from Rockland to Bar Harbor.

Calkin of Portland, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Calkin so long residents
of our village, was in lown Wednesday afternoon, April 25th, for a call upon her friend
Mrs. Lizzie Trundy Dobbin. She was accompanied by Mr. Levi Trundy, whose parents she
Miss Grace

visiting for

was

a

few

days in Searsport.

about twenty in numtheir duties with enthusiasm, C. A. Snow, Principal of the High school,
acting as drill master and J. H. Orcutt, Assistant Principal as Scout leader. A room has
been secured in the Lambert building, as a
recreation room for the boys, who are looking
forward with great interest to the coming of
The Boy Scouts,

ber,

the

are

entering

now

into

uniforms.

A. C. Treat, CLuich street, took his automobile frem its winter storage last week and on
Friday he and his wife took a tun up to Winterport to call on her sister and husband, Mr.
and Mrs. James Freeman. They were accompanied from Prospect by their cousin, Mrs.
Will Killman, as a guest, and last Sunday with
Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Stevens as companions,
drove to Belfast tor the afternoon.
Mrs. Lizzie Brown of St. Stephen, N. B., an
experienced nurse, who has been employed by
families in the

many

village,

left

morning

Tuesday
Lewiston,

for her present home in
Maine, after several weeks spent with her
committee, Frank L. Ward; secretary, Lester son and wife. Mr. and Mrs. Orison Brown and
C. Dov.; transportation, Mrs. E. M. Rollins, daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Miss Hattie Marden, Mrs. Flora Ward; com- I HolmeB at Lowder Brook, each family having
rounication, Le6ter C. Dow, P. N. Clark, Percy ! a young babe in their home during her tarry
Mills; supply and provision, F. L. Ward, f. M. j with them.

issue

a success.

yours,
Sincerely
XXI
n
A

nnn

C. S. Hichborn. President Fir>t National
Granite Bank of Augusta, Maine.”
The Kennebec Journal further says: “The
First National Granite Bank, C. S. Hichborn,
President, subscribed Tuesday, $50,000 to the
New United States government 3 per cent
certificates of indebtedness. There were $20.000.000 of these certificates issued to meet the
immediate needs of the government, before
the big $7,100,000,000 issue could be made
ready to offer.” The above will be of interest
to the many friends of Mr. Hichborn in this,
his native town, Mr. and Mrs. Hichborn recently spent a week in Washington, being
there

over

Easter

Your

BfefcB

a

of

years, although being able,
to her many household and

meniDraice ana

ner

uiumer,

ujib.

uwou

gueats,of
day.

re-

™vu,

and attractive woman, coming
with her young daughter to Brewer, Maine,
relatives with whom they
where she had
resided until coming to Stockton, where they
made a heme in the family of her sister-ina

day last week and taken

to

the

Stockton

If

ever a

most lovable

Mr. and Mrs.

Edgar Ward

last

Sun-

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Arey of Thorndike were
guests at E. H. Littlefield’s Monday and Tuesday.

of Searsport visited his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. David Moody, last
Sunday.
Charles Clement

and husband, Hon. and Mrs. B. M. Roberts,
in this village. Here the young child giew to
maturity. Keenly intelligent, musical, executive and personally attractive, she was a great
favorite among classmates and associates, both
boys and girls. After leaving the public schools

law

H. P. White were in Searsport
last Sunday, guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
Clement.
Mr. and Mrs.

is the guest of htr
parents, Hon. and Mrs. Charles M, Conant of
Win ter port.
Mi68 Ruby Gray, who is attending the M. C.
Mrs.

R. G.

Robertson

L

building

ORTH protecting.

United

people

I

8

Factory, Store, Office,

Electricity
they

|

property

G
„

|

why

buildings

protected

I

with

see

^

THE MIGHT WATCH

are not

done to property in the

■

■

W

P

blown up, fires

started,

or

damage

“IT HAS HELPED
ME EVERY WAY,”
SAID CiRONO MAN

Burglars, thieves, fire bugs and dynamiters do not
sneak and prowl around well lighted buildings and streets.

PROTECT YOUR PROPERTY

00 IT NOW

WE CAN HELP YOU.

here.
*•1 had a bad case of storocch trouble,” this
“After eating, gas
Orono man explained.
would form and my stomacn would bloat and I

larity

_

—

^

P

Penobscot Bay Electric Company
i_____

||

ft

B

I

NORTH ISLESBORO
Ladd

Frank

was

in

Boston

last

week

LOOK

on

business.
Hill has returned from ChiMrs. Lydia
cago, where she spent the winter with her
A.

We must economize

niece.

Bunker spent last week in
Veazie, the guest of her niece, Mrs. Jackson
Clark.
Mrs.

i,,

and moved my grocer
man Store, next to l

Adrianna

penses

cheap

are
as

less than

^
j

■

,«,

1

nr.

the other feli

of my prices:
Pendleton, who was employed in Can Pineapple, large
the straw shop at South Framingham, Mass., j
Sour Krout, larg.
during the winter, arrived home April 26th
Dykeland rice in pkg^
Mies Edma

for the

summer.

j
j

Marvel head rice in hulk

Coffee, per pound
Vegitole for shortening
Can sweet potatoes.
Pea Beans, per qt
Yeliow-eyed beans, per
Pork, per lb

CURRENT.

BELF AST PRICE

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
PRODUCE MARKET.

PAID

PRODUCER.

12 00
bbl,2 00a 300 Hay,
Apples,per
"
18
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
16
10
00
Lamb,
Beans, pea,
9 50 Lamb Skins, 1.00a 1 50
Beans, Y. E.,
8
40a42 Mutton,
Butter,
89
9a9A Oats, 32 lb.,
Beef, sides,
3 00
Beef, forequarters, 9al6 Potatoes,
16
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
8 00
32 Straw,
Cheese,
26a30
20a22 Turkey,
Chicken,
2
35 Tallow,
Calf Skins,
12al3
20 Veal,
Duck,
88
34 Wool, unwashed,
Eggs,
5 00
20 Wood, hard,
Fowl,
3 50
18 Wood, soft,
Geese,
RETAIL PRICE.

1 10
7
13
14al5
10
24
1 13
6
2 50

Searsport Sav

U

The annual meeting
the Searsport Savingthe;r banking room SA'i
at 10 o'clock a. m., for
for the ensuing year n
business that may
J A M1
meeting.
Searsport, Maine, Aj

jj

jfl

i:vd

|

WAN I ED

1

A

Night Cook at

9^

i

Resiai

100
00

7

For 1

BORN
Anderson. In Rockland, April 26, to Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond L. Anderson, a son, Richard
Crowell.
Curtis. In Thomaston, April 18, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Curtis, a Bon
Dodge. In Islesboro, April 23, to Mr. and
Mrs. Augustus J. Uudge, a daughter.
Larkabee. In East Belfast, April 27, to Mr.
and Mrs. Victor V. Larrabee, a daughter,
Thayer. In Swanville, April 24, to Mr. and
Mrs. Rushbrook Thayer, a daughter.
Wadsworth. In Concord, Vt., April 13, to
Mr. and Mrs. John Wadsworth, formerly of
Camden, a son, Franklin Stinson.

A 1300
and kind.

ie

pound
Gocd

2wl7p
Belmont Avr:

Two Ter- Dents]
TO LE
Two tenements,

MARR1LD.

newly

throughout, electric lig:
Price reasonable.

Brown-Pendleton. In Lincolnville, April
9, by Rev. E. W. Webber, Merrill P. Brown and
Louise M. Pendleton, both of Lincolnville.
In Belfast, April 26th, by
Carter Wilson.
Orrin J. Dickey N. P., Leroy A. Carter of Belfast and Miss Fannie B. Wilson of Belfast,
formerly of Keene, N. H.
In
I add-Johnson
Rockland, April 21,
David Ladd and Mrs. Zeiuma Johnson, both of
Rockland.

App
CHAS

>

Phone 256-11.

FOR

RENT

The lower part
house, 19 Cedm

particulars enquin

Diftii.
Brown. In Appleton, April 28th, Cora
wife of Willard M. Brown, aged 48 years.

;

P. D. H. CARTER

RETAIL MARKET.

18 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 14lb., 18s22 0at Meal,
174 Onions,
Corn,
1 69 Oil, kerosene,
Cracked Corn,
1 69 Pollock,
Corn Meal,
32 Pork,
Cheese,
2 60, Plaster,
Cotton Seed,
10 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
11 Shorts,
Cranberries,
Clover seed,
24-Sugar,
1450a’600
Salt, T. L,
Flour,
3 50j Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed,
Wheat Meal,
25l
Lard,

>

Bills,

Streep

28 Ch w h

THANKS

CARD OF
Boardbian. In Thocnaston, April 24th, John
Boardman. aged 84 years
We desire to express
Beale. In Camden, April 24, Mrs. Hope
the
for
sympathy extern!Beale, aged 95 years.
bereavement of our bein'
In Orland, April 23, MarCunningham
and with the deepest f*
guerite L. Cunningham, aged 1 month, 17days. for the flowers sent at tin
COOKSON. In Milliown, April 24, Edward
EOI
Cookson, aged 27 years.
so via
Conner. In East Burnham, April 22, Miss
MA
NORTH MONTVILLE
75
years.
Nancy Conner, aged
tow
In Waldo, April 24, Nahum E.
Clary.
GliOl.'
Charles Whitten is very sick at this writing.
Clary, aged 75 years and 20 days.
p
Eells. In Camden, April 19, William H,
Mrs. Roy Gurney visited a few days in MorEells, aged 72 years.
rill the past week.
Gkant. In Benton, April 23, Mrs. Victoria
Grant, aged 78 years.
Lawrence Clark has bought a fine colt of
In Belfast, May 1 Capt. Jeremiah
Hayes
of
Nicklas
Freedom.
George
O. Hayes, aged 67 yeaiB, 2 months and 20days.
Judkins In ..ells, Me., April 25, Dr. M. P.
Miss Bertie Wing has been sick with the
ADMINISTRATOR'
Judkins of Rockland, aged 64 years, 6 days.
bcriber hereby gives m
measles the past wtek.
Luce. In Monticello, April 25, Charles Luce,
duly
appointed admimsr
Thomas Thompson’s little girl, who has been aged tl years.
annexed, of the estate of
Milliken. In Ellsworth, April 24, Mrs..Besvery sick, is slowly gaining.
CHARLES E. CAM PR Li
sie S. Milliken, aged 68 years, 5 months.
in the County of Waldo,
Mrs. Emma Busher and M. E. Busher visitSargent. In Bluehill, April 19, Herman T.
bonds as the law directs
ed at J. W. Nutter’s Sunday.
Sargent, aged 62 years, 1 month, 12 days.
demands against the esta
Smyth. In Bangor, April 26, Frederick G.
are desired to present the
Miss Edith Lawrence returned home last
Smyth, aged 74 years.
thereto ar,
Wilson. In Belfast, May 1, Jefferson F and all indebted
week, after spending a month in Boston and
payment immediately.
Wilton, aged 77 years, 9 months and 6 days.
vicinity.
SUMV K
Wentworth. In Belfast, April 24, infant
Winterport, Me., April Id.
Walter Banton, who has been working foi twins, a son and daughter, of| Mr. and Mrs,
Isaac Quiggs in Freedom since last fall, has re- Benjamin F. Wentworth,
EXECUTRIX’S NOTH 1
Wise. In Belfast, April 30, James A. Wise,
turned home and is going to farming.
hereby gives notice that sh*
aged 78 years, 2 months snd 10 dsys.
la**1
pointed executrix of the
Mrs. Vern Poland and her three children
ment of
from Massachusetts are spending a few weeks
JOHN O. JOHNSON l*<‘
with her parents, Mr. an d Mrs. E. F. Bantoc
in the County of Waldo, d. «.
e*
having demands against the
ceased are desired to present
A million feet of 2 in.. 1§ in. end 1£ in. pint
therei
tlement, and all indebted
delivered et our mill et Feirfleld. Heine.
to make payment immediately
H. F. D’ARCY & SONS COUPANY,
FOR FLETCHER'S
AROBINE vs
61 No. Weehington Street, Boeton, Hen

would have a dull, heavy feeling. My food
would not digest properly and the result was
stomach that made me half sick most of
the time. This was an acid condition caused by
fermenting, souring food that gave me no nour
isbmt nt but caused only discomfort.
“I wanted something that would tone up my
stomach and clean out my system and bring
about real digestion, so I turned to Tanlac because I had heard it recommended everywhere.
••Tanlac has relieved me of my bad stomach.
It has ended the gas and bloating and I no
longer have the sour stomach, which shows
that my food is digesting now instead of fermenting. Tanlac has helped me in every way.”
Tanlac, the Master Medicine for stomach,
liver and kidney ailments and catarrhal affections, that receives endorsements like this in
every day, is being specially introduced in
Belfast at the City Drug Store. Nearby Tanlac
agents are: A. R. Pilley. Brooks; Ames Co..
Stockton*Springs; L. C. Dow A Co., Prospect

sour

•

^

>

■

••Tanlac has helped me in every way,” declared Charles Holland, painter, of Orono, Me
when he described the benefits he has derived
from Tanlac. the new reconstructive tonic and
system purifier that has won State wide popu-

daylight.
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season

“Ended Sour Stomach, Gas and Bloating,’•
Charles Holland Tells.

Buildings

B

B

I. P. Griffies will open Allen’s hall for the
with a dance Tuesday night, May 16th,
with music by Toziers singing orchestra. The
hall will be newly decorated with flags and
patriotic colors, and a good time is anticipated,

treasures wait thee in the far-off skies.
And Death, thy friend, will give them all to
thee.”

Thy
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Tire must deliver full value in service.
Diamond Tire fails, a cheerful, willing adjustment

LIGHT UP

Light

too.

who

men

Every Diamond

here, she was a pupil at the Maine Central Institute, at PittEfield for several terms, specialfactory.
izing in vocal music, and after her return often
Capt. Frank P. Whittier, who has been visitassisted in the local entertainments, by render- I. in Pittsfield is ill with measles, but is doing
ing his brother. Capt. A. T. Whittier on Union
ing solos and taking part in dramatics. After as well as could be expected.
Cummings, O. B. Gray; welfare, Miss Flora H.
M.
Ames
Snow
left
Messrs.
A.
and
A.
C.
street, has returned to Thomaston where he is
Ward, Mrs. Lizzie Lane, Mrs. Edna Harriman; !
many years, Mrs. Rich (Aunt Sarah as she was
At a Public
Safety meeting held at the
superintending the construction of a new wharf, W. D. Harriman, L. H. Harriman, R. A. Monday for Portland, going by auto to Bangor familiarly called) became the wife of Capt.
to catch the 3.30 train for that city to attend
town house April 6th the following committees
schooner of about 1,000 tons for the coastwise
Nathaniel G. Clifford of Stockton, to whose
Harriman; home guard, R, A. Harriman,Chat les
the annual meeting of the Grand Lodge of F.&
were elected: A. T. Nickerson, Chairman, H.
trade.
home the deceased accompanied her mother, !
H. Gray, C. K. Harriman; bureau of statistics,
A. M., this being the twenty-seventh consecuP. White, Secretary.
Transportation Commitas a beloved daughter in the household
being
Dodge's Corner. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest the selectmen, Charles H. Gray, R A. Harritive attendance by Mr. Ames upon the State
J. E. McKeen, A D. Moody, E. A Roberttee,
Frank
on
to
her
until
S.
17,1880,
W.
Killman,
marriage
August
C.
K.
Harrimar ; finance.
Nickerson and children of Foreland arrived man,
Grand Ledge of Masons. Mr. Snow will reson; Communication Committee, H O BuchelSaturday to spend a week with their parents, I. M. Cummings, W. D. Harriman; national turn earlier, but Mr. Ames will not be at home A. Colcord, youngest son of the late Capt. and
W. Nickerson, R. G. Robertson; Supply
Mrs. Josiah Colcord, one of her village class- der, J.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Matthews.... Mr. and Mrs. colors Mrs, Jennie Dockham, Mrs. Charles H*
before Saturday. Mr. Snow, a recent past
ard Provision Committee, H. P. White, W. W.
Eii Colson were thrown from their carriage Gray, Mrs. Anna
mates. accompanying him immediately to
Harriman; Naval, A. J.
master, attended as a representative of W. D.
Gray, F. P. Webb; Welfare Committee, Mrs. E.
last Sunday and Mrs. Colson waB severely in- glanchard, E, W. Gray, L. H. Harriman.
Brooklyn, N. Y., where they have since reYoung, present master of Pownal Lodge, F. &
A. Robertson, Mrp. Ida M. Webb, Mrs. A. D.
sided. Six children were born to this happy
jured-Mr. and Mrs. George Webster and
A. M., who was prevented from going to PortMoody; Home Guard Committee, Lee McKeer,
in
three
sons
and
one
Mr.
and
Mrs.
union,
infancy,
friends,
dying
The farmers in Kennebec county are much land
Perry of Boston, arrived
Harold Harriman, R. G. Robertson; Bureau of
by his removal toEastport.
and
to
two
last Monday and opened their cottage, Sunny interested in the
being
maturity
daughters growing
operation of a 20 horse-powStatistics Committee, A. T. NicKerson, H. P.
of
the
one
issue
From a recent
Bangor Daily now, with the exception of
daughter,
Side, for a few days.
er tractor which hauls a gang plow and two
White, F, P. Webb; Finance Committee, A. D.
News we quote the following: “A very pretty married and living in homes of their own near
on kerosene and plows
The Searsport school paper, the Opeechee harrows. It operates
Lee McKeen, R. G. Roboccurred at the borne of Mr. and Mrs. their parents, the bereaved husband and daugh- Moody; Secretaries,
wedding
and harrows several acres every 10hours. This
ertson.
Council, is ready for publication and will probtractor was purchased by the owners of a can- Frank L. Marslon, (for several years resi- ter, Miss Louise, being left alone in the now
ably be on sale in about three weeks. The
ning factory located in Monmouth. It is to be dents of this village), at 24 Grant street, Port- desolate home, bereft of loving wife, devoted
following are members of the start: James
CENTER MONTVILLE.
used free of charge by farmers who have con- land, the occasion being the marriage of her mother and social mistress. A beautiful funerLombard, editor-in-chief; Henrietta Gregory
brother, Lowell H. Brockway of Houlton and al service,‘conducted by the local UniverBalist
tracted acreage to the factory owners. The
literary editor; Robert Coleman, local editor;
Miss Ciara Bean came home from Pittsfield
Mies Althea M. Bemis of Boston. The cere- pastor, was held at her late home Friday eventractor is destined in the near future to help
Mary Inman, alumnae editor; Eleanor Closson,
April 23d, sick with measles.
in solving the problem of labor on
mony was performed by Rev. Harry E. Rouil- ing, AprH 20tb, the profuse and handsome Monday,
materially
exchange editor; Irving Rich, business manWilliam Arno of Freedom was shearing
lard of Westfield. Mass. The bride is a gradu- floral tributes whispering to the mourning
the farm.
family of the respect and esteem entertained sheep Monday, April 30thf for Clifton Morse.
by relatives and acquaintances for their beMr, and Mrs. Frank Luce and son were Sunloved one, called “Over the River” into God’s day guests of their daughter, Mrs. Harden
Eternity of peace and joy. Saturday morn- Erskine.
ing Mr. Colcord, accompanied by his son, WalEmbert Ramsey, who graduates this spring
ter R, left with the remains for Stockton,
from the M. C. I. in Pittsfield, was in town
Maine, for interment in the family lot in the
over Sunday.
village cemetery. Sunday afternoon the fuMrs. Andrews and two children have arrived
neral procession, consisting of relatives and
Boston to spend the summer with her
former associates, followed the body to its from
or
Home
any
up your
J. H. Terry.
final resting place, where, in the absence of parents, Mr. and Mrs,
■■
that is Y\
Walter Thompson has sold his farm to
Rev. A. A. blair of the Universalist church,
scripture reading and prayer were offered by Oramandel Morse, and has bought the upper
Rev. Mr. Henry, and the flower-laden casket place of Stanley Curtis. Mr. Thompson will
realStates
Thousands of
all over the
was left amid the scenes of her happy girlmove his family there this spring.
hood. Measures of fullest condolence are offered to the sorrowing husband, children and
ize that
At the annual prize speaking exhibition of
is the safest and most reliable watchman
friends in this separation from their cherished
Freedom Academy, two Montville students
one
at
this
early
age.
is
comparatively
that
with. This
can surround their
won the prizes. Miss Carolyn McFarland and
“O, what were life, if life were all? Thine
Harold Nutter, Miss Lura Bennett received
there is such a demand to have their
eyes
Are blinded by their tears, or thou wouldst honorable mention.
one

mathematics,

as

That is why increasing thousands of motorists see the first cost savm Diamond Tires and enjoy the further benefit in their
long, de-

social duties, only two weeks before the fatal
termination (during which time she suffered
paroxysms of excruciating pain, relieved only
by opiates) the expert specialist called in the
SWANVILLE CENTER.
case informing her anxious husband that reremained
that
and
all
covery was impossible
Ed. Thompson is suffering with sciatic rheuwas to keep her as comfortable as they could
matism.
that
by the use of anesthetics. Everything
The Union Sunday school will organize Sunloving hearts, expert medical skill and trained
day, May 6th, at 2 p. m. at the church.
nursing could suggest for alleviation of her
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Robertson were Sunday
suffering was don*; tut without avail.
The deceased was born January 16, 1860, in guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Palmer in MonEast Machias, Me., the daughter of the late roe.
Mr. and Mrs. Larrabee of Jackson were
Mr. and Mrs. JacksoD Rich, her father being
called to the “Higher Life,” before her

mechanical

B
B

jjj Diamond’wlires

of

his

suffering for two
usually, to attend

fag

By-ft

the deaunt, Mrs. Frank A. Colcord of
Brooklyn, N. Y., (nee Miss Hattie Louise Rich
of Stockton) in the early morning hours of
Thursday, April 19. 1917, from a “purely intes inal trouble,” fn m which she bad been
cease

V

^This inimitable, tough, “stubbornized” black rubber squeegee tread,

Kj^jB

telegram

as

Machines which cannot make a mistake perfect the work of
know fabric, rubber and tire-construction.

®?f$B

On Friday, the older portion of
this community was greatly shocked and ag-

|I|

four tires. When you save in the cost of your tires
savings by four—when you use four Diamonds.

The quality cf Diamonds is

B-h'^B

Obituary

runs on

car

this multiplies your
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Sunday.

grieved by the announcement in
to Edgar M. Colcord, Mill street,

with Diamond Tires
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you

splendid

May (Grant) Alley, who was in the
Paine Hospital, Bangor, for two weeks, has
sufficiently recovered to return to her home in
spend- Ellsworth April 28th.

Brookside.

bushels

Fingers

j

will have

J. B. Walker and daughter, Miss Elizabeth
Walker, will open their cottage Thursday, May
3d, at Pleasant Cove and will take their meals
at the

Off With

Tells How To Loosen a Tender Corn or
Callous so it Lifts Cut Without Pain.
Searsport has its desired English flag, and
now there are three flags on the town flagpole,
the American, British and French flags. It
You reckless men and women who are peswas through the efforts of Hon. u. Frank Col*
tered with corns and who have at least once a
1
in
and
week
invited an awful death from lockjaw or
was
unfurled,
cord that the British flag
blood poison are now told by a Cincinnati 11
fact the flag was made by him with the assistthority to use a drug called freezone, which
When Capt. Colcord the
ance of Mrs. Colcord.
moment a few drops are applied to any
corn or callois the soreness iB relieved and
saw the French flag on the pole nothing would
soon the entire corn or callous, root and all,
do but that we must have the British also, and
lifts off with the fingers.
Bu with this in mind be secured the material,
Freezone dries the moment it is applied,
and
Charles
Adams,
and Bimply shrivels the corn or callous without
which was given by Mrs.
inflaming or irritating the surrounding tissue
cut out the flag himself, planning it and inA small bottle of freezone will cost
or akin,
tended to stitch it himself, when Mrs. Colcord
very little at any of the drug stores, but will
volunteered to assist. The flag is large and positively rid one’s feet of every hard or soft
If your druggist
corn or hardened callous.
well made.
hasn’t any freezone he can get it at any wholefor
senior
house
sale
of
you.
Maine,
drug
C. E. Cr ssland, University
class, was in town April 25th for the purpose
of organizing an agricultural club for boys
STOCKTON
and girls.
Mr. Crossland will cover this county
and endeavor to form clubs in every town,
The Auxiliary Aid of the Universalist sothese clubs to be a part of the State club. He
will meet tomorrow, Friday, afternoon,
talked to the boys and girls in the High school ciety
with Mrs. P. L. Hupper, Main street.
and a few from the lower grades, and succeedThe Red Cross workers will meet Wednesday
ed in interesting a great many. Mr. and Mrs
afternoon. May 9th, with Mrs. William H.
James Duncan and Mrs. E. W. Gilkey were
Morrison, Church street.
asked to take charge of the work in Searsport
On Wednesday evening Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Last year the Boys’ Agricultural Club had a
exhibiton at Belfast, and many of Partridge gave a social dance in Hichborn

fast

A. C. Co. at Mack’s Point.

the A.

Art School.
the Massachusetts Not mal
The couple will be at home in Houlton after
June 1st, wbeie the groom is connected with a
large furniture establishment.”
lira. J. P. Miller, accompanied by her little
of
daughter Ardris, from Aiken, S. C., by way
steamer from Savannah, Ga., who had for
several days been the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Seth Brown, Middle street, left Thursday,
•to ot

Lift Your Corns

class.

business visitor in Ban-

Frank I. Gross of Bangor
day on business.

Percy Blake, aaeiataiit bueineal manfor juniors
ager; Evelyn Young, claaa reporter
end eeniorB; Joshua Curtis, reporter for sophomores; Coreta Gray, reporter for freshman

ager;
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